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With the advent of the Concorde supersonic transport aircraft many 
metallurgical problems have been encounteredQ One suoh problemp since 
the airframe becomes hot in flight due to lClnetic heating, is the behaviour 
of aluminium alloys when subjected to stresses at elevated temperatures 
for long periods of timeQ The service condition is expected to be 1000-1200C 
and the design stresses are suoh that less than Oo1% strain will. be produced 
in 30,000 hours at these tcmperatureso Beoause· of its superior resistance · 
ﾷｾｯ＠ loss ｯｾ＠ strength on holding at these elevated temperatures and its good 
creep resistance the ａｬＭＲｯＵｃｕＭＱｯＵＷｍｧＭＰｾＲＱｓｩＭＱｯＱｆ･ＭＱｯＰｎｩ＠ alloy (RR58 alloy) 
has been selected for the airframe. 
·The first part of this thesis describes the precipitation hardening of 
the alloy, as observed by thin foil electron ｭｩ｣ｲｯｳ｣ｯｰｹｾ＠ in terms of the 
'precipitation which occurs in the basic ａｬＭＲｾＵｃｵＭＱ＠ o2Mg alloy and the e.ffeots 
o'f the additions of 1% iron.!> 1% nickel and Oo24Si upon ito It is shown that 
the iron and nickel additions produce particles of FeNiA19 within-the matrix 
which affects the grain size developed by heat treatment. The silicon is · 
shown to alter the mode ot nucleation of the S precipitates from hetrogenaoua 
nucleation at dislocation linea in the Al-2o5Cu-1o2Mg alloy to homogeneous 
nuclea:&ion throughout the matrixo From a. study of the as-quenched and: 
directly quenched alloys it is concluded that the effect of silicon must be 
due to an interaction with the copper. and magnesium. atoms and the quenched-in 
vacancies which form the GPB zones a11d not simply due to the greater affinity 
o'£ vacancies to silicon a·toma than to atoms o-r copper or masnesiumo 
The second part of the thesis concerns the creep properties of the 
RR58 alloy. During the production of the alloy in sheet or plate form it 
ｭｾ＠ have to be .stretched between the solution treatment and ageing operations 
either to flatten the material or to ｦｯｲｾ＠ it to its final shapes The simple 
creep equation obeyed by the alloys at 1.50°C has been found ·l;o be e = (3 tm 
where e is the creep strain, ﾷｾ＠ the time and (3 and m are constants. The 
prestrain treatment (3% plastic strain). was found to be detrimental by raising 
the value of (3 but not appreciably affecting the value of m o 
Finally the metallography of the creep deformation and fracture of the 
Al-Cu-Mg alloys dux'ing creep at 150°C and 170°C has been examinedo 
Metallurgical changes in the grain boundary regions ｨ｡ｶｾ＠ been noted such as 
substructure £ormation9 grain boundary ｭｩｧｾ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ and discontinuous precipitation 
aasooiated with pronounced grain boundar,y slidingo A high ､ｩｾｬｯ｣｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ density 
was aJ.so developed within the g:rains o Creep fr.s.otul"'e vras interccystal.line 
ooourring by the growth of wedge-type cracks from triple points on boundaries 
normal to the tensile stress. However the presence of dimples on the grain 
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boundary sttr.faces was indicative of: some ductility within the narrow soft 
region adjacent to the boundaries. These observations ｭｾ＠ account for the 
low ductility found in these alloys at low creep strain rates or ·low stress 
levels.-
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This thesis concerns the high s·creng-'.;h aluminium alloys based on 
the pseudo binary (Al-.AJ.2CuMg) systemo .Aluminiu.m-oopper-magne sium alloys 
of this type were originally developed by High Duty Alloys Ltd- for high 
·hemperature service in aero-engines and the alloy RR58 containing 2o5% 
copper, 1o5% magnesium, Oc2% ｳｩｬｩ｣ｯｮｾ＠ 1o1% iron and 1o1% nickel was £inally 
adoptedo This alloy is now produced under licence in France (speci?ication 
A-U2GN) and in the UoSoAo Ｈｳｰ･｣ｩｾｩ｣｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ 2618) for use in ｡ｩｬｾｲ｡ｭ･ｳ＠ and 
has been selected as the airframe alloy for ,..che Concorde supersonic 
transport aircraft because of its superior high temperature properties1. 
Figure 1 ap due to Sa.tre2 shows ·che percentage strength rema:t:n.ing af-'cer 
10000 hours at the .test temperature for four aluminiura alloyao It can be 
seen that the minimum loss of stre11gth is for the alloy ａｾ＠ the RR58 (Frenoh 
equivalent A-U2·G·N).? and shows that ｾｴｨ･＠ stability of the microstruo·cure of 
·this alloy is superior to those of the other three alloyso ]'igm"e 1b shows 
the stresses required to produce OQ1% plastic strain in 10000 hours over a 
· range of test temperatureso Again the superiority of the RR58 alloy over 
the Al-Cu-Mg type alloys is clearly showno 
The ｴ･ｲｮ｡ｾ＠ Al-Cu-Mg system contains the basic compositions of several 
high strength aluminium ｡ｬｬｯｹｳｾ＠ and Figut ... e 2 shows the aolidus surfaces of 
ｴｨｾ＠ aluminium l"ich cornel"" of the phase diagram3.. Four phases form binary or 
pseudo-binary systems with the alwninium oc solid solut:i,.ori.. They are, in order 
of' increasing magneaium:oopper ratio, Cu.Al2 ( e phase), Al2CuMg (S phase) P 
.Al6CuMgl:. (T phase) and Mg2A13 ( !3 phase) o Of ﾷｾｨ･ｳ･＠ four systems, two provide 
the basic age-hardening sys·tema 'for the commercial Al....Cu-Mg alloys .. 
The o:: - 0 ( CuA.l2) system is the basis for the duralumin alloys ｾｵ｣ｨ＠ as H15 
which contains 4o5% Cu and Oo6% ｍｧｾ＠ The age-hardening sequences· of these alloys 
have been studied in great detail since this was one of the first known 
precipitation hardening ｳｹｳｴ･ｭｳｾ＠ The precipitation sequence is supersaturated 
. solid solu·tion ... >GP1 zones .. >GP2 zo11ea ＨＰｾｾＩＭ ｺＮＮ＠ 0' -> o(CuAl2) o The second system 
is the cc - S (A12CuMg) aystera ｨ｡ｶｩｮｾ＠ a Cu$Mg weight ratio o:r 2 o2 ｾ＠ 1 and it is 
to this system that the RR58 alloy belongs., Prior to 196b,. the la1owledge of 
the precipitation hardening processes occurring in these alloys was limited. 
The age hardening of these alloys and the effeots of addition elements had · 
been reviewed by:.: Hara.y4 and la:cer ｂ｡ｧ｡ｲｹ｡ｴｳＱｾＵ＠ a:t'ld Silcooll> studied. -the 
precipitation sequence in these alloys by ｘＭｲｾ＠ diffraction techniques. 
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They showed it to be:-
supersatura/ced solid solution ->GPB zones ＭＮＮｳｾＭ＾ｓ＠ (Al2 Ct'!!'tig). 
:Cntermedia·l:;e Cu:Mg weight ra:cios eg ＷｾＱ＠ were shown to result i11 
precipitation aequences of both JGhe ( cc -s) and (cx:-e) sys·tems resulting 
in a final ､ｵｰｬ･Ｚｾ｣＠ precipitation of 6 and So 
With the adverrt of the Concorde project and the decision to use the 
( o: -s) alloy of. the Hidumii1ium HR58 tYI:>e ｾ＠ the Ministry of .Avia .. c:ton organised 
a collaborative programme of research, a number of Ol"'ganisa·i:;iol'>.S ｲＺｲｾｵ､Ｎｹｩｮｧ＠
d.ifferen·c facets of ·che mer'Gallurgy of: these alloyso A·ij; RoAoEo such work had 
already been sta.r-l:;ed and i·t was proposed .. co stud.y three aspects of ·the 
problemo The first was to relate the X-ray diffraotion studies of Bagaryatsky 
and Siloock, ｯｵｴｬｩｾ･､＠ above.t> to the n:do:r·ostruc-tures observed i11 the alloys 
bY. direct transmisaio11 elec"cron microscop;J and ･ｾｳｯ＠ to de·termine how ·t;he 
addi"i;ion elements.? iron, 1'liokel and silicon, affected the age-hardening and 
creep properties of ·che RR58 alloy o 
The second aspect was to examine the mechanism by which creep de:rorma/Gion 
occurred. in the alloy and the na.·ture of' the oreep ｾ｡Ｎ｣ｴｵｲ･＠ () .Allier! ·to this j) 
the third aspeo·t; was to determ:tne how cold WOl"'k before agei11g at':Ceoted the 
creep ｾｲｬＺｲ･ｮｧ＠ ... ch of the alloy o . It is necessary during the fabrication o'f 
sheet that the sheet is stretched while so:f.·t (in the solution treated 
conditiol'l) in order ·to remove buckling due to the quench or simply to 
introduce an ini·cial forming operationo Th.i.s cold working tx·eatment was 
fom1d to reduce the . aubsequen·t creep strength of ·the aged RR58 alloy and i·ii 
. was decided to determine ivhioh of ｾ｣ｨ･＠ creep parameters were af£ectedo A 
aimiJ.ar reduction in creep stre1'lgbh ia f'ou:-1.d if the alloy · is stretched a.f·cer 
the preoipi tation hardening treatment of" i 6 ... 20 hours at 190°0 and therefore 
·the amom·r(; by which the oorumeroial allioy ma.y be cold worked both befo:t"e and 
after the ageing treatment is limitedo : 
The mox·phology and mode o:r precipita:tion of' ·the S phase in the basic 
terllai ... Y A.1..-·2.,5Cu· .. 1 o2Mg alloy will be desot·ibed ,in Chapter 3 ·and the effects 
of• the add.i tion elements, ｩｲｯｮｾ＠ nickel and silicon o>.'l ·(;his sequence and 
upon the properties of the ｾｬｯｹ＠ will be considered in Chapter 4o The 
influence of the ＰｾＲＴＥ＠ silicon addition vdll be considered in detail since 
i·ts presence has been fom1d ｾｴ［ｯ＠ have a. col'laiderable influence up<?n ·the 
microt.rli:t•uctUl .. e a.:nd mechanical properties of .. Ghe alloy .. 
The effeots ｯｾ＠ ｾ＠ plastic strain prior to ageing (preatrain) on the 
micros·liTucture and mechanical proper·liies of J(;WO ｡ｬｬｯｹｳｾ＠ .. che commercial Rn58 
alloy snd a similal. ... but silicon-free alloy (alloy ·90) are ､･ｳｏｬｾ｢･､＠ in 
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Chapter 59 particular attention being given to ita effect upon the 
paramete:t'"s of the creep eque.:'cions obeyed by the alloys at 150°Co A study 
of the miorost;ruotural changes which occurred durii'lg the creep tests will 
be described in Chapter 6 and ｾｾ＠ attempt made to relata the oreep behaviour 
of the alloy to ,..che observ-ed def'ormatiol'lo 
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FIG. 1a1(a) The percentage ｯｾ＠ hot strength remaining after 
soaking some hit;h strength aluminium alloys ｾｯｲ＠ 10000 hours 
at temperature 
A = · AU2GN (French equivalent of RR58) 
B ｾ＠ ａＱｾＴｃｵＭＱｍｧ＠
C ｾ＠ ａｬＭＴｃｵＭＱｍｾＱｓｩ＠
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FIGo 1.1(b) The creep strengths of some artificially aged 
aluminium alloyso Stress to. produce Oa1% plastic strain 
in 10000 hours at ternperatureo 
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The ｡ｾｵｭｩｮｩｵｭ＠ alJ.oys studied had the ｦｯｬｬｯｬｾｲｩｮｧ＠ ali.alyses ( w'c.%) .. 
Alloy Noo Cu Mg Si Fe Ni Ti 
10 2o52 1o2 OQ02 
30 . 2o57 1 o·J 1 Oo93 
ｾｾＰ＠
60 ｏｯｾＭ
70 2o39 1o23 Oo26 Oo98 Oo88 
90 2.o56 1 oi6 Oo02 1 o02 Oo87 
HR.58 2o50 'lo57 Oo21 1"13 1o03 Oo06 
JI'he RR58 alloy t9"as supplied in the form of a 9 inch diameter forging 
from which pieoes ＶｩｮｯｾｾｩｮｯｸＳｩｮｯ＠ were out and hot and cold rolled to ＰｾＰＷＰｩｮｯ＠
thick s·crips and ｲｵｭ･･ｾ･､＠ at 380°Co The experimen·cal al.loys 1 0:; 30 ｾ＠ 40, 60 ｾ＠
70 ana 90 were made from laboratory melts of super pure raaterials by continuous 
oasting in a 3 inch diameter mouldo These alloys did not contain a grain 
refiner and so were free fro;11 ·t;itaniWlo The billets were homogenised, akimmedp 
forged, and hot and coJ.d rolled to Oo070 inch thiok strip prior to the final 
al'llleal eJ; .380°Co .All s-'crip was subsequently cold rolled to 0· .. 064. inch strip 
(16 gauge) and stretch flattenedo RQAoEo Type B tensile specimens (1o25ino 
paJ."allel x 0.,25in wide) were cnx'c longi tudinaJ.ly from .. che stl'"'iPSo Some strips 
were rolled to OQ050ino thickness and non standard creep specimens :3hm1n in 
· Figure 2"1 were cut longitudinally :rt·om. this :;;trip., These specimen shapes 
were develo1:>ed for the study of' the creep defo:cmatio:n of' the alloya 1 and 
aJ:though ·they had a lower ｬ･ｮｧＭＧ｣ｨｾｷｩ､ｴｨ＠ ra;(;io ·{;ban that acceptable f·or 
qua11ti ta·ci ve ﾷｴ･ｳｴｳｾ＾＠ they had a more convenien·t; wid"Ghg"chio1u"1ess ratio £or the 
prepe,ration of ·chin foils by ·t;he electropolishing techniques which will be 
described later., The RoAoEo Type B tensile specimens were used for tensile 
·ce:;r'Gs and creep stl"ength ｴ･ｾＱｴｳ＠ but since they had a stress co:n.centre.tioll 
factor at the radius of 1o13 they were unsuitable for creep ｦｲ｡｣ｴｵＱｾ＠ studiesa 
The type I and II specimens ｳｨｾｴｮ＠ in Figure 1 had stress concentrations of 
1 ()32 and 1 ｾｯ｡＠ respect;ively and therefore type II specimens were selected for 
the creep fracture studieso 
Constant load oreep tests were ｵｳ･､ｾ＠ the specimens being heated to the 
test temperature in 1 hot.u-- and then allowed t:o soak for 3 hours at Jchis 
-'cernperature to minimise the temperature g;t"ad.ients before the loaCI.s were 
applied., The. creep ·testa were carried out ·bo within B8 3.500 Par .. c .3 ·t962 
specification, the ·temp-aratt.U"e being ｭ｡ｩｮﾷｾ｡ＮｩｩＮＱ･､Ｎ＠ ·co within ·.tOo5°C w:i.th less 
... ｾ ﾷ＠
- Ｑｬｾ＠
· .f. 
l" 
._;. 
: : .. • • ｾ＠ • )o • ... .. • ••• · --; 
than 1 ° C gra.dien·t ·along the gauge lengtho A roller- mirror type 
extensometer vdth a 1 inch gauge length ru1d having an accuracy of Oo5X1o-6 
strain waa attached to the specimen by knife ･､ｧ･ｳｾ＠
Fol,. the study of the precipi ta."'cion hardeni11g px•oc:esses by transmission 
electron micn."osoopy strir.)s were :rur·bher cold rolled to 0 o 005il'lo thickness 
and cut into specimens ·; ino x Oo.5in., 
All aD;.oys wel"e solution tl"ea:ced for 1 hour at 530° houl" ｅｾＮｴ＠ 530°0 in e. 
sa.J:c bath &""ld quenched into cold water (""2 0° C) o The standard ageing trea·tment 
fol" the RR58 alloy was ·i 6-·20 hours at 190°0 in a. saJ.:t bath and. unless othenvise 
sta:ted, an agei11g treatmerrt of 16 hours a .. c 190°C was employed t:or all alloyso 
2 o 3 ＮｔｬＡｾｊ＠ __ ［･ｲ Ｗ ｾｒｾｾＡ［ｾｧｊｴ＠
2 o 3 o 1 ＮＹｾｑｑＵＮＮｊＭｬｬｳｴｨｾＲｾｴＺＡｅｾＮﾣｩＡｐＮﾣＡＡＮｾ＠
Thin foils sui table for examina:tion by transmission electron microscopy 
were prepared from the 1ino x Oo5ino specimens of the Oo005ino thick strip 
by direct eJ.ectr·opolishing using one of two standard soluwbionso For ·che 
alloys in the aolu·tion ·treated and quenched oondi tion a standard · eleotropol 
solution was ｵｳ･､ｾ＠ its composition being:-
50co Perchloric aoid (d=1 o5l:.) 
!)Occ G-lycerol 
350co .Alcohol 
50cc Di.s·cillea. wa·l;e:;. .. 
'rhe bath was maintainecl below 10°C by an ice jacket and the circular ca-thode 
was stainlesn steel or nickelo The potential was 30-40 voltso' Foils from 
the aged alloys were p!'epared by the 'Bollma.11 teclmique using poil:?:ted cathodes 
in IJenoir .s solution at 70°c· and a potential of 12 volts 7 o The coruposi ｾＨＺ［ｪＮｯｮ＠
of Lenoix•s solution is:-
l)-09cc ｯｲｴｨｯｰｨｯｲｾｰｨｯｲｩ｣＠ acid (d=1 o57) 
67cc ｳｵｬｰｨｕｬｾｩｯ＠ acid 
78gms chromic .o::d.de 
20cc distilled wa:te:r 
It was not found necessary to coat tlw specimen edges with a lacquer such 
as Lacoroit sil'lce a·t ·this stx'ip thickness little edge. a:tta.ck occm·r·ed before 
holes developed in the s-Gril)So The specimens were washed well in wa:ber ·to 
remove all trace of: the Lenoirs soltrcion before washing with alcohol since 
·the solution oxidized the alcohol ruad pitted the foil surface o 
2 o .3 o 2 ｑｾｑＵＮＰｩｵ｟Ｎｾｬｽｩ｣ Ｎ ｾｾｊ＿ﾧｊＬＮｩ ｟ ｾ､ｾ ｊｾ＠ . ｾ ＺＹＭＺｩ ﾣＮＮＱﾣ･ＧｾＬｅＮ ｩｽ ＿ＺＮｐ ＡｬｬＡ＠
The f:bnal prepD.ration of the ·(;hin f'o::tlfJ fz•oll1 these ·t;hicJ:er strip 
specimens was ide11tical to that desol"ibed ｡｢ｯｶ･ｾ＠ Howeve1 .. preliminar-Y' ·thin11ing 
tecf\..l'liques had to be used ·bo reduce the strip thickness to approximately 
ｾＱＮＵ＠ -
Oo005-0v010ino before the above solutions could be usedo The techniques 
used are illtt:3tra·ted in Figure 2 o The initial ste.ge in the process wae 
to remove by Sl1arl-:: machining areas of ·the opposite sut'faces or ·the specimen 
to e. depth such tha·t at least OuOl}.Oino l"emainedo The Wickman °Erodomatio 9 
Type W/.BM machine was opera:cioned at 50cps at a ma."'t:imum outpu·i:; of 2 o5kVA 
at the 9 fin0 9 and 'superfine v :t'anges o The s::pecimen m.u•faces were then 
electrochemically jet mach:l:ned over ·the whole area containing both the 
ｾｾｷｩｮ､ｯｶｲｮ＠ ana. the nwin<low ｦｲ｡ｭ･ｾＧ＠ o 'rhe elec·trochemical jeJc.i machine was of the 
·type ､･ｳ｣ｬｾｩ｢･､Ｎ＠ by Kelly and Nutting7 where a. jet of 30% ni·tric acid in water 
rastered over an inch square area of the ｳｰ･｣ｩｭ･ｮｾ＠ a ｰｯｴ･ｮｴｩ･ｾ＠ of approximately · 
30 vol·ts being maintained be·cweeu the anode specimen e.nd a ca·chode of platinum 
wil"e in the acid ｪ･ｾ＠ o This voltage produced a curre11t of a.pproJdraa tely 1 amp 
in the 2mm diameter ｪ･ﾷｾ＠ approximately 2 hours being required ﾷｾｯ＠ remove 0, 020in. 
thicknesso .A:rte:r the jet machining of both sur:races an al"'ea of "'che strip 
0.,005-0oO·JO in thick remab1ed surrounded by a :frame appL'OJcimately Oo020in. 
thick.. This frame prevented the eating away of the foil edge during the 
final electropolishing stage and overca1ne "'che difficulty P of·tel1. e:Kperienceci 
with lacquered edges, of grooving a·t ＮｾＮ［ｨ･＠ metal-laoquer jtu1ction" 
The effect of the spark machinir.tg was e:Kamined by ageing speoj.me:ns of 
aJ.loy 10 -:tor. 0 (11 days at 190°C so that the disloca·tions present were 
decorated. with S precilJitateso The specimens \7ere ｾｰ｡ｲｫ＠ machined ·to a ·(;hicla1ess 
o-r Oo035ino and ·thinnecl eleotroc'hemically t;o f'oilo No dislocations which 
could be attributed to the spark maohi.ning process were :t'oundo It ｾ｡ｳ＠ decided, 
as a further precaution, to increase the ·thiclcness remaining af·iieX' ·the spark 
machining to 0 .. Ol:.O il'l(l when stueyine; the Cl'"eep specimens in th0 fully aged 
condition {when dislocation pe:netratioli'l would be expected to be even less 
deep) o 'l'his ·cechnique allowed the selection of' foils from a ·thinned area 
appl"O:i:imat.ely ｾＺｩＮｮ＠ square from an original specituen width of' *incho The Jc;otal 
time ·l:;alcen for ｰｲ･ｰ｡ｲｴＭｾＮｴｩｯｮ＠ of the f'oil from the original creep specj.men was 
half to one day .. 
.An EM6 ele c·tron microscopa modified ·t;o con·&a:Ul decontaminato:r:•s and a 
! 5° golliome·bcl"" stage vras used for the ｩｬＱｖ･ｾｲｴｩｧ｡ｴｩｯｮｯ＠
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I 0·050 THICK SPECIMEN 
II CROSS SECTION AFTER 
SPARK MACHINING (O·OOSIN. 
REM 0 V E 0 F R 0 M EACH FA C E) __ --r.==:-=-::==-=-::=-=a.---' 
ill CROSS SECTION A'FTER 
ELECTROCHEMICAL JET 
MACHINING (THICKNESS AT 
CENTRE APPROX. O·OIOIN) 
ISl CROSS SECT ION AFTER 
FINAL ELECTROPOLISHING 
I ＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＮＭＺｊ＠
_____________ ...__ 
FIG. 2.2 THE STAGES IN THE PREPARATION OF 
THIN FOILS FROM THICK 
(0·050 AND 0· 0641N) SPECIMENS 
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3o1 ｉｮ｟ｩｾｩｯｾ＠
3o 1 o 1 The-.J2 .. ＡｩｬｬｩＺＱｉＨＱｾＤＬ｟ｰｴＺ｟ｰＮＮｲ･｣Ａ｟Ｑ＿ｬＺｾ･ＺＧ｣ｩｯＳｵＱ Ｎ ｡ｲｾｾｾ＠
'rhe ful'ldru.11enta.l featu1 .... e of a Pl"'ecip:ttation hardening alloy is that it 
must; coYJ.taill a phase which ｾ ｨ｡ｳ＠ a lower solubility for solu:te a.s the ﾷｴ･ｭｰ･ＺｾＮＢ｡Ｌｾ｣ｵｲ･＠
is lovreredo The alloy may then be heated to a temperature a ... c which it is 
homogeneous cc phase and quenched re.pidJ.y to f'orln e metastable supersa .. Gurated 
solid solution cc phase a:c room JGemperatureo Artif'icial age ha:t"ilening is 
developed by heating the alloy to a:a. intei'mediate "cempera.tv.re where solute 
diffusion can occur more rapidly, so in(lucil'lg -'che 11ucleatiol1 and gl">>vrth of 
·bhe second phase in a finely distributea_ f"orm ·throughout the matrixo The 
Al-2o5fcGu-·J o2'foMg alloy to be described in more deta..i.l later is such an alloy 
ancl its phase diagram is given i:n Figure 3o5o It can be aeen that .above 
4.60°C this alloy (having Ct't+ Mg con·tent: o-r 3o 7fo) becomes single phase cc and 
a:t .room Jcempera:eure is a t-wo phase cc+ S alloyo By quenching rapidly from .. ｣ｨｾ＠
single phase region (ie above L...60°C) the supersatura:ced solution is obtained 
which can be decomposed at an intermediate temperature (eogo 190°C) to for.m 
a distributio>.t of precipitate laths of the S phase throughout the mat:r.ixo 
Slow cooling f'l'"om above 460°0 woulcl produce a dis·ta.'i.bution of• widely spaced 
large precipitates (""1p. die.meter) which vtou.ld. have little ef:fect upon the 
strength of the alloye 
3o 1 o2 Ｑｾｾ｟ＡＱｾｩｾｾ＿ｾＮｾｾｦＭｬＧｕ｣ﾷｾｾｬＧ｜Ｓ＠ Ol? ｾＭ｡ｳＮＬＮﾥｱｾｾｾｾＱｑＡＮＮＹＭｊＺＺＡＺｾＱｉｓ｜ｾｴＮｴＱＡ＠ ..... ｾｾＡ ＺＺ ｾ＠
During ·the solution ｴｸｾ･｡ｴｭ･ｮｴ＠ of.') aJ:l alloy at elevated ten-q;>ere.ture 
. not only are -'che i:utermetallio particles of second phase ·taken into solution 
but the vacancy content of the alloy attail'ls an equilib:r.'ium concentra·tion for 
this tempera·buJt. ... e according ·to the oqua/cion 
= Aexp ·c E - ·: ..,.. . F J 
-------
. Ta 
ｷｨ･ＺｾＺＭ･＠ E;v, is the energy of f'o:r.ma:'cion of- a vace.n£;:y f) Ts is the solu:t:ion 
trea·tment temperature and Cv ia the vacaney ooncentra:bion., It f'ollows ... c.ha t 
as Ta is lowel"'ed the conoex1tratlon of vacru'loies vrlll also :rall and typical 
vaJ.ues :tor the vacancy cone en t:t .. ation in pux•e alumiL'lit.'® - 1 o-4 vacancies/ a tom 
at 600°9 ･ｾ､＠ 1o-13 v/a at 20°Co The rate ｯｾ＠ solute ､ｩｾｲｵｳｩｯｮ＠ D301 at the 
solu·ticll ﾷｴＺｴｾ･｡ｴｭ･ｬＧｲｬ［＠ teiqpereture is detel"'mi:.'Aed by the vaoarlcy co!l"'Gent and the 
activation energy ?or ｬｾｧｲ｡ｴｩｯｮｯ＠
ioe<!l D801 
A - r·· E'9 + E, _ ... : ｾｸｰ＠ L.....f...-.. . M ··-j 
. kT 
- s 
= 
.... · 19 .... 
Ｍ Ｍ ｾ＠ .. ﾷﾷ ﾷ ＭＺ ＭＭ Ｍ［ＷＢＢ ｾ Ｇ＠ .. Ｍ ｾ Ｍ ﾷ ｾﾷ＠ .. -.... -- .';'" - ·· ·-····· ...... Ｍｾ＠ •. · ............. ... ｾ Ｎ ＭＮＮＮＮＮ Ｍ ... - .. -.... .. ＮＬ ｾＮ ＡＭ .............. ｾ ｾ ﾷ＠ ... ··----..... Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ Ｍ ＭｾＭＭＭ .. - ..... ..... 
If' the alloy could be quenched sufficiently ra,Pidly to hold all vacancies 
ｰｲｾ｡･ｮｴ＠ at the solution temperature in solution at a lower ageing temperature, 
equation 2 would beoomo:-
ＭＺＭ｛ｾｾ｝＠ exp , - I.!M._ J 
kT8 LjcTA 
where TA is the ageing temperature. Although this condition oan be only 
pa..\ ... tio.lly ｡ｴｴ｡ｩｮ･､Ｎｾ＠ this ｲ･ｳｵｾｴ｡＠ in an abnormally high dif£usion l ... a:te '£or 
the ageing temperature TA beoause of the higher vacancy content. After this 
quench the concentration of excess vacancies soon start to fall because 
during their motion the vacancies are eliminated at dislocations and grain 
boundaries or condense out as vacancy loops. The solute diffusion rate also 
falls until it beoomea 
Dsol = Aexp Ｍ｛ Ｍｾ ｅｆ＠ ｴＮＮｾ＠ ]-. 
· kTA 
In dilute alloys where a strong affinity exists betv1een the solute atom 
and the vacancy (Eb), the diffusion ｯｯ･ｾｦｩｯｩ･ｮｴ＠ is increased from 
exp ｔｅｾＺ＠ Eu] to exp lEF Ｋ［ｾＭ Eb] 
This will be discussed more fully in Chapter lc-. 
It follows that the behaviour and the lifetime of ... Ghese exoess vacancies 
are important in that they determine how the clustering o£ solute ocours 
· during the early stages of ageing. De Sorbo and Turnbull8 developed a. 
quenched-in va.oanoy theory to aocount for the high rs:be of clustering of 
solute in a quenohed alum:i.nium-oopper alloy. They were able to show that ·tho 
clustering ra:te was O.l)}>roximately 1 o7 times _ that expected :from a consideration 
of the equilibrium diffusion ｯｯ･ｾｴｩｯｩ･ｮｴＮ＠
As the vacancies are annihilated at the ainlcs the rate of the initial 
sv:rast reaotionu · ia reduced, and. a slower rate of cluatoringp "the alow renotion" ｲｾ＠
follows which may continue :for a period of montha at l.'"oom temp0rature, and in 
th1.a oluotoring rcaotion the diffusion 1a determined by the oqu:i.libr:lum 
vaoanoy content of the alloy and ｾ＠ vaoanoiea which may be bound within the ' 
growing olusterso This feature ot the i11itial stages of praoj.p:ttation 
hardening baa been recently reviewed9 ｢ｵﾷｾ＠ it is relevant to this thosia ai11oe 
the effoot of' tl"aoe elements upon the behaviour o£ the vnoo.noic11J plo.yf3 o.n 
important role in the precipitation hardening of this o,nq.·indood many other 
aluminium\ ｡ｬｬｯｹｳｾ＠ This will ba considered in more detail. in the next chapter. 
Vllien puro aluminium is quenched ｲ｡ｰｩ､ｾ＠ from a high ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｕｬｾｯ＠ (600°C) 
to room ｾ ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｲ･Ｌ＠ numerous amall dislocation loopn in ·t;he lnttioo · are 
:found using ·trttnsmisaion electron 1nlorosoopy.10 Theae loops have been 
•. -« 
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studied in detail by a number of' worlcers and it is ｳｾｦｩ｣ｩ･ｮｴ＠ here, to 
state that they are formed by the grouping of vacancies into ｣ｬｾｳｴ･ｲｳ＠ which 
subsequently condense to form discs of vacancies lying on {1111 planes. 
These discs subsequently collapse to form negative Frank Sessile partial 
dislocation loops with a Burgers vector of the :f'Ol"'m ｾ＠ [ 111 ] 11 • In 
aluminium of a normal high pUl"i ty these loops are ｩｭｾ･､ｩ｡ｴ･ｬｹ＠ swept by a 
partiaJ. dislooa·tion with & Burgers vector of i : .. [ 112] ｴｾ＠ produce a prismatio 
loop lying on the { 111} plane with a Burgers vector of.! [ -·110 J i.e. 
. . 2 
j [ 111 ] + ｾ＠ [ 112 ] = ｾ＠ [ 11 0 ) 3.5 
Similar studies on quenohed aluminium alloys have shown that in general, 
loop formation pecomes more ､ｩｦＧＮｦｩｯｵｬﾷｾ＠ in the pr·esence of solute, and many 
of the loops that are found are of the Frank Sessile type., 
3.1.3 The formation of solute-rich zones 
At low temperatures where the diffusion rate ia low and the nucleation 
and growth of the precipitate is difficult, the supersaturated solid solution 
decomposes to form small clusters or zones rich in solute and only a few 
angstroms in diameter. The energy for this metastable process is derived 
from the lowering of the volume free energy, the solute atoms preferring 
to occupy adjacent aitea in tho la:ttioo rather than be randomly distributed. 
Oppoaing their formation are the energies for ·the :formation of the interface 
and the strain energy due to the differences in atomic sizes ·or the solute 
and solvent. These opposing energies are small, howeve1 .. , par,cioula.rly when 
the zones are small (although the strain energy may increase rapidly as tho 
ｺｯｮｾ｡＠ &-"ow). Sinoo the oluotering oooura upon ·the ai tea of. the parent 
la:litioe and tho interface is diffuse, ita surface energy ia low and henoe 
in the ini tia.l sto.ge a both it and the strain energy terms may be neglected 
in ·the olaasioal free energy equation for preoipi tatio:tl 
ll G ;; -A G vol + b. G auri"nce +A G at rain 
Therefore there is no burrier to the initial oluatel"ing of the zo11ca, the 
free energy of the system continuously falling and the rate of transformation 
depending upon the magnitude of.' ·the volume free energy turn and the diffusion 
ｲ｡ｾ｡＠ of the solute.. Turubuu12 has suggested that this is equivalen·t ·to a 
nucleation and growth prooesa whel"a tbo in:t tial nucleus ;ls a aingle atom .. 
Nioholaon and 1Celly9 ho.ve pointed out tha:li ·the proooss !Vill oont:i.nuo by ·th9 
oompoti ti ve growth of the lar13er olt\atera a:t ·bho expense of the smu..1ler 
clusters such that 
I 
/ 
·-" · 
...... 
where 1.. is the mean clus·ter radius. 
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It follows therefore that in an alloy whioh contains an exoeas of. vaoanoiea 
as well as excess solute atoms, the rate of oluatering to form zones will 
depend upon the mobility of these ｶ｡｣｡ｮ｣ｩ･ｳｾ＠ their oonoentration and their 
lifetime, since these variables will determine the ､ｩｾｦｵｳｩｯｮ＠ rate of the 
solute. 
As the ageing temperature is raised the distribution of zones becomes 
ooarser until at a ｣･ｲｴ｡ｩｾ＠ temperature the zones become ｵｮｳｴ｡｢ｬ･ｾ＠ the rate 
of evaporation of solute atoms from the surface of the zones being faster 
than their condensation. The highest temperature at which the zones may 
.form is termed the GP zona solvus temperature and has been determined for 
Al-Cu, Al-Cu-Mg and Al-.Ag alloys by Beton and Rollason 13. The signi:f'ioance 
. of this temperature in determining the distribution of precipitates developed 
in aluminium alloys during age-hardening has been disoussed by Lorimer and 
Nicholson14 and Pashley and oo-workers15. They .have shown that in systems 
where the zones may aot as nucleii for precipitates, the structure developed . 
·depends critically upon whether the GP zones solvus temperatura is above 
or below the ageing temperature, and have showed that the effect ot traca 
elements upon precipitate distribution ｭｾＬ＠ in some oases, be due to their 
. raising or lowering the GP zone aolvus temperature. 
The hardening produced by the zone formatiol'l arises from one of three 
mechanisms. The zones ｭｾ＠ produoe high coherency strain in the matrix 
(eg GP1 in Al-Cu alloys) and so elastic interactions may ooour between their 
strain fields and those of the ､ｩｳｬｯ｣ｾｾｩｯｮｳ＠ as the dislocations cut through 
them. Where large coherency strains are introduced by zone ｧｲｯＬｾ｢ｨ＠ the zones 
are plate shaped and where coherency strains are small and chemical attractions 
predominate the zones are spherical, ｩｮｴ･ｲｭｾ､ｩ｡ｴ･＠ values result in rod shaped . 
zol'les. 
The second mechanism is that the dislocations must move through a 
lattice having a periodic change in composition1 i.e. it must move through 
regions of solid solution which are bigh in solute, and therefore experience 
an extra :friction stress due to this chemical ef.fect. Thirdly the dislocations 
ｭｾ＠ develop atmospheres of solute near them due to the mutual anhilation of 
their elastic strains and so beoome pinned by zones which are larger than 
those in the matrix. 
3.1.4 The nuoleation ,of ｰｲ･ｯｩｾ＠
Unlike zone formation, the homog9neous nucleation o.f particles ｾｦ＠ a 
new or.ystal structure necessitates the creation of an interface between the 
ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩｴｾｴ･＠ and matrix and furthermore the matrix may be severely ｳｴｲ｡ｩｮｾ､Ｎ＠
It 
1
follows therefore that the ter-.ns a Gsurfaoe and ｩｊｇ Ｘ ｴｲｾｮ＠ al"'e considerable 
/ 
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and may not be neglected as in the case for the nucleation of zones. 
The theoretical basis of the nucleation process has been described 
in detail by Christian16• He showed that for a nucleus ｯｦｾ＠ to ﾣｯｾ＠ trom 
supersatura·ted ｾ＠ the free energy change must be 
ｾ＠ G = n ( g (3 -, g oc) + 11 n 213 ｯｾ＠ + n IJ. g8 
where g <Ze, g ｾ＠ are the free ･ｮ･ｬｾｧｩ･｡Ｏ｡Ｎｴｯｭ＠ of the phases ex: 
average s\ll"fa.oe energy/unit area, 'l1 is a. factor dependent 
shape A g5 is the change in strain energy 1 and n is the 
involved in the reaction. 
For the reaction to proceed,· g c.c -g !3 - f). g8 = 6. g9 
and {3 , cY is the 
upon pl"eoipi·ta te 
niunber of atoms 
must be positive ie g f3+ A g5 < g" assuming a coherent nucleus. From 
･ｱｵ｡ｴｩｯｾ＠ 3.7 it ｦｯｾｬｯｷｳ＠ that as n inoreasas · the energy of the system 
increases up to some value AG0 and then decreases, the maximum barrier to 
nucleation occurring at a size no where 
).8 
Thus the initial nucleus size will decrease as the free energy of the 
reaction, Ag' 1 increases or the surface energy barrier, o .. , decreases aJ.'ld a:ny 
nuolei above n0 will grow in a stable manner without the need for thermal 
fluctuations whereas nuclei below n0 will tend to shribk. 
The rate of nucleation is determined by the degree of underoooling 
below the transformation temperature. This determines the magnitude of the 
energy barrier of l.l G0 which becomes lower as the ·tempera:ture is lowered. 
Secondly the nucleation rate depends upon the rate of diffusion ｾｦ＠ the 
solute ｾ＠ gm suoh that 
Iv = 1\- ｾ＠ exp ( ＮＺｾ＠ ) exp ( ＮＺｾｾ＠ ) 3.9 
where Nv =number of atoms/unit volume in"phaae, and Iv = the nucleation 
rate. From the above equation Iv increases as AG0 is reduced {a G0 varies· 
rapidl:-Y aa ｾ＠ is lowered below the solubility limit) but since Agm does not 
vary rapidly with temperature A gm increases as the temperature is lowered 
........... 
lt.T 
and so the value of Iv decreases again resulting in __ the wellknown C curves 
for time-temperature-transformation.: 
The preferential heterogeneous nucleation o£ ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｾｴ｡ｴ･ｳ＠ at dislocations 
and grain boundaries ｲ･｡ｶｾｴｳ＠ from a lowering o,f the energy barriers at these 
sites. Sinoe one ot the obstacles to nucleation is the strain energy produced 
by ;the growth ｯｾ＠ the p1'9eoipi tate nucleus i·t follows that nuoleatio:n will be 
favoured at sites where this strain will be accommodated a11d a dislocation 
., .. ·, ; ;! ' • •.. · , _ 
ｾ＠ ', . 
·: .. '• 
•.-: .. · 
line having both a compressive and tensile component is therefore suitable · 
for precipitates which introduce either compressive or tensile stresses in 
the matrix. Preferential nucleation is also more likely because of the 
segregation of ｾｯｬｵｴ･＠ to the dislocation to ｦｯｾｭ＠ ｾ｡ｴｭｯｳｰｨ･ｲ･ｳＧ＠ prior to 
11uoleation. 
The nucleation of precipitates on grain boundar.y ｂｕｬｾ｡｣･ｳ＠ (i.e•· at a 
two grain juction) is favoured because the creation of the ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩｴｾｴ･Ｍｭ｡ｴｲｩｸ＠Q . 
interface is offset by the elimination of a corresponding erea (approximatelY 
half) of matrix-matrix interface. ｎｵ｣ｬ･ｾＧｩｯｮ＠ is even easier at the jP,notion 
of three grains (a line) or four grains (a point) although the ｡､ｶ｡ｮＭｾ｡ｧ･＠ is 
reduced to soma degree by the reduction in solute available for the growth 
of the nuclei. 
3.1.5 ｔｨ･｟ｧｲｾｮｨ＠ of ｰｾｯｩｾｾｴ｡ｴＲＡ＠
The rate of growth of a precipitate in a supersaturated solid ｾｯｬｵｴｩｯｮ＠
ｭｾ＠ be controlled by one of two meanso If the precipitate is incoherent the 
rate of movement of the precipitate matrix interface ｭｾ＠ be controlled by the 
rate at which solute atoms can orosn the ｩｮｴ･Ｑｾ｡｣･＠ and add themselves to 
the precipitate to produce a ｧＱｾｯｷｴｨ＠ by a Sll1gle atom thicltness over the whole · 
of the surface. Alternatively, the interface between the precipitate and 
matrix ｭｾ＠ be only partially coherent with dislocations or stepped 
imperfections lying in the surface. Growth may then ooour at these steps 
the steps moving to and fro over the surfaoe • . Measurements of 1 the rate ·of 
thickening and lengthening of a• plates in an Al-3.93%Cu alloy· over temperature 
range of 203-300°0 by Aaronson and Laira17 support a mechanism involving 
growth by deposition at ledges or steps on the precipitate surfaoea. ｌ｡ｲｾ｡＠
apharioal particles may grow by tully incoherent growth by ｴｾ･＠ haphazard . 
addition ｯｾ＠ atoms of solute to the surtaoeg but for precipitate plates or .· 
laths growth by the cooperative deposition of a .whole plane of atoms 
· (thereby not introducing steps on the surface) would be unlikely. 
The second possible controlling factor is the diffusion of solute 
through the matrix to the growing precipitate. · This fa.otor becomes more 
importapt in Ｍｾｨ･＠ later stages of preoipi tation hardening when the solu·oo 
content in the neighbourhood of the preoipi ta·te is low and solute ｾｵｳｩ＠ be 
drawn :from eve1 .. increasing distances. Thus at some stage in the growth bf: ., .. 
the precipitates the diffusion of solute through the matrix ｭｾ＠ becoma the 
controlling taotor. 
3.2 .frevious studies of ｊｌＡＮＮＺＮＮｾＭ］ｍｾＡ＠ .. 
3.2.1 ｔｨ｡ﾷａｬＭｃｵｾｳ＠ ternary ｳＱＭｳｾ･ｾ＠
I 
Although it is not the intention in this thesis to review 'the Al-Cu.;..Mg -
I • 
;. ｾ･ｲｮ｡ｲｹ＠ aystein in detail, some features are relevant ｴｾ＠ the oc -s ｰｳ･ｵ､ｯ｢ｩｮｯＮｉｾ＠
system and therefore it will be briefly outlined. The . consti·l;u-*Gion of 
ｾＧＢ＠ .. ·- 2l(. - ,; 
.. ; 
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... :. aluninium-oopper-magnesium alloys was reviewed by Brommelle and Phillips18 
in 1948 and the limi"cs of solid solubility of oopper and magnesium in the 
ｾ＠ (A) , e (c) 1 S, T and (:3 phases are shown in Figure 3 ｾ＠ 1 • It oan be seen that 
the S phase field occurs over a wide range of compositions. It should. be 
noted however, ·chat the ( cc ...... S + T) phase field ext.ends to lower magnesium 
contents than Vlas apparent :from Figure 1 4)2 (Chapter 1). It has also been · · ............ ｾ＠ .. 
shown that the posi tj.on of the boundary between the ( o:: + S) ｾｮ､＠ ( o:: + S + T) 
0 . 
. phase fields may be af':feoted by ﾷｴｾ｡＠ presence of trace elements. For example· " · 
the addition of 0 ＮＵｾｾａｧ＠ to a 3 .2%Cu-1 Q5%Mg all.oy (normally well within the · .- J 
(ex: -s) phase field) caused some precipitation of the T phase on ageing at 
elevated ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｾｴｲ･ ＱＹ Ｇ ＲＰ •＠
Kuznecov ｻｲｾｰｯｲｴ･､＠ by Brook}21 disti11guished between the equilibrium 
phase fields and tllose formed by ageing a supersaturated solid solution. 
His results are summarised in Figures 3o2 and 3.3. The important differences 
between the ranges of the phase fields ｾ･＠ the movement ｯｾ＠ the ( oc + 0 + ex: S)-
( cc + S) phase boundary and the ( o: + T + S) -( ex:+ S) phase bo\Uldary towards 
. lovter magnesium contents under non-equilibrium conditions. A second ｦ･｡ｴｕｬｾ･＠
is the large ino1•ease in the area of the ( ｾＫ＠ S+T) phase field at the expense 
of the («+T+Mg2Al3) phase field • 
.3.2.2 t;recipi ta.tion in the ｊＮｾｵｭｩｮＺｩＮｵｭｾｾＭｾｸｳｴ･Ｌｭ＠
The equiatomio ratio of Cu : Mg to ｳ｡ｴｩｳｾ＠ the Al2CuMg composition of 
the S phase oocurs at a weight ratio of 2.2 : 1. In practice an excess 
of magnesium above this ratio is normally preferred in the pseudo-l.,inary 
alloys to offset the possible segregation of copper which could result in the 
formation of a• precipitates on ageing. It is for this reason that the e:ffeot · .. . ｾ＠
of non-equilibrium oo11di tions upon the phase diagram is important since wi:Jih 
an excess of magnesium, the precipitation of the T phase may ooour ｰ｡ｲｴｩｯｾ｡ｲｬｹ＠ _ -. 
when trace elements are present in the alloy. _Figure 3e4 due to ｈ｡ｲｾ＠ shows 
the gene1 .. al isothermal seotion at 500°C for the aluminium-rich corner of ·.the 
AJ.-cu-Mg system, and shows t:pe line of Cu : Mg ratio of 24)2 ｾ＠ 1 required for 
the pseudo-binary alloys. FigUl,e 3Q5 shows the vertical section along this 
line and in the RR58 alloys where (Cu+Mg) = 4.0%D the alloys would be 
expected to be · single phase above 460°CQ However due to the necessity of 
taking silicon into solution in the oomme1 .. oial lm58 alloy, a. solution treatment 
temperature of 530°0 is ｵｳ･､ｾ＠ and in order to standardise heat treatments 
for the comparison of the microstructures subsequently developed by ageing, 
the solution treatment of all alloys used in the work reported in this thesis 
was standardised at this temperature. 
ｾ＠ The S phase, ａｬＲｃｵｬｾｧ＠ has been showll by Pel'litz and Wes·'cgren22 to have 
a. face centred orthorhonlbic atruotu.re ( C face centred) the unit oeJ.l 
contain;ng sixteen atoms and having the dimensions a = 4.00A0 b = 9e23A0 and 
C = ＷｯＱＮＴａｾ Ｎ •＠ · . ｾｾ Ｚ＠
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The initial decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution was 
shown to ooo\tr at room temperature by the ｾｯｲｭ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ of zones rich in copper 
and magnesium. The exact shape of the zones was not certain and they have 
been suggested to be spherical as in Al-Zn-Mg alloys or rods as in Al-Mg-Si 
alloys. Silcook6 suggested the room temperature zones were in the form ｯｾ＠
rods 40A 0 long and 1 0-20A 0 ､ｩ｡ｭ･ﾷｴ･ｬＮｾ＠ lying along < 1 00 > directions in the 
aluminium lattice. These zones were termed GPB zones to distinguish the.m 
from the GP zones lying onQ{ 1 00 l planes in .Al-Cu alloys. The distinction ia 
neoessar.y since in alloys containing higher copper:magnesium weight ratios 
(e.g. 7 : 1) precipitation hardening results from the ｳｩｭｵｬｴｾ･ｯｵｳ＠ formation 
of both GP and GP.B zones. 
lVhen ｴｨｾ＠ pseudo-binar.y aluminium alloys are aged at elevated temperature, 
the GP.B zone stage is followed by the nucleatio11 and growth of S preoipita:tes. 
AD mentio11ad earlier the ful.l ageing aequenoe auggeated by ｓｾｬｯｯｯｬｴ Ｖ＠ was :• 
auparsa.tura:ted solid solution-> GPB zone a ·>GP.B2 + S 0 -> S(.Al,2CuMg). As yet it 
has not been possible to resolve the GP.B zones formed on ageing at room 
temperature, aa their aize is near the limiting resolution of the eleotron 
microscope and they have a similar electron soat·tering factor to that of the 
aluminium matrix. The ooberenoy strain introduced into the aluminiura. lat·tioe 
by the grm11th of the zones is also small P presumably due to the ｡ｴｯｭｩｾ＠
diameters of copper and magnesium being respectively larger and smaller than 
that of aluminium and so compensating for their misfi·ti strains within the 
zones, a :feature whioh is also found in Al-Zn-Mg alloys. 
On ageing at elevated temperature larger zones are formed, and an 
example o£ zonas formed in the Al-2.5% ｃｵＭＱＮＲｾＱｧＭＰＮＲＵｦﾣｩ＠ alloy when aged at 
160°0 after direot quenching ia . sho•tn in Figure 3.6. The zones oan be seen 
as small dark spots in the matrix A. The laths(S) are the S preoipi·bates 
which were lnuoleated in the matrix and at dislocations 'and ｧｲ･ｾ＠ at the 
expense of the dissolving zones. As yet no structure ｳｰ･ｯｩｾｩ｣｡ｬｬｹ＠ ｡ｴｴｲｩ｢ｵｴ｡｢ｬｾ＠
to the GPB2 zone form has been observed and it was only noted by Silcoolc as 
a transitional zone present for only a short period of ｴｩｾ･＠ at ＲｾＭＰＭＲＶＰﾰＰＮ ﾷ＠
The structural dif£erenoes between the 8 11 and S forms of Al2CuMg are 
small although Silcook6 indicated that the true equilibrium S form was only 
obtained after ageing a.t 190oc for long times, and. Bagaryatsky5 ｳｵｧｧｾｳｴ･､＠ . 
that temperatures as high as 450°0 were required for the ｓ Ｙ ｾ＠ S transformation 
to be oompleta. The precipitation sequence may therefore be summarised 
simply a.s:- supersaturated solid solution ..... GPB zone a Ｍｾｳ＠ ( +GPB2?] ..... g 
However it should be stated that whilst the above sequence i5 now 
generally adoptedg disagreement still exiata as to the exact interpretation 
of some of the X•rf.cy' di:t'fra.otioll observationth For example Sohegolayev and 
Bqynov23 have recently suggested the sequence should be :- . 
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supersaturated solid solution Ｍ＾ｳｾ•＠ particles ｾｳＢ＠ cylindrical particles 
ｾｲ･ｯｲｩ･ｮｴ･､＠ S" pa.J."tioles -> 8 1 ...;..S. 
I·li ia not clear whether these modi:t'ioa:tiona to the X-ray ､ｩｦＺｦＧｾ｡ｯｴｩｯｮ＠
. patterns are truly related to the structures within the zones and precipitates, · 
or whether they result from changes in thei1 .. ｳｩｺ･ｾ＠ coherency with the matrix, 
mode of nucleation, or chemical composition, particUlarly sinoe ·no discrete 
new structural shapes (other than GP.B and S) have been observed by transmission 
electron microscopy. The ｾｲ｡ｮｳｭｩｳｳｩｯｮ＠ electron microscope studies of the 
microstructures formed by ageing the ａｬＭＲＮＵＱｾｵＭＱＮＲＥｍｧ＠ alloy are described in 
the next section. iwo heat trea·tment sequences have been studied, a) the 
· normal heat treatment, where af·ter ·solution treatment for 1 hour at .530°0 
specimens ware quenched into cold water and then aged at the required 
temperature ＲＰＭＳＰＰｾＰＬ＠ and b) the direct quenoh where the specimens were 
quenched directly to the ageing temperature without ｾ＠ intermediate period 
.at room ｾ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｲ｡Ｎ＠
3.3 Resu.l ts 
3.3.1 The m:i.cros·(;ruoture o"£ the as quenched Al ... ＲｾＵｦｯｃｵＭＱ＠ ｯｾｾＮｴｾｬｬＮＮＦ＠
In general the as-quenched miorostructurea ·of aluminium alloys contain 
a lower dislocation loop density than pure aluminium quenched ｾｲｯｭ＠ the same 
ｴ｡ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｕｬｾ･Ｎ＠ It is surprising therefore to find in the· quenched ａｬＭＲＮＵＱｾｵＭＱＮＲｦｾｧ＠
alloy, a high density of prismatic dislocation loops, indicating that a 
considerable proportion of the vacancies present at the solution treatment 
temperature have been condensed out of solution. A typical distribution of 
the loops is shown in Figure 3Q 7, and may ba compared with the dis·tribution 
of loops in . an Al-4%CU and an .Al-2 .5%M,g alloy under i11den·tioal que11ohing 
conditions, Figures 3.8 and 3.9. (The fine mottling in the background ia an 
electropolishing effect). This comparison suggests that when in solid 
.solution together, the copper and magnesium atoms do not combine sufficiently 
strongly with the vacancies to retain them in solution. 
ｾｨ･＠ la·ttioe parameter of aluminium is reduced by tho addition of oopper 
but increased by the a.ddi tion of magnesium. When both copper and magnesium 
are pres.ent in solid solution their strain fields may compensate· so allowing 
the excess quenched-in vacancies to be free to diffuse through the lattice. 
It would therefore appear that the fast reactions {cf. section 3.1.2) ｳｨｯｾ､＠
be extremely rapid in this alloy and exist for only a short period of time 
· be:rore the slow reaction occurs. It would be of in-'cerest to lmov1 whether 
measurements o£ resistivity changes during this period will show this to be 
so. Similar results were ｯ｢ ﾷ ｾ｡ｩｮ･､＠ on immediately ageing specimens at elevated 
temperatures after the quenoh into cold water, and Figure 3.10 a-d gives 
' . 
examples of the defect distribution in the alloy when aged for 5 minutes at 
100o, 150°,· 1900 and 250°0. The density of vacancy loops became fewer and 
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the loops larger'as the ageing temperature was raised; the dislocations 
nucleating S precipitates ｾｴ＠ the higher ·temperatures (eg Fig 3d). 
Long periods of ageing at low temperature resulted in the ooallesoence 
of the vaoanoy loops in some grains to form the ､ｩｳｴｾｩ｢ｵｴｩｯｮ＠ shown in Figura 
3.11. The meohan:lam of the growth of: the large loops and the information of . 
the smaller loopa within them, has not been studied in detailg but the small 
loops do appear to have the same Burgers veotor as _the large loops and 
therefore ｭｾ＠ be formed ｢ｾ＠ a dislocation olimb prooess as described by 
Smallman and Westmacott2*. 
The seoond type o'£ dislocation defeo·li observed in ·the as-quenched alloy 
is the dislocation helix. This is a common feature of many as-quenched , 
aluminium alloys25 and is formed by the condensation of vacancies on sorew 
dislocations causing them to climb to a helical form to produce an edge 
component to the dislocation. Examples of these dislocations can be seen in 
Figures 3. 7 a and b and 3.1 0 o and d, and they are important since many 
precipitating phases nucleate heterogeneously upon edge dislocations[where 
the strain energy barrier to their nucleation is reduced]and hence upon the 
· edge component of the helical dislocation. As more vacancies condense on the 
helix a point is reached where the loops are pinched off and the helix returns 
to a single straight screw dislocation ｯＺｲ ＮＺ ｾＧＮＭ｛ＱＱＰ｝＠ Burgers vector and a group 
of dislocation loops lying on a (110) plane with an J! [110] Burgers vector. 
2 
The group of loops in Figure 3.10o may have been formed ' in-this way and not 
by the independent collapse of' vacancy discs as described earlier. 
·Identical dislocation structures were observed in the alloy after being 
quenched directly to ageing temperatures below 150°0. Figures 3e12 and 3.13 
show typical distributions of vacancy loops and dislocatj.on helices on direct· 
quenching from 530°0 to 100°0 and holding for 5 minutes at 100°0 before 
slowly oooling to room temperature. 
Direct quenching to temperat-ures above 150°0 however caused a different 
'distribution in the alloy and Figures ＳｾＱＴ＠ and 3.15 illustrate these 
differences. Whereas the specimen quenched into cold water and aged contained 
ｭｾ＠ large dislocation loops (Figures 3.10 o and d), the directiy quenched 
specimens showed few loops but a · number of large complex disloca:liion sources. 
The formation of such sources has been -described by Embury ana Nicholson26 
and by Westmacott et ｾｾｾ＠ the dislocations growing by climb due to vacancy 
. condensation. Only a few vacancy loops oan oe seen in e.raas ｾｦ＠ the foil away · 
:from these sources. This difference in defect distribution ia due to the 
lowering of the driving force for vacancy precipitation which is determined 
by two factors:- a) the slo\vel.. quench in the direc·t quench specimen whioh 
｡ｬｾｯｷ･､＠ the vaoanoies to diffuse rapidly to sirucs and b) the lower super-
saturation of vacancies at the higher temperatures. · 
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3.3.2 ｾｨ･Ｇｾｯｲｭ｡ｴｩｱｮ＠ ｯｾＮｇｐｂ＠ ｺｯｮｾｾ＠
Although considerable ha.rdeni11g of the as-solu·tion treated and quenched 
alloy occurred on ageing a.t room ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｲ･ｾ＠ the GP.B zones causing this 
hardening were not resolved by transmission electron microscopy. Figure 3.16 
compares the hardening achieved when the ａｬＭＲＮＵＥｃｵｾＱＮｾｧ＠ alloy was aged at 
room temperature (20°C) and at 190°0. It can be seen ｴｨｾｾ＠ ageing at room 
. temperature raised the hardness of the alloy front 6lo- VPN as quenched, ... t;O · 
•I :'• 
110 VPN whereas the GPB zoSlea formed at 190°0 only raised the plateau hardness 
of the alloy to 90 VPN (this is caused by GPB zone formation only). The 
inability to resolve the GPB zones in the electron microscope is due to three 
ｾ｡｣ｴｯｲｳＺＭ a) their small sizeg determined by Silcook using X-ray diffraction 
teolmiques to be l:-0A0 lo11g and 10A0 diame·tel"1 b) "Ghe 1:.2!! le:'ctice s·!;rain 
produced in the ｭ｡ｾｲｩｸ＠ by their ｦｯｬｾ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ and hence an absence of strain field 
contrast and c) their similar mean atomic density to that of the matrix, so 
that the eleotr?n aca:t;tering power of_ the atoms in thG zones was aimiJ.ar to 
the aluminium matrix. If added to these factors one considers that there 
would ba approximately 1 OOGPB zones in the thickness of the foil, it is not 
surprising that their resolu·l;ion was difficult. The techl1ique adopted :f'ot"" 
detecting such zones or small precipitatea ' unambiguously is to select from the 
diffraction pattern of the foil a di:f'fraction streak or spot due to them, 
and to use its intensity to ﾣＰＱｾ＠ the image of the foil by tilting the incident 
.electron beam so that the diffracted ｲｾ＠ ｬｾ･ｳ＠ on the optical axis of the 
mioroaoqpa. ｈｯｷ･ｶ･ｲｾ＠ in this alloy, due to the factors discussed above, the 
GP.B zone t:rtreaks (whioh are caused by the strain in the ｬ｡ｴＢｾｩ｣･＠ on :forming 
the zone), were extremely faint and diffuse (figure 3.17) and hence no 
conclusive evidence of the zones was obtainable. 
A similar situation existed in foils of the alloy aged at 190°0 although 
the zones would be expected to be iarger and more widely spaced than li1 the 
naturally aged alloy. Although occasionally strealts lying in the correct 
crystallographic direction, < 1 00 > , were observed iri these foils as shown 
in Figure 3.18, these results were inconclusive as no corresponding dark 
field image could be obtained. However by direct quenching ·to 190°C and 
therefore reduoing the density of dislocation loopsp Weatherly27 was able to 
resolve rod-like zones believed to be GPB zones 1 100-200AO long and 20-4.0A0 
diameter. The low dislocation loop density resul·iiing from the direct quench, .· .. 
permitted the zones to grow longer before they had to redissolve ahead of 
the heterogeneously nucleated S precipitates. No zones would have remained 
. in the alloy after this period of ageing at 190°0 (4 ､ｾｹｳＩ＠ if the alloy had 
been quenched into cold water. 
:' As part; o:f a study of the e:ff'ect of 0 ･ＲｾＭＮＥ＠ silicon upon the ageing 
processes in this alloy, the present author subsequently detected similar 
zones usin& this heat treatment sequence as ｩｬｬｵｳｴｲｾｴ･､＠ earlier in Figure 3.6. 
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Tins will be discussed more fully in the next chapter. 1 
3.3.3 The formation of S J2reo:b?ita.tes (g2cuM.Bl 
On ageing at elevated temperature the GP.B zone formation stage is 
followed by the nucleation and grovnh of S precipitates. These precipitates 
were shown by Siloock6 alld Bagarya.t slcy5 to have the following orientation 
rela:ti onship with the matrix::-
[1oo J si 11 ｛ＱｯｯｊａＱｾ＠ [o1oJ8 ｾ＠ co21 ｊＮｵｾ＠ Coo1J8 ·u co12JA1 
In alloys aged after oold water quenching from the solution treatment 
temperature, the preoipitates were found to nucleate heterogeneously upon 
dislocations such as the helices and loops present £rom the quenching ｯｰ･ｲ｡ｴｩｯｮｾ＠
An early indication of precipitate nucleation at the dislocations is 
shown in Figure 3.10o at A,where, after 5 minutes at 190°0, the ·dislocation 
loops appear to be·paired along part of their ｬ･ｮｧｾｨｯ＠ A similar development 
in a dislocation helix is shown in figure 3.19, and ｾｩｧｵｲ･＠ 3.20 also shows 
the formation of dislocations paired over several microns of their length. 
No .previous record of this latter form of dislocation configuration in 
aluminium alloys has been found in the literature but Fisher (reported by 
Nioholson)28 has shown a ｳｩｭｩｬ｡ｬｾ＠ configuration due to oc" precipitation on 
dislocations in Fe-N alloys and Silcook and Wiliiams29 have shown that super 
dislocations may be formed in aged iron alloys containing zones. 
On .further ageu1g at 190°0 small rod-shaped S precipitates were ｮｾｯｬ･｡ｴ･､＠
at these loops and helices as shown in figure 3Q21 and analysis · of their 
projected images with the electron diffraction patterns from the foils showed 
that they lay in the <1 00 > direction (figure 3e21). 
As ageing proceeded, the rods grew in the <100> direction and widened 
to ｾｯｲｭ＠ laths. Trace analysis showed that these laths Ｑｾ＠ on f210} planes 
having a common <1 00 > zone axis ao that the laths formed con'uga.ted sheets 
ｯｾ＠ precipitate as shown in figures ＳｾＲＲ＠ and 3o23o The Chevron markings on 
the preoipita:I;e shee·t ａｾ＠ in figure 3.23, due to displacement fringe contrast 
and lying parallel to the foil surface clearly illustrate the corrugated 
nature of the sheeto In figure 3.22 the laths oan be seen to have grown 
independently causing the growth front of the sheet to become irregular • 
Where more complex dislocation configurations were present , several f210} 
planes were utilised for precipitate growth all having a common <001 >Al growth • 
direction (figures 3.24 and 3 •. 2 . 5). Figure 3o2L.- shows a quenoh band of 
dislocation helices with s.v precipitates growing on them; some loops forming 
completely closed rings of precipitate (A) o Figure 3o25 shows precipita-te 
growth at a dislooation which was not lying in a single cr.ystallographio 
plane and £rom the different diffraction contrast at the individual 
precipitate laths it can be seen that precipitation oocurred on at least 
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three { 21 0} planes to form the complete preoipi·bate sheet. 
Under certain diffracting conditions producing low preoipitates contrast 
it was possible to reveal dislocation contrast around the individual 
precipitate laths as shown in figure 3o26 at A and B. These dislocations 
formed as a result of the misfit strains between the precipitates and the 
matrix and have been considered in detail by ｗ･｡ｴｨ･ｲｬｹ Ｒ ｾＮ＠
Heterogeneous nucleation of S precipitates also occurred at higher ageing 
temperatures and. figure 3:1 0 d shows an early stage in the growth of S 
precipitates at 250°C and figure 3o27 shows an example of their distribution 
afte1· 20 minutes at 300°0. 
Although ageing trea·tments were ca:t .. ried out at temperatures below the · 
GP.B zones solvus temperatureg no S precipitates were observed which oould be 
proved to have been nuoleated homogeneously within the matrix. This is 
believed to be due to the small. size of the GP.B zones developed in this alloy 
and also to the ｡｢ｵｮ､Ｆｾｴ＠ sites for ｨ･ｴ･ｾｯｧ･ｮ･ｯｵｳ＠ nucleation causing a fall in 
solute content of the matrix. Thus as the precipitates grew. the GPB zones 
.were redissolved before they had reached a sufficient size to act a ·nuoleii· 
for the S precipitates. 
Discussion 
.... -
3.4.1 :£_he initial ｳｴＬＡｾｓ＠ of.J!geing 
The stability of GP zones and the range of temperature over which 
they form, ｰｬｾ＠ important roles in several precipitation hardening systems. 
For example Nicholson and co-workers14 30 showed that the precipitate 
distribution in aluminium-magnesium-zino alloys depended critically upon 
whether the alloy llad dvrelt below the GP zone solvus temperature or above it • 
Similar studies by Pashley and co workers 15 ｡｣ｾｯｵｮﾷ｣･､＠ for the e:f:Ceo·ta of low 
temperature storage upon the subsequent precipitate distribution in aluminium-
magnesium-silicon alloys. In these alloys the precipitates may nucleate 
directly from the solid solution above the GP zone solvus, . or may form by the 
transformation of a fraction of the larger GP zones present after an ageing 
treatment at a temperature below the GP zone solvus temperature. This latter 
ｴｲ･ｾｾｭ･ｮｴ＠ results in a finer precipitate distribution and even quenching to 
below the GP zone solvus and immediately reheating to above the solvus 
tempera:'cure may be sufficient to nuolea·te GP zones which subs.equently grow 
large enough to nucleate the stable precipitateo 
Using hardness tests Beton and Rollason13 showed that an ａｬＭＲＮＴＵＥｃｵＭＱｾＱＥｍｧ＠
alloy had a GP.B zone nolvus temperature of 2.50°0 and ｴｨｾ＠ resul·ts of ｓｩｬ｣ｯｯｬｾ＠
using both hardness teats and ｘＭｲｾ＠ diffraction techniques agreed that GPB 
zones were formed on ageing at temperatures as high as ＲｾＮＰ｟ﾰｃｯ＠ If' therefore 
the Al-Cu-Mg alloys behave in a silllilar way t o the .u-zn-Mg and Al-Mg-Bi 
alloys a different ·precipitate distl"ibution should be expected il'l the alloy 
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a..ged below 21,.0 0 than that above it. This foa.tttre of the preoipi ta;liion i 
in Al-Cu-Mg alloys and tha effeot upon it of a small addition of silicon 
will be. a major subjeot of the ｾｯｬｬｯｷｩｮｧ＠ chapter. However i·b has already 
been shown that at low a.geil1.g -temperatures ( < 150°0) the G-PB zona a in the 
ａｬＭＲＮＵＱﾣｵＭＱＮＲｾＱｧ＠ alloy do not aot as sites for the nucleation o£ the S 
precipitate when the alloy is oold water quenched :from the solution treatment 
temperature. 
By quenching ､ｩｲ･ｯｴｬｾ＠ to the ageing temperature the density of 
d.i slocation loops produced by vacancy condensation was altered, t.heir number 
being fewer as the quench bath temperature was raised. This caused a non-
uniform distribution of defects which resulted in a non-uniform di'::d;ributj.on 
ｯｾ ﾷ ｧｲｯｷｩｮｧ＠ S .precipitate laths- Because ｯｾ＠ this Weatherly was able to show 
that, given ｳｵｦｾｩ｣ｩ･ｮｴ＠ time, eg 4 days at 190°0 1 some GP.B zones oould grow 
to a sufficient size in the dislocation free regions to promote homogeneous . 
nucleation of the S precipitates. However the proportion ｯｾ＠ the s precipitates 
that were not nucleated upon dislocations was small and as shovrn in figure 
3.28 the overall distributions of precipitates when the alloy was aged at 
300°0 after direct quenching to the age1ng temperature was similar tp that 
formed on ·ageing a.f·tel .. quenching into cold water. 
3.lt .• 2 J' ... he m.2fpholog:v of ｴｾｾｾ｡Ｎｩｾ＠
The earlier X-ray diffraction studies have shown that the S precipitate. 
laths .grow on ageing on { 21 0 1 planes and the transmission electron microscope 
. has shovrn that ､･ｰ･ｮｾｮｧ＠ upon the nature of the heterogeneoua nucleation 
site, several { 21 0 l planes having a common< 001 > growth direction mey be 
utilised to produce a precipitate sheet. 
From the s·l;ereographio projeotiOl'l (figure 3o29) it oan be seen that 
tor a given [001] growth direction four possible {210} planes may contribute 
to the formation of ·a composite sheet, vizQ {210), (120), (120), and. (210). 
By selecti11g t-wo of these planes a oomposi te sheet may form on { 01 ol , [ 110} 
or {130} planes as shown in Table 3.1. 
Ａ｀ｾ･｟｟ｬｯ［ｌ＠
.. 
Apparent Composite {2101 planes Angle between I 
Sheet Plane selected { 210 J planes 
I selected 
(01 0). i (f20) (120) 
I 
53° 8' 
(210) (210) 126° 52 8 
(110) (210) (120) 36° 52° 
(120) (210) 14.3° so 
(130) (210) (120) 90° 
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The elastic strains caused by the growing p:rec:i.pi tate result from 
' ' 
. .' .. ｾ ｾＮ＠ the misfit ·of the precipitate and matl."i.x lattices. The crystallographio 
· . 
data for the S phase was ｦｾｳｴ＠ obtained uaing ｘＭｲｾ＠ diffraction ｾ･｣ｨｮｩｱｵ･ｳ Ｒ ｾＮ＠
From .a. oomparison of these data with the spacing of the corresponding .. ·. · · 
. l;l.luminiun1 planes a. misfit value M for the S phase in the aluminium matrix· 
. ｾｾ＠ be calculated9. 
.. • 4 . .... ' ｾ＠
. ｾ＠ . ｾＭ ＮＧ＠ Interplanar Spacing 
I, • ' " . 
-'\ ·\· Ｎ ｾ ﾷ＠ . ｾ＠ .. 
: : '' 
.. f·: . :.. 
·' , .. 
:Al/ 
d100 ::: 4.05 
d021 :: 0.?06 
a012 = o.Q.06 
I s Ref 22 
a = l:-.00 
. b ::: 9 .. 23 
0 = ＷＮＱｾ＠ ... 
--
: 
(A) Misfit % relative to Al 
ｭ｜ｾ､ｓＩ＠ X 100 
(n = 1)-} 1o23 
(n = 10) - 1 .as 
(n = 8) + 1 o4-9 
+ ve indicates compre.ssive stress in aluminium matrix 
- ve indicates tensile ｳｴｲ･ｳｾ＠ in aluminium matrix 
The values using the ｘＭｲｾ＠ data are ｳｨｭｾ＠ relative to aluminium in 
' .. '.. , , 
• I 
, __ , .._ . 
Table 3.2. The apparent similarity between the lattice misfit in the a- and 
o-axes·of the precipitate suggests similar compressive stresses in the matrix 
· in the.se directions. 
A seoond factor whioh influences the shape of the precipitate is the 
relative interfacial e11e:rgies ｯｾ＠ the precipi·tate ｦ｡｣ｾｳＳ Ｑ＠ tJ . ru1d this may. be 
examined by ｣ｯｭｰｾｾｩｮｧ＠ the number of aluminium lattice planes corresponding 
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·. ·· ｴｾ Ｎ＠ ｾｮ･ ﾷ＠ lattice ｾｰ｡ｯｩｮｧ＠ of :f;he S precipitate i.eo the matohil'lg<pariodioity_ 'p'.32 • l 
Direotion inS Periodicity p = No. of 
.Al planes: 1 plane of S 
a - 0<,)99 . • I . . 
b 10Q2 . 
. 0 7g9 
O:fio.-... , ... . r"M" .. ｾＬ＠ .a•;o;rs-
ｾ Ｎ ｾ［＠ • ｾ＠ • ｾ＠ ｾ＠ # ﾷ Ｌ ｾ Ｎ＠
ＺﾷＬ ｾＮ＠ .: : ｾ＠ ' . . . 
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The periodicity values along the a-, ｢Ｍｾ＠ ana c-S-?Ces of the S ｐｬＢ･ｯｩｰｩｴ｡ﾷｾ･｡＠ • 
UX\;i ahown in Table 3·3· While coherency is possible along ·the a-axia, the 
periodicity of matching ｰｾ＠ along the b-exis is large and· no easy matching is 
. ' ｾ＠ .. 
possible: similarly the low misfit values along the o-axis as shown in · · 
· Table 3.2 is misleading. 
The interfacial energy would be expected to increase as th.e periodi,ci ty 
deviates fi"om unity ana these periodicities there:ro:re permit _the ﾷ ｲ･ｬ｡ｴｩｾ･ Ｍ ｾ＠ · ;- ·I 
ｩｾｴｾｾＮｦ｡ｯｩｾ＠ energies ot ·the faces · of the . S lath rl;o ."be ｯｾｮｴｰ｡ｲ･､ｾ＠ The S .·: .- .: ｾ＠
. . . ' ｾ＠
·!. h .. : ｾ＠ ｾ＠ t 
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precipitate is drawn schematically in figure 3.30 and, as would be 
expected :from the above relationship, the S phase grows pre:f'erentialiy 
along the a-direction, ｾｨ･＠ direction with a periodicity bf matching nearest 
.. . 
unity. The ｩｮﾷ｣･ｲｾ｡ｾｩ｡ｬ＠ el"lergy of plane B is proportional to the periodioi·ty· 
along the a- and ｣Ｍｾ･ｳ＠ and since these are the directions of best matching 
' . 
this plane would have the ｭｩｮｩｭｾｵｮ＠ interfacial ･ｮ･ｲｾ＠ and therefore would be 
the predominant plane ｯｾ＠ the precipitate on the surface energy criterion. 
Similarly the A plane would have the highest interfacial energy due to poor 
. ｾ＠
matching in both the b- and o-direotions and would be relatively small in 
area. However Weatherly26 has ·ahown that the morphology' of .tha lath is such 
that ｾｴｨｯｵｧｨ＠ its length is along the 0a 1 direction, the 'c' direction is 1 
normal .to the large face ｯｾ＠ the lath. Whilst the misfit and the 
mismatch ori teria both indicate that ·bhe e A' face should be the smallest, as 
is observed, they both suggest that the 'B 9 face should be larger than the 
•c• face which ia not the case. 
3.4.3 The forma:tion of ｣ｏｾｊＮｾｾｰ｟ｲ･Ｄ｝Ｎｰｩ＠ tNe sheets 
Where a dislocation loop lies in a (110) plane with.!! [ 110] Burgers .. ·.; 
. 2 . 
vector, a composite sheet of S precipitates may grow by the formation of .. 
laths on only two · {21 0 } planes as is illustrated in Figure 3.31. From-the 
stereographio projection (Figure 3o29) it oan be seen ｴｨｾｴ＠ either of two . 
pairs ·of {210} planes would ｳ｡ｴｩ｡ｾｹ＠ this oond.ition i.e. (210) and (120) or . 
(210) and (120). Which ot these two pairs is used is determined ｾｹ＠ two 
factors, (a) the misfit vector of the precipitate and its relationship to · 
the ｂｵｲｾｲｳ＠ vector of the ､ｩｾｬｯ｣｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ and b) the line· tension of the 
' ·' 
di sloca;liion. 
Since maximum relief of this misfit strain occurs when the Burgers 
vector of the dislocation and. the misfit veo·tol' are parallel; the precipitate 
planes most nearly satisfying this condition will be employed" Thus the 
{210) and (120) planes would be used and not (210) and ＨＱＲＰＩ ﾷ ｰｬ･ｾ･ｳＮ＠
The line tension of the dislocation would also be expected to influence 
the selection of { 210} l:>lanes since the nuclea·tion and grow·th o:r precipitates 
. on { 21 0 J planes a.t a. di alocation loop must deviate the loop from its { 11 0} · 
plane and increase its length. The dislocation would prefer to be of · 
· minimum length due to its line ｴ･ｮｳｩｯｮｾ＠ and so the precipitate orientation 
ｬｹｩｾｧ＠ close to {110} would be ohoseng ioe. again planes (210) e.nd. (120) ": 
would be ohosen tor a dislocation loop on a. ( 11 0) plane and or ｾ＠ < 11 0 > ' . 
2 . 
Burgers ｶ･ｯﾷｾｯｲＮ＠
3.5 Summarx .6-t,.· ｲＮｾｾｵｬｴｳ＠ ... .. 
The precipitation hardening sequence in the .Al-2.5%Cu-1 o$fg alloy may 
ba-briefly·summarised as follows:-
. 
1 (i) The as..:.quenched alloy contains a high density of dislocatiol"l .:\-,: ·· 
... , ·loopa indioati ve of a ｨｾｧｨ＠ vacancy mobility dUl"ing ·the ｱｾ･ｬＢｬ｣ｨ＠ probably ·.:· , ·. ·. .. . · 
·. ﾷ ｾ＠ .. re13ul.ting :f;om a -·l'Ow solu·te-1/aoanoy binding ｾｮ･ｲｧｹＮ＠ · · --· .. ::,: .··· .. 
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(ii) The GP.B zones formed after quenching do not grmv to a sufficient 
size to be resolved by the electron microscope and on ageing at elevated 
temperature they do not act as nuclei for subsequent S precipitation • 
. {iii) · The S precipitates nucleate exclusively in a · heterogeneous 
ｾ｡ｮｮ･ｲ＠ in ､ｩｳｬｯｾ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ lines, the individual laths ｩｾｬｮｧ＠ on {210} planes 
and grow in a common < 1 00 > direction to form oomposi·te preoi pi tate sheets. 
· (iv) Some homogenous nucleation of S precipitates from the GP.B zones 
() 
may be . ｰｯｳｾｩ｢ｬ･＠ in regio11.s of the grains when the dislocation density is low 
e.g. in specimens quenched dil:'eot to an elevated ageing temperature • . 
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FI<r 3.2 Phase boundaries in Al-Cu-Mg alloys ｾ＠ boundaries 
at 500oc, ---boundaries at 200°C, ;....•-• -• ' slope at Cu-:Mg -' 
·= 2.6 {Due to Kuznekov reported by Brook) ·. 
= 37-
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FIG 3.3 Phases present after long ageing : times at 190oc. 
--Phase boundaries at 500°C - - - - ｰｨｾｳ･＠ boundaries a·t 
190°C. •······ approximate position of the («+S)/(«+s+T) 
boundary at 260°C. Ｈｋｵｾｮ･ｫｯｶ＠ ｲ･ｰｯｾｴ･､＠ · by B.rook) 
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FIG 3. 5 Ps eudo-hina,ry ＨｾＧＡＢＢｓ＠ phase) sys tern· at 
Cu:Mg = 2.2 (after Hardy4). · · 
ITG 3o6 ａｬ Ｍ Ｒ Ｎ ＵｃｵＭＱ Ｎ ｾＱｧ Ｍ Ｐ Ｎ ＲＴｓｩ＠ alloy . Solution treated 1h 
530°C directly ｱｵ･ｮ｣ｨｾ､＠ to 160°C and aged 2 months at 1600C 
rv.icrogr ph shows presence of both GPB zones t A and S 
precip · t·1tes t S. x 100 000 
- 41 -
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
FIG 3. 7 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1 . 2I'g alloy. ""lution treated 1h 530°C and 
quenched into cold water showing defect distribution 
a) bright ｲﾷｾｬ､ Ｌ＠ b) dark fie ld, X40 , ooo . c) diffraction 
pattern of (a) , d) diffraction pattern o (b) . 
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ｩｾｇ＠ 3. 8 Al- 4Cu alloy solution treated 1h 530°C 
and cold water quenched. X40 , 000 
FIG 3. 9 Al-2 . 5Mg alloy, solution treated 1h 
530°C and cold water quenched. X40 , 000 
-43-
(c ) 
FIG- 3 . 10 Al- 2 . 5Cu- 1. 2 .. ｾ＠ J._oy . 1reated 530°-i for 
1 h and cold VIa er quenc ed . , i cro tr; tu res of alloy a c 
for 5min t a) 100°C b) 150°8 ) 1;0 C . nd d) 250°C . 
X20 , 000 . 
-44-
• .i-.-; 3. 11 · Al- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2 g alloy. 
olution vreated 1h 530°C aPd cold 
vg ter quenched showing .he gr owth of 
ltrgc dislocati on loops af t er geing 
or 1 d y at 100°C . (C ompar e nit h 
ig 3. 10a ) . X30 , 000 . 
-45-
FIG 3. 12 Al- 2. 5Cu-1. 2Mg alloy 
Joluti on treated 1h 530oc and 
di r ect quenched to 100°C nd held 
for 5mi ns a t 1 00°C . X20 , 000 . 
FIG 3o14 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2Mg alloy. 
Solution treated 1h 530°C and 
quenched directly to 190°C and held 
at 190°C for 2tmi ns . X20 , 000. 
FIG 3. 13 Same alloys and treatment 
as Fig 3. 12. X20 , 000 . 
FIG 3. 15 Same alloy and heat 
treatment as in Fig 3. 14 showing 
dislocation .loops in regions between 
l a r g di sloca tion sources . X20,000. 
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.. . • ｾ＠ l :.:. 
• 
0 
001 0 ·1 1·0 10 100 
AGEING TIME -01\YS 
FIG 3.16 The age hard.ening curves for the Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg r:tt 
1-90°C and at room temperature after solution treatment f'or; 
1h at 530°C and quenching into cold water. 
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. .. . ｾ Ｎ＠ :. - :: ;".· _, , 
FIG 3. 17 .c - 2. 5Cu-1. ＲＱｾＮｧ＠ a lloy. l.001 J Diffr '.ction 
ｰ｡ｴｴ･Ｑｾ＠ f OQ foil of specimen solution treated 1h 
530°C , cold water quenched and aged 0 . 1 days 190°C. 
i'IG 3o -12 JG.- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2;1g nlloy . Solution t reated 
1h 530°C , col., ua,er quener..ed and aged 16h 190°C 
sho·.r.ir: __:: s tr :-lkintJ ir. mat r ix pas ibly due to GPB 
zones X100 , 000 . 
- 4.8 -
ｾ Ｌｉｇ＠ 3. 19 Ｎａｬ Ｍ Ｒ Ｎ Ｕ ｃｵ Ｍ Ｑ Ｎ ＲｾＱｧ＠ alloy , sol ution trea ted 1h 53 °, 
cold wa ter quenched and aged 5mins a t 190°C showing paired 
disloc tions . X30, 000 . 
FIG 3. 20 As in Figure 3o19. X6o,ooo. 
- 49 -
FIG 3o21 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2M8 alloy. 
Solu .ion t.r n.ted 11: 530 C cold water 
q1Jenched and aged 1h 190°C sho ,Ying 
13D.r ly c;ro ·. th of S recj _- i t'l.tes at A. 
;af.o , ooo. 
F r 3. 22 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2Mg alloy 
Solution treated 1h 530°C and 
cold v ter ue 1ched and aged 20hrs 
190°C showing the formation of 
coreposite precipitate sheets wit 
i rregul r rowth front • X40,00 • 
FIG 3. 23 ａｬ Ｍ Ｒ Ｎ Ｕｃｵ Ｍ Ｑ Ｎ ＲＡ ｾｲ ｧ＠ alloy solution reated 1h 530°C and 
cold water quenched and aged 16h 190°C shovring chevron 
· c1j splacct1ent fringe contr, s on tbe composite pr c ":pi ate 
shr>e t A. Ｇｾ＠ X80 , 000 . 
-50 -
FIG 3. 24 Same t r eatment as Fig 3. 23 , S precipitates growth 
on ､ｩｳｬｯ｣｡ｴ ｾ ｯｮｳ＠ in quench bands to form closed precipitate 
loops e . g . at A. X40 , 000 . 
FIG 3. 25 Forrr.ation of a sheet of S precipitates at a 
dislocation. Contrast affects show that precipit tion 
occurred on at. least three {210} planes . !eat tre tment 
as in Fig 3. 23 . 
-51 -
JJ- 2 . 5Cu- 1. 2l"g alloy solution treated 
5 50°..., cold water q ucnchcd ancl aged 20h 190°C 0 
snm..-ing d: sloe t· on oops A and B associated 
• .. 
0 
·b i ndi vj <"ll, l 3 pr ecipitate l a ths . Xl1-0, 000. 
FIG 3. 27 Same alloy as in ig 3. 26 
but aged 20mins at 300°C after cold 
w t cr quenchin • X30 , 000 . 
FIG 3. 28 ame alloy as Fig 3.26 
solution treat ed 1h 530°C and 
directly quenched t o 2500C and held 
at 250°C f r 5mins . X30,ooo. 
-52 -
FIG- ).29 ｓｴ･ｲ･ｯｴｾｲ｡ｰｨｩ｣＠ projection showing the possible 
{210} precipitate planes containing the (001] growth 
direction. Also shovm aro the possible composite { 010}, 
{110} and {310}precipitate sheet planes they may f'orm. 
- - - -- 8 ｐｒｉＡＮｃｉｐｉｔａｔｾ＠ PL.ANE. S 
ALUMINIUM ｾａｔｒｉｘ＠ PL.ANES 
ｊＮｩＧｉｃｾ＠ 3.30 Diagram shovr.i.ne; the periodicity of ｯｾｵｭｩｮｩ Ｎ ｵｭ＠
ahcl S planes at the surf'aces of the S precipitate latho 
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FIG- 3.31 The forma_tion of ｾ Ｍ ｣ｰｭｰｯｳｩｴｾ Ｍ prec;i.pitate>she¢t _ 
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Cha.Rter lt 
The effects of ir.on2 ｮｩ｣ｾ･ｬ＠ and sil!29n on the ｭｾ｣ｲｯｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･＠
and creep strength of the Al-2·.s%cu-1 ｾＲＥｍｧ＠ allol 
4.1 Introduction 
... 
·· ... . 
The study of the effects o£ add.itions of 1% Fe and 1% Ni upon .. lihe 
ｾｩｯｲｯｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･＠ and age-hardening of the ａｬＭＲＮＵＥｃｵＭＱＮｺＮＱｾｧ＠ ｾｬｯｹ＠ was concluded 
ｩＱｾ＠ 196433 and therefore c:nnot be considered a ｰｾｴ＠ of this thesis. HO\>tever 
since the presence of iron and nickel is of importance in determining the_ 
properties of the commercial RR58 alloy and their effect upon ·bhe creep · 
properties of the alloy will be considered later (Section l,..J.,.) Ｚｾ＠ a ｢ｲｩ･ｾ Ｍ ·. 
description of their effec·ts· upon the microstructure of the alloy will be · 
outlined • 
· A comparison of the microstructures of the Al-Cu-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy with 
those made of fully heat treated ｣ｩｯｾ･ｲ｣ｩ｡ｬ＠ DTD5070A alloy sheet · by ｄ･ｾ･ｹＮＳＴＭ ·-.. ·. ' ._ . 
and ·by ·the present author, suggested tha .. c the further addition of 0.25foSi · 
might affect the nucleation and growth of S preoipi·cates since the 
ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｾｴ｡ｴ･ｳ＠ were finer and more uniformly distributed in the commercial 
alloy. A more detailed f:lOmparison of the ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩｴ｡ｾｩﾷｯｮ＠ processes- in a 
. -
ｾＭＮＮ＠ • . ｾＭ ｾ＠ • •' f, ｾＧ＠ • • •. 
·j· . : ,. ,. ﾷｾ＠ .. ; . silicon-free and silicon-bearing ａｬＭＲＮＵｃｵＭＱｾＲｍｧ＠ ｡ｬｬｾｹ＠ was therefore ｭ｡､ｾ＠
and is described in this chapter, _and the possible reaspns tor the observed 
ef£eots are discussed. 
4.2 Results 
ｾ Ｎ＠
' ' 
q.. 2.1 The effects of 1% iron and 1% nickel . · ·· .··-:· . 
When eithel ... Ｑｦｾ･＠ or 1f'aNi was added to the .Al-2.5foCu-1 o2faMg alloy the , 
age hardening of the alloy was lowered. The alloys contained large in-'ljer-
metallic particles, which could not be dissolved 011 solution Ｑ｡ｾ･｡ﾷｾｭ･ｮｴＮ＠
These particles were determined by electron probe microanalysis and ｘｾｲ｡ｹ ﾷ＠
;_'_ .. · ,: . . diffraction to be the phases Cu2FeAl7 and ｾｃｵｎｩ｟ＩＮａｬＳ＠ in the ｬｾ･ｳｰ･ｯｴｩｶ･ Ｍ ｡ＮｬｬｯｹｾＳ＿ Ｎ＠ · 
ﾷＭ ﾷＮﾷＮ ＭＭＭﾷ ｾ｟＠ .. ··::;.-·.and examples are shown ｩｮｆｩｧｭｾ･ｳ＠ 4.1 and 4-.2. It was ｴｨ･Ｑ ｾ ･ｦｯｲ･＠ appa.r.ent --
ｾ＠
I 
. ｾ＠
ｾ＠ｾ＠
f 
,_ 
· · - -. _ ·.· that the ｬｾｷ･ｲ＠ strength of these alloys obtained on ageing was· due -- to the 
loss of copper from solid solution by forming these phases. 
, 
• • .;! ｾＮ＠
The duplex ·addition of 1fi:\Fe and. 1faNi however returned the age hardening 
ｰｲｯｰ･ｲｴｾ･ｳ ﾷ＠ to their Ol"igina.l values and yet provided intermetallic pat-'cicles 
approximateli ·1-5(-.1. diameter ､ｩｳｰ･ｾｳ･､Ｎ＠ tln--oughout the alloy a.s aho\Vn in ,. 
. Figure 4.3. These particles were analysed and shown to be FeNiAl9 ｣ｯｮｴｾｾｄｩｮｧ ﾭ
., .. only a small , percentage of copper35 ,36 (approx 2%).. The effect of the ·· · · Ｍ ｾＮﾷＭＧＭＺ＠
I 
· 1"- f, 
u 
. - ｾ＠
'I 
.I 
· -·· · pru."tioles in the alloy is that they reduce the grain growth. developed by a : · ._· · ｾ＠
given working and heat treatment prooess and . Figure ＴＮ Ｌ ｾ＠ .shows how· these . · > · · .· · I 
·, particlea,,may anchor ·the grain boundaries ｡ｾ＠ points alo11g ·their lengths . <, .. '.. ·· ·. ｾＭ Ｍ Ｚ［＠ __ · ,t 
. ;· :_ ･ｾｧ＠ •. at . ａｾ ﾷ ＮＺ＠ ｔｾ･＠ iron and nioltel had little ef:feo·t upon the a.ge ｨ｡ｬｾ､･ｮＺｴｮｾ＠ -.. . . · . · ｾ Ｚ＠
ﾷｾ＠ .• : !:\. ,. Ｚ ［ＮＺＮｾＺＮｾＮ［＠ ·· .. · .. ｾﾷＺ［＠ .. ·::: .. ＺＮＺ€Ｚ［ＺＩＩﾷｨｾ＼Ｇ＾ ｾ ＮﾷＮＺ＠ ｾｾＬＮＺＬ＠ :: :;:Y• ＯＺｾ＠ ［［ｾＺﾷ＠ .. Ｚ ｾ＠ .5,':: .: ·. ,.· ::-·.; ［ｾ Ｚ＠ .. · · .• ·: · ·.: .;, .,: · ... :;·:;.·;/, .. . · :.· .. ＬＮＺＺｾｌＺＺＬＮ＼Ｚ＠ ［｟ｾｾｾＧ［ＬＭＬＺＺＮｾＮ［ＡＬ ｉ＠
ＣＧＨＭＡＮ［ｾＢ＠ • . , . 
:\. . ... . ' . .. ﾷ ｾ＠ : ｾ＠
.. 
ｾ ﾷﾷ＠ｾ ｾ ｾﾷﾷ＠
. ｾ＠ .. 
!".. .... • .:-• 
t;',_; · 
sequence as such, although dislocations which were emitted from the 
·· ··· particles of FeNiA19 on ｾｵ･ＱＱｯｨｩｮｧ＠ incl.--eased the density of S precipitates 
in these regions. Since it was primarily upon the stability of the grain 
｢ｯｾ､｡ｲｩ･ｳ＠ that the iron and nickel had moat effect, it would be eXpected 
. that they would _be ·most beneficial in strengthening the alloy at the higher 
:·' te·at temperatures and it will be shown in section 4.5 .. ;hat1 although the age 
hardening of the alloy was little ｾｦ･｣ｴ･､＠ by these additions, the creep 
strength at 150°0 was sighificantly improved. 
4.2.2 The effect o-f 0$2!t% silicon 
(a) ｾｦｦ･｣ｴｾ＠ of Oo24% silicon on ｾｾｾｱ｡ｬ＠ ｰｲｾｰ･ｲｴｩ･ｳ＠
The room _temperature age-hardening of the Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg alloy and 
the ａｬｾＲ＠ • .5Cu-1.2Mg-1Ni-1Fe alloy are compared in FigUre 4..5 with ｳｩｭｩｬｾ＠ : _' 
alloys containing ｾＮＲＴＱｾｩＮ＠ The hardness curves show three ｩｮｴｾｲ･ｳｴｩｮｧ＠
.features:-
(a.) the age-hardening rates of the alloys were affected little by the 
-. . · nickel and iron addition; 
(b) ＰＮＲＴＱｾｩ＠ retarded the onset _o£ hardening in both the niokel-iron 
bearing alloy and the nickel-iron free alloy; 
( o) . the hardness- ·plateau finally reached was slightly. h?-gher in the · · >_ · . 
silicon-bearing alloys than in the ｳｩｬｩｯｯｮＭｦｲ･ｾ＠ alloys. · 
Room ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｲｾ＠ tensile tests confirmed these results ru1d Table -4.1 
compares the tensile properties of the alloys in the freshly solution treated 
· condi tio11, (tested within 15 ｭｩｮｾｴ･ｳ＠ of quenching from the solu·ti.on· treatment 
temperature) ｷｩｴｨ Ｎ ｴｨｯｳｾ＠ ·or the alloys aged 1! hours at room temperature • 
The proof stresses of the four alloys studied were simi;t.ar in the solution·' 
treated and quenched oondi tion, but after ageing for 1 i' hours at room ' ·· 
.,. ' 
' 
. ｾ＠ . . ｾ＠ 1 
i 
I 
. .. I 
Ｇ Ｌ Ｍ Ｌｾ＠
I 
temperature the 0.1% proof stresses of the silicon-free alloys (alloys 1 o:.:· .. < :.' 
.. · and 90) 1 .. ose 2.6-1 o6 tons/in2 compared with ｾｮｊＮｹ＠ 0.6-1 -ton/in2 in the · _. Ｍ ｾＺ＠ _: Ｚ ＮＺＮＺ｟ Ｎ Ｚｾ＠ z :· ·· f 
silicon-bearing alloys {alloys .60 and 70). For comparison Table 4 .• 1 8.lso ··i 
llhows results of tests on ｵｮｯｬｾ､＠ Rll58 alloy, This oomm:eroial alloy also · ｾ＠
. . contained ＰＮＲＱＱｾＱ＠ and had similar properties to the high "purity silicon- r 
Ｚｾ＠ ; ··._ · .. i, .· .· bearing alloy (alloy 70) • ii 
•. ｾ＠ _;. · . ·. ,, :- The eff'eot of' 0.24%si on the age-hardening of' the alloys at 190°0 is· . · t 
ｾ＠ shown in Figure 4. 6. Silicon increased the ini tia.l plateau ｨ｡ｬｾ､ｮ･ｳｳ＠ resulting . . -. · · f;; 
;: ' :·· , . :from :rorma.tion of -the GP.B zones: a. similal_.. effect was found after ｮ｡ｴｾ｡ｬ＠ • -. ｾｾﾭ
·:,.: ｾ＠ . . , · ageing (figure 4-.5) .. . although at 190°0 the rate of' GPB zone forlllation was ·. :, .. :. . ( 
· . · too rapid for the rates of age-he.J. .. dening of :the alloys to the ini ｾｾｾ＠ ｾ ｰ｟ｬ ｟ ｡ｴｾｾｵ＠ · .. "· . ｾ＠
' .. . 
to be ｣ｯｭｰ｡ｲｾ､ＮＮ＠ , ｲ ｾ＠
Tensile tests on material aged 0,1 1 ＰｾＶＶ＠ and 7 days at ＱＹＰｾＰ＠ o·ontirltted ·,:·; · -· :-fj tf 
.. ｦ Ｎ ｾ＠
ｾｳ＠
,- ,., . _ Ｚﾷｪ Ｍ ｾｯｴ･ｾ Ｌ ｾ＠ ｾ Ｍ _ . Ｍｾ＠ ··· . . - .. .. , ｴｾ＠
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Room temperature tensile tests on alloys solution treated cold water 
quenched and aged at 190°C for 
AlloY No. 10 
Alloy type Al-.Cu-Mg 
PL ton/in2 . 10o4 
0.1 P8 tonJin2 : 1.3.4 
0.2 .PS . ｴｯｮＯｾｮＲ＠ 14.0 
ＰｾＵ＠ PS .. ton/ i n2 ＱｌｾＮ＠ 7 
UTS tori/in2 . 21.4 
E x 1o-6 ro/tn2 10o.3 
E1 on tin . 19 
Alloy No. 10 
Alloy type Al-cu-Mg 
PL ' ton/1n2 10.0. 
0.1 PS ton/1n2 · 14.3 
0.2 PS ton/1n2 14.9· 
0.5 PS ton/ in2 15.7 
UTS ton/1n2 20.,3 
E ｾ＠ 10:..6 'lb/in2 10o5 
E1 on 11n 10 
(a) 0.1, 
(b) Oo66 and 
{c) 7 qays 
(a) 
l 60 
Al-Cu-Mg-81 . 
I 7.2 
18.5 
19.6 
20o9 
25.5 
10o4 
11 
(b) 
60 
Al-Cu-Mg-8 1 
. 5.6 
22.5 
2,3.6 
24.8 
I 
27.2 
·10o6 
6 
(c)_ 
I 90 I 70 
Al-Cu-Mg-Fe-Ni 
i . . j Al .. 9u-Mg-Pe . ;.N1-81 
9.2 . 12.9 
15.4 19o8 
15.9 21.1 
16.6. • ' : 23.1 
24.0 28.4 
10.6 10.7 
11 15 
90 I 70 
Al-cu-Mg-Fe··Ni' I Al-Cu-Mg-Fe.:..Nt-8 1 
9.7 5.6 
18.2 ' 22.5 
; 18.6· ＲＴｾＰ Ｎ＠ .. 
. , 
.•. 
19.4 25.7 
23.9 29.0 
10.8 10.8 
11 9 
t 
I 
I 
r Alloy Noo 10 I 60 90 70 . : 
Alloy type Al-Cu-Mg I Al-CU-Mg-S 1 Al-cu-Mg.:.Fe-Ni j Al-cu-Mg-Pe-i!l-;1 I· 
I PL ton/1n2 ·11.1 6o7 6.7 . 10.0 . , 
0.1 P8 ton/1n2 "; 17.1· 20o0 . 11.8 . ·. 20.2 I 
0.2 PS ton/1n2 .17o5 20.5 12o3 21.2 
ton/1n2 13.4 
. . 
.0.5 PS 18.0 20.9 22.0 
UTS ·ton/1n2 21.4 23.0 10.7 25.6 
ｾＺＺ＠ • • • • ) 1 • • 
E x 1 o-6 ｾ｢ＯＱ＠ n2 10.1 10.4 10.8 · ﾷ ﾷ ＱＰｾＷ＠ . .. ; · .. 
E1 on 11n 10 ' 5· 11 9 
ｾ Ｍ
t.:...: 
>' 
,'_.·: :··· .. 
ｾ＠ , ｾ＠ '1. • ｾ＠ ' ' . 
ｾＮ ｾＭ . ｾＧ＠
}.'• .. -··::._ .• 
. / .. , : ·_ ::. '· 
I RR58 " l 
7o1-
19.0 
20.2 
22.0 
29.0 
11.1 
15 
RR58 
12.1 
24.1 
! 
25.0 
' ·j 
25.8 
28.4 I 
11.1 
8 . 
I 
.... · 
, . 
tl ,. 
! 
J 
RRS8 
' · ... 
1 0.,3 
20.9 
21.6 
22.h 
26.0 . 
. 11.1 ·. 
10 
.. · 
..... 
, ｾＮＧ＠
( i) ｾ＠ the ｳｾｾｮ･ｾｨｳ Ｂ＠ of the silicon-bearing ］ｾｯｾ｡＠ c we: e ［ ｾｾ Ｚ ｾ ＺＺＺ ｾ ＺＺＺ ﾷｷ［ＺＺｩｩｾ ｽ Ｇ ｦｾｾｦ Ｌ＠
4 tons/in2 higher than the silioo11-free alloys oon:f"irming the higher plateau . . J 
hardness of the silicon-bearing alloys. 
(ii) the high strength of the silicon alloys persisted even after ageing 
7 days at 190°0." 
(iii) To · a lesser degree silicon increased the strain hardening rate o£ 
the alloys. 
(b) Effects ｯｾ＠ ＮｏｯＲＴｾ＠ Silicon on the microstructure 
The· sequence of precipitation in the Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg allqy at 190°C is:-
Supersaturated solid solutio11 -> G·PB ｺｯｮ･ｳｾ＠ S · preoipi tates 
ｾ＠ . -.I ｾ＠ Ｇｾ＠ c.. • 
•, . 
l 
The effect of silicon may be conve11iently divided into its effects upon 
·' the :formation of GPB zones and its effects upon the nucleation and growth 
. ; ·: Ｎ ｾＮ＠ ' ' ·.,_ 
of the S ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩｴ｡ｾ･ｳＮ＠ Weatherly27 has shown that the presence of 0.2% 
{. 
.. ·.·• ＮＭｾ ﾷ ﾷｾ＠ ... ｾ＠ -. . 
• - '1 ［ ﾷ ｾ＠
f · . . 
:1..· 
):; ' 
ｾＮ ﾷ ｬ ﾷ Ｎ＠ ·,. ,· 
.· 
\.'• . . 
,. 
. . ﾷ ｾ＠
. . . ｾ＠ . 
silicon in solid solution in an Al-2.7Cu-1.35Mg alloy reduced the number of . 
the dislocation loops and helices formed on cold water quenching from the 
solution treatment temperature, these being smaller in diameter -than those · 
in the silicon-free alloy. This was also noted in the prea_ent work and this 
difference persisted during ｳｵ｢ｳｾｱｵ･ｮｴ＠ ageing at 190°0. Figures 4.. 7 shows 
two typical examples of the dislocation structure in the as-quenched silicon-
bearing alloys after solution treatment for 1 hour at 530°0 and quenching 
l 
l 
I 
I 
. 'l 
.·. f 
. ' f 
into cold water. If these results are due to a reduction in vacancy mobility · l 
. 1 
in the silicon bearing alloy, silicon might be expected ·to have ·pronounced 
effects at other ageing temperatures and a strilting feature of the micro- · 
atruo·tures of the Al-2 .5%Cu-1 ＮＲＥＡＭｾｧＭｑ＠ o24%Si alloy · was the almost · complete 
absenoe of .vacanoy loops at all ageing temperatures in the rm1ge 100-300°0 
even after prolonged ageing. ｆｾｧｵｲ･＠ 4.8a and b shows areas of a foil ·of this . 
alloy aged 5 hours at 100°C .after oold water quenching,in whioh· the grains 
｡ｾｲ･＠ completely loop-free. The micrograph also shows a second feature of the 
. silioon-bearing alloy when aged at low temperatureso In this alloy the -climb 
of sorevi dislocations by vacancy condensation was not ｵｮｩｦｯｲｭＬｾｾ＠ but ··.ooourred 
; • I 
in the <100> directions lying normal to . the axis of the helix to ｾｯｾ＠
. J 
. ' t 
f 
. r 
I 
l 
. t 
t 
f. 
I' 
t 
ｾ ﾭ
f 
t· 
f 
dislocation dipoles. This oould result "£rom the pinning o-r the · screw·· f 
dislocation at points along its length by silicon atoms ·or small precipitates [ 
and G-PB ·zones. · A schematic ､ｩ｡ｾＮ｡ＺＭ｡Ｎｭ＠ of the · climb proce. as is shown · in · ·: · ｾＮＮ＠ ·f.: o• , . h 
figure ＴｾＸｯＮ＠ k 
The size and distribution of ｴｾ･＠ S precipitates in ·the silicon-bearing 
alloys aged for 0.05 ､ｾｳＬ＠ 16 hours and 7 ､ｾ｡＠ at 190°0 ﾷ ｾｲ･ｳｨｯｷｮ＠ ｩｮ ｾ ｴｩｧｵｲ･ｳ＠ · 
!; 
!:· 
. [ 
ｾ ｾ＠
ＴﾷＹｾＱＱ＠ and may be compared with those of the silicon-free alloy .AJ.-2o5Cu-1 e2Mg ·' tr 
F-in figures 3.2.1 - _3,.2e6. At 19.0°0 S preoipi tation ｷ｡Ｎｾ＠ re·ta1•ded ｾｨ･ｮ＠ ｳｩｬｾｏｏｬｬ＠ j; 
was' present; the first resolvable ｰｲ･ｯｾｰｩﾷｴ｡ｴ･＠ in the Ai-2 • .5Cu-1 .2Mg":"Oe24Si ｾＭＮ＠ jJ. 
alloy ｡ｾ｡ｲ･､＠ e.s: thiolcening of the dislocation lines (e.g. at':. figure 4·9) .. ＧＺＺﾷｾ＠
ｾﾷ＠ ... ·, .·.,. " ' • Ｚ ｉ Ｎ ［ＬＧﾷｾＺｾ＼ﾷ Ｎ ｜Ｎ｟Ｇ＠ ·" ;, ＮｾｲＬ｟ＬＮＮ＠ .,. . 
. . .. -. . . . -;· : ·.. :: .. ｲｾ＠
· · · ' · ｾ＠ 59 - ·· ｴＬ［ＧＺＺＺｾＮＺＺＺﾷ［Ｏ［［ＺＧＮｩｬｳｩｾｩＺＨｴ［［ＺＺ＠ .. ﾷ ｩｾｾＮｊｾｾＡｴｾ［ｾﾥＬ［Ｌｾｾ＠
ｾ Ｌ＠ f . 
':I ｾ ﾷ Ｇ＠ • ' 
ﾷｾ｜Ｏ＠
ｾＧ Ｇ＠ . 
'... ｾＮＬ＠
＼ＮＧＮｾ＠ _, .. 
Ｇ Ｎ ｜ｾｬＺ＠ ; ' ' 
Ｍ［ｾ［＠ . . : . 
whereas in the same ·time ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｩﾷｾ｡Ｂ｣･｡＠ approximately 0.1 p. long grew in 
the ａｬ•ＲＮＵｃｵｾＱＮＲｍｧ＠ alloy {e.g. at A figure 3.21). 
At peak hardness (0.,6 - 1 day at 190°0) the dif"ferenoe in. length of 
the S precipitates in the two alloys became most marked as ahown in figure ·4-.10; · 
this difference became less aga.i11 on further ageing (figlire 4.11 ') • These 
observations are summarised in figure 4.12 where · ·the lengths of the S 
precipitate laths in the Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-0.24Si alloy have been compared 0 . 
graphically with those of the S preoipitates ·in the silicon-free alloy37. , · 
The standard deviations for twenty measUl'ements per point are also included 
on the ｾｵｲｶ･ｳＮ＠ Care ｷｾｳ＠ truten to measure the lengths of single laths only. 
As is indicated by figures 4.9-11 the appearance of the first resolvable S 
precipitate occurred later and its growth was slower in the Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-
O .24Si alJ.oy, the difference in · preoipi tate length being mos·t marked at peak 
hardness (0.6-1 ､ｾＩＮ＠ When the precipitates had approached their maximum 
size in the ｳｩｬｩｾｯ［ｬｬＭｦｲ･･＠ alloy 1 those in the silicon-bearing alloy' were still .. :· 
. . . 0 . 
able to groVI during overageing until, after 7 days at 190 0 1 the lengths of . . · ·,, 
the precipitates in the two alloys were similar. 
ｾｨ･＠ second feature af£ected by the silicon ｡､､ｩｴｩｰｾ ﾷ ｷ｡ｳ＠ the density ana 
distribution of the S precipitates. In the ｳｩｬｩｯｯｮＭ｢･ｾｬｮｧ＠ alloys the 
distribution was more homogeneous giving a higher density of ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｾｴ｡ｴ･ｳＬ＠
the dislocation sites for preferential nucleation being less marked. This 
• _i 
was partly due to the fewer quenched-in di sloca.tion helices in the silicon- · .. ;. ﾷｾ ﾷ＠ · :, < 
bearing alloy and perhaps also· to the l<?wering of' the s·olute ､ｩｦｾｳｩｯｮ＠ rate.-· ·.:: : 
As shown in figures 3.6 8.l1d lr-.11, the ａｬＭＲｾＵｃｵＭＱＮＲｍｧＭｑＮＲＴｓｩ＠ alloy 
contained small cubic precipitates {e.g. at A) absent in -the .silicon free 
. ' 
alloys: the phase ｾ｡ｳ＠ not identified but two possibilities are Mg2Si or 
silicon. 
S precipita .. lies formed rapidly on ageing at higher ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｲ･ｾ＠ (250-300°0), :.· ; 
in the cold water quenched specimens, but still ｨｯｭｯｧ･ｮ･ｯｾｳｬｹ＠ as shown in 
figures 4.13 and 4.14. Figure 4.13 shows the structUl"e after ageing 5 minutes 
at 300°C, very similar to that observed at peale hardness after 16 hours at 
190oc. It consisted of a homogeneous distribution of GP.B zones and S 
preoipi·tates. A :f'il'le distributiOl'l of S precipitates was· ob·tained on :further ... · . 
· ageing (:f'igure 4.14-), which may be compared with the coarser ·precipitate · • 
distribution in the silicon-free alloy shown in figure 3.27. 
Although some increase in the ｾｰ＠ zone solvus temperature had been 
expected this microstructure is surprising since it suggests ﾷｾｨ｡ｴ＠ silicon 
raised the effective GPB zone solvus tempel."ature from belovr 190°0 in the 
silioon-free alloy to above 300°0. However a possible explanation is that, 
j 
.during the period of t:i.me a.t ｬｾｶｴ＠ temperature and the rehea;tiing to ·the ageing l 
. I 
.... -. 
. .. ... .  . 
. . .. .... :" . . ｾ＠ Ｇ ｾ＠
t • 
. f 
,· f 
· .. ,,1 
. - 60-
. ·;:  ＺﾷＬｾ ［ ｾｾｩ ＺＺ ｾ ｾ ﾷ Ｎ Ｚｩ ｾ ＺｌＮｻｾｾｩ［Ｚ ｾ ｾｾｦﾷｽｾｩｪＺｾＺＮＺｾＴﾷＺ ｾ ｾＺ Ｑ＠
ｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾ ｾ ﾷ＠
. . 
. ﾷｾ Ｎ＠
.··. 
. . . ｾ＠ ":", . '"· ' ., . -·· . "1 
temperatu1 .. ･ｾ＠ ·the size and stabili:hy of the zones were increased and 
. nucleation of the S precipitates had occurred during this period at 
temperatures below 300°0. In o:cD . .:-;:t" to explore this alternative .explanation, 
· direct quench studies were carri(;J. out comparable with those . described in 
Chaptel .. 3 for the Al-2.5Cu-1 o2Mg ｾＱＮｬｬｯｹ＠ so that the ldnetics of solu·te and 
vacancy precipi ta.tion were now <n ·.'.' J a function of the solution treatment 
temperature (held constant in ｴｲ ､ｾ ＿ＮＺＭ pl"ogramme) and the ageing temperature. 
As in the cold water" ｱｵ･ｮ｣ｨ･ｾＧｬ＠ and aged specimens, the microstructures 
of. the specimens directly quench:;rl ·ho low ageing tem1:>era.tures ooritained no 
vacancy loops, only isolated dislt)C{t'tion lines and sources being found. 
Specimens directly quenched to 190°C did show some ｳｩｭｾｬ｡ｲｩｴｹ＠ to the· silicon-
free alloy, both containing similn.:>:· dislocation sources (figUre q., 15). The 
absence of loops ｰｾｲｳｩｳｴ･､＠ even to ;;!50°C and figure ｬｲｾ･ＱＶ＠ and figure 3.28 
compare the precipitate distributions in·the silicon-free and silicon-bearing 
alloys after ageing for .5 minutes a/c 250°C. The homogeneous distl"ibution 
ana refinement of the S precipitates in .. the silicon-bearing alloy was strilcing 
and very similar to the microstruot\U ... ｾＧ＾＠ of the alloy when oold water quenched 
and aged at 300°C (:figure Ir •• 1lJ.). 
Comparison of the distributions of' S precipi·ta·ces in specimens directly 
quenched to 275°C and above was not possible because of the simultaneous 
nucleation ot: S and e' precipitates a:t; .. chis temperature as illustl--ated in 
figures 4oJ17 ｾ､＠ 4.18. Kuzneoov (reported by Brook)21 has shown ·that the 
ternary phase diae,'I'am fol" Al-Cu-Mg alloys cold wa·ter quenched and aged differs 
from the equilibrium phase diagram (see section 3) and it would appear that 
on raising the ageing temperature from 250°C to 275°C the present alloy moves 
from the (oc + S) phase field into the (()C + 0+ S) phase field. The specimens 
ware chemically analysed after· each· stage in the hes:c treatment :prooedu1 .. e, 
and no loss o:f magnesium was detec·ted. 
4.2.3 ｾｬｾＺＭＮＬＮｭｩｯｲｯｳｴｲ｟ｂｧｴｵｾ＠ of.. ｴＮｾ＠ ｣ｯｭｭ･ｲｯｩｾ＠ ｒｒＲｾ＠
The RR58 alloy had the. composition Al-2.5Gu-1.5Mg-0.2Si-1.1Fe-1N-0.06Ti 
as given in Chapter 2 and the mioros·cructures. of the age hardened .e.lloy are 
consistent with the independent effects of the iron and nickel addition and 
the silicon addition described in sections q .• 2 .1 , l,.. 2.2. Examples of . ·the 
; 
j 
I 
i 
l 
i 
l 
ndcros·cruoture of the alloy in the peak hardened oondi ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ 16 hours at · 190°0, • . [ 
I 
are shown in :figures lt-.19 to 4e23. The general ､ｩｳﾷｾｲｩ｢ｵｴｩｯｮ＠ of FeNiA19 1 
particles and the homogeneous distribution o'£ the S precipi·l;ates is shown in· I 
i 
· ｦｩｾﾷ･＠ 4.19. ｆｩｧｵＱｾ･＠ 4.20 shows a region containing a ｧｾ｡ｩｮ＠ boundar.yo It can · ｾ＠
be seen that S precipitation occurred close· to the· grain_ boU11dary wi thou·t 
the ·development of a. precipita·te free zone adjacen·c to ·the boundary. In the 
ｰ･ｾ＠ hardened condition the alloy contained both GP.B zones . and S precipitates 
a.a is shown in figure 4G21 and the s:i.milari ty betweeii. this microstructure and · 
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that of the Al-2.5Cu-1G2Mg-0.24Si ｭｾ＠ be seen by comparing it with figures 
4.10 and 4.13. The change i11 contrast at the precipitate laths in figure·a 4.3 
and 4.21 indicates that some coherency strain exists ｢･ｴｷ･･ｾ＠ the precipitate 
and the aluminium matl"ix • 
. As would be expect;ed f'l,.O!Jl their similar ｡Ｎｧ･ＭｨｾＢ､･ｮ･､＠ structures, the 
as-quenched dis·bribution of defects in the RR58. alloy was also similar .. Go 
that of the ＮａｬＭＲＮＵｃｵＱＮＲｍｧＭＰｯＲｾＭｓｩ＠ alloy. Figure 4.22 shows an example of the 
ｾ＠
RR58 microstructure when cold water q:uenched from 530°0 and aged for 5 minutes ' 
at 1 oooc. Quench banclil containing helical dislocations can be seen . within! ; .. 
·. ::! 
' · _;. ;, the grains .but only a few vacancy loops may be fom1d. This s"'cruoture may be · ·. 
.. compared with those o-r the silicon-tree and silicon-bearing Al..;.2.5C·u-1.2Mg 
alloys in figures 3.10a. and 4GB. 
• , ] .. 
..;, 
<. 
• ｾ＠ •l- • ' . . -••• 
. 4.2 .l,. ｟ｔｨｾ＠ effect o"f it:Rt.h ｮＺｩ｟ｱｾｬＮ＠ p,pd td.lioon u11on the o,reep ｳｴｲ･ｮｾｾ ﾷ＠
of the ａｬＭ＿ＮｾＵｾｃｵＭＱｯｾﾥｾｾＡ＠
· ··: . The effects of" the iron and nickel addi·bion and the silicon addition 
on the ｭｩ｣ｲｯｳｴＱｾｯｴｵｲ･ｳ＠ and the tensile strength of ｴｨ･ Ｎ ａｬｾＲｾＵｃｵＭＱＮＲｍｧ＠ alloy _ 
vtere described in sections 4i.1 and4.2.2·,and the results have been summarised · 
in Tables 4.3. The table shows results of tests at both room temperature and 
at 150oc. It is clear that some be11efit was achieved by the addition of iron 
a11d ｮｾ｣ｫ･ｬ＠ due chiefly to the smaller ｧｬｾ｡ｩｮ＠ size o£ alloys containing ｐ｡ＮｲｴｩＢ｣ｬ･ｾ＠
of FeNiAl9 .as discussed ･｡ｲｬｩ･ｬＢＧｾ＠ The effect of silicon in raising ' the proof 
and tensile strengths of the alloys is even more clearly · apparent. · These 
. effects are found at both ｴｾｳｴ＠ temperatureso 
The ･ｦｴｾ｣ｴ＠ of these ･ｬ･ｭ･ｾｴｳ＠ upon the creep strength of the alloys 
, .. . 
is illus·trated in figure 4.23 where the creep curves of the alloys at a Ｍｾ＠
stress level of 8 tsi a11d at a temperature of 150°0 are ｣ｯｭｰ｡ｲ･､ｾ＠ Because· of 
their ｩｮ､･ｰｾｮ､･ｮｴ＠ modes of strengthening ·the alloy, the improvements in· creep 
strength due to the iron ｾ､＠ nickel addition and the silicon addition were , 
reinforced and the alloy which showed the minimum creep strain contained ·both 
I 
the iron and nickel and the silioono These results cou.1a be predicted ·from ·-< 
the tensile ｲ･ｳｵｬﾷｾｳ＠ in Tables 4.1 and 4o2q However$) simply because the . 
tensile- results - · even hot tensile results - are improved by_ some method, '.; ·., ... ' 
it is no ·guarantee that the creep results will ｾｳｯ＠ be improved as will be · 
shown when the ef-fects of pre strain upon the creep properties are considered · • -· .. 
· .. 
in Chapter 5. 
Discussion 
.......................... ......_._ 
·: . The results show that Jche presence of silicon in solution i1'i an 
Al-2.5Cq-1Q2Mg alloy had a major influence on the ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｩｴ｡ｴｾｯｮ＠ hardening 
pr<;>oeas in the alloy: the distl."ibution and nature of' the · quenched-in defects, -
: ·.·... ｴｨｾ＠ rate of foX'nlation and the size of the Gl?B zones and the nucleation -a11.d 
-· growth . ｾｦ＠ the S precipitates ｶｾ･ｲ･＠ all modifi_ed- The introduction of solute 
,• 
［ｾ＠ • . I 
,: .... 
· r·, 
. . 
... 
- .. 
' 
. ' • . 
. , 
' ＧＭｾﾷ＠ : •' , . 
Ｚｾ＠ . •. ｾ＠ '' . . . 
atoms into the aluminium lattice increases the vacancy. content of the 
alloy 'a.t the high. tempera.ture and also the content after quenching. ·These 
. increaaes . are .related to the vacancy-solute binding energy E-b. Westmacott, 
Barnes, Hull and· Smallman38 have studied the quenched in defects 'in several 
binacy aluminium· alloys and have found thatg for· equivalent atomito ·solute· 
showed that a higher age{ng temperature was required to form loops in an 
.Al-1 .2%Si alloy than in an Al-1 ｯＲＥＡｾｧ＠ alloy. ｆ･､･ｲｩｧｨｩＳｾ＠ £ound a ·similar 
effect when studying the annealing out of the ･ｸﾷｾｲ｡＠ resistivity of quenched 
alloys. He showed that higher temperatures were required ｾｯ＠ anneal out the 
extra. resis·tivity produced by quenching when silicon or ·c"in w·as. ih the · 
aluminium ｬ｡ｴｴｩｯ･Ｎｴｨｾｬ＠ when zino or magnesium was present. He concluded 
that silioon initially accelerated the diffusion of vacancies and then 
subsequently reduced their mobility. Wes·bma.oott a11.d co-workers suggested 
. . . 
. that the extent to which loops formed and grew could be relatea ·to the solute 
vacancy binding ･ｮ･ｲｧｹｾ＠ Eb, (i.e. as Eb increased the size of the loops 
decreased) and Kelly and Nicholson9 considered the possibility that the 
. solute diffusion ｣ｯ･ｦｦｩ｣ｾ･ｮｴ＠ .D$ could also be dependent upon Eb, and good 
｡Ｎｧｲｾ･ｭ･ｮｴ＠ was found for the above aeries· of binary alloys wi·th the exception 
of zinc. The ｾ､､ｩｴｩｯｮ＠ of 0.05%In and 0.0,5fcSn ·ho an .Al-4%Cu aJ;Loy lowered 
the rate o_f GP zone formatio11 dl:lring age-hardening and Silcock40 and ｬｇＮｭｵｲｾ ＺＧ＠
and ｈ｡ｳｩｧｵｴｩｾＱ＠ have interpreted thia ' in terms of the increased binding -of . 
· · vacancies to the indium or tin atoms. 
In the ａｬＭＲＮＵｃｵＭＱＮＲｍｧＭｏｯｾｾｩ＠ alloy, sufficient silicon is present for 
.all the que11.ched in vacancies to have silicon atoms as near-neighbours and, 
although it.would be expected that all solute ｷｯｵｾ､＠ compete for the available 
vacancies, the solute controlling the rate of formation of the GP.B zones 
·,. 
will be that having the maximum solute-vacancy binding energy in the alloy. · .. :· · 
In.the above alloy the silicon-vacancy binding energy is greatest whereas. in 
the silicon-free alloy the 'magnesium-vacancy binding energy is grea·test; 
thus a lowering of the dif£usion coefficient and therefore a lowering of the 
solute diffusion rate would be expected when silicon is addede 
The mechanism proposed may however give an oversimplified picture. 
' 
, For example Federighi38 has shown tha·t the affinity of · magnesium :fol."· vacancies . ·: 
in Al-Mg alloys is greatly ｩｾ｣ｲ･｡ｳ･､＠ by the presence of zinc, Brook .ahd . . 
Crompton42 have ·shown the improved age hardening of an Al-4f£u ｡ｬｬｾｹ＠ by the 
addition o:f do1%Mg was opposed by an addition of 0"1foSi and Vie·t.Z and :·· .: : 
Polmear4.3 have shown ｴｨｯｾｴ＠ silver had little effec·b upon the ageing of ·.· , . 
ｳｾｬｩｯｯｮＭ｢･｡ｲｩｮｧ＠ .Al-Cu-Mg alloys although · refining the precipi·ta.te ·aistr1bution 
_. -:-.. 
e. 
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in the · ailioon-free alloy. Furthermore, Kino et a144 showed by resistivity ··. :·-. .. ｾ＠ ｾ ｴ＠
measUrements that in a ve·x·y high purity Al-O.Ot1oSi alloy the ac·tivation . ' 
energy for the annealing out of vaoatlo·ies was identical to tha·t in pure 
a.luminiuln., · suggesting that silioon was not appreciably affecting the mobility · '·. · ; 
• ｉ ｾ＠ • ...., 
. o-r the vacancies when it was present in lo\tv concentra·l;ions. ·There has been'· 
a number of conferences and review papers in recent years on the behaviour · . 
of la.ttioo defeots in quonchod me·tals and alloys, 39 4S-4B ·and sevaral worker a · Ｍｾ＠ . 
. tl' 
have shown tho.t solute addi tiona mocli:Cied the diatl:"ibution of defeots in 
alm11inium after quenching a.11d ageing. Vie·tz at a1t1-9 and Nioholson50 have 
pointed out that traoe ｾｬ｡ｭ･ｮｴｳ＠ in general have the most significant effects 
on ageing ldnetios when either a majol" solute element is present or when 
the trace element concentration is high (0.1-1 at%). This would suggest 
low binding ･ｮ･ｾｧｩ･Ｎｳ＠ between solute atoms and · vacancies in aluminium alloys, 
in agreement with the results of Kino et al44- on the Al-0.01r'oSi alloy and in 
. . 
agreement with a binding energy of 0 .. 01 eV. ", fol" Al-Mg alloys determined. by 
Beama11. et al51 and by 1\.an:nan and Thomas52. . The variation · in values of 
ｾｩｮ､ｩｮｧ＠ energy determined by these and other .workers suggest· that the binding 
·.·.· j 
·-. :f 
. ". ; 
. i 
. I 
·. l 
. I 
l 
energy measured depends upon ·the concentl"a.tion of solute in .·the alloy: . ! 
. becoming greater as the solute concentration is ·increased and as the formation ;. :. :j 
. .... 
ot vacancy-solute complexes becomes more probable. 
The present observations on ·the effect of. silioon .in Al-Cu-Mg alloys 
differ :from those ｾｦｗ･ｳｴｭ｡｣ｯｴｴ＠ et a138 on the binar,y ａｬＭＱＮＲｦｾｩ＠ alloy in , 
that .no equivalent ageing temperature was found at which vacanoy loops would 
form, the silioon having apparently therefore a greater effect upon vacancy : 
lo<?P formation whe11 present wi·ch o·ther major aolu·te elements ( Cu and Mg) · : 
' l 
:- ·I 
. i 
., .. . ·,' l 
" - .! 
. .. t 
... ! 
ｾ＠
t 
' ' ｾ＠
··l. 
f 
, I· 
, tha11 when alone in aluminiumo The results suggest that either a) the silicon t I has a. ｾ＠ high binding enel .. gy to ·the vacancy, so raising ·the ·temperature . · 
for loop nucleation to above 300°0 or b) that . the formation o£ the GP.B zones .. f: 
ｾ＠ .,t-
during ageing continues to limit the free vacancy co11oentra·tio11. ·t;o below · · ·, ,t __ : .. 
that necessar,y ｾｯｲ＠ loop nucleation. (This will be ､ｩｳ｣ｵｳｾ･､＠ more fully below). 
The formation o£ dislocation loops is believed to occur by a process of . j: 
I· 
vaoa.noy aggregation into clusters which may change from sphel"ioal to ･ｬｩｰｳｯｩｾ Ｇ Ｍ :: f 
shape duril1g growth and which, on reaching a certain size, collapse to fOl"'l'l . · · · ' t· 
. . ｾ＠
loop_s. . The critical number o'£ vaoanoiea to :form a stable cluster: in · ·. Ｇｾ Ｎ＠ · ﾷ ｾ＠ · J: 
alurtiinium has been suggested to be approximately 1 0 by Davis and ｈｩｲｴｾＲＬ＠ . . V 
and ｾｨ･＠ strong binding ertergy between silicon and vacancies ill the presence · · ｾＭＺ＠ ｾ＠ :. f 
· of copp'er and mag11esium would have to reduce the diffusion rate of ｶ｡Ｎｯ｡ｾｯｩ･ｳ＠
suoh that the diffusion length (L = V"4D·t) was too small to provide suffioie1-r'c ·. 
· vaoanoies to form a. nucleus of this size o Ho\vevel.. it is unlikely that the ·. · 
. ｶ｡｣ｾｮ｣ｹ＠ diffusion rate would be reduced several orders of magni·cude by ｴｨ･ ﾷ ﾷｾＺ ｾ＠ .. 
a.saociat.ion of silicon to vacancies - the fa.o.tor by vthj.ch ·l;he ageing tim7> .. 
has . been · increased·:4'Wi thout the forma;tiol1 of vaca_noy ·loops.. The·· .Slower rate 
I; 
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of climb of dislocation helices during ageing in the silicon-bearing 
allpy suggests that the va.oanoy dif:fusion l."ate may be lowered by s'ilicon • 
. Bullough and Newman54 have given an expression for the number of vacancies 
(Nt) arriving at an edge dislocation in time t, such that:-
Nt « ..fDt 
whel"e D is the dif'£usio11 coefficiento It can be seen that the number of 
. 1 
vacancies arriving at a dislocation varies _as-D2 and a ｲ･､ｵ｣ｾｩｯｮ＠ in vacancy 
mobility and therefore D, 0 would greatly affect the ｾ｡ｴ･＠ of climb of 
dislooa:hion helices. "· 
The degree to which Oo25% silicon alters the concentration of vacancies 
associated with copper and magnesium atoms in solu·l;ion in .. lihe alloy has been 
estimated ·by using the simplified Lomer equation as used by Wes.tma.cott 
et al38 and also by using the more ·approximate equation :due to l{imura and 
. Hasiguti55. The ｌｯｾ･ｲ＠ equation56 
0 =( ｩｾｾｾ［Ｉ＠ exp ( *) ｾＮＱ＠
where o is the atomic concentration of solute element and Eb is the binding 
energy ,between the solute atom and a vacancy, has been used to determine a · 
ratio, .. cS , of the ｮｵｭ｢･ｾ＠ of vacancies associated with solute atoms to the 
number of vacancies associated with ｳｾｵｭｩｮｩｵｭ＠ atoms. Figure 4.24 shows 
·. curves of? versus T for two values of o and Eb, {i) where c =·2.5 atomic% 
and Eb = 0.1eV and (ii) where o = Oo25 a.tomio% and Eb = OG2eV. These values 
of c are applicable to the RR58 alloy where C {Cu + Mg) = 2o5 at %-and 
Csi .. = 0.25 at %. It can be seen that the association ｾ＠ vacancies to solute 
atoms increases as the •temperature ia lowered and the higher ｅ｢ｾ＠ the · greater 
is ﾷｾｨｩｳ＠ association. 
estimated 8 .. ｾｾ｟ｴｍｧＩＮ＠
& s· 
' J. 
From these ｣ｵｲｶ･ｳｾ＠ .a further partition has been 
that o£ vacancies between the ( Cu ·:- Mg) atoms and the 
silicon atoms when both are pre serrt in solid sol uti one · This curve is shown 
in :figure 4.25 (curve A) v A quenched-in vacancy concentration · Cv of' 1 o:--4 
with no interaction between (Cu + Mg) atoms and silicon atoms has been assumed. 
Curve B in ｦｩｧｵｲｾ＠ 4Q25 is a plot of the lCitmura and Hasiguti equat.ion5.5 · 
0V = [ ＮｑＮｻｑ｟｡ｳｾ＠ MiUJ 0v exp ( 7b) ' ｾＮＲ＠
1 
where C(cu + Mg)' Cgi, Ov are the atomio concentrations of copper plus magnes!um 
silicon ｡ｮｾ＠ vacancies in solution and OV is the concentration of .yaoanoies 
aasooiated wi·th (Cu + Mg) atoms. AEtl is ·bhe difference in the bi11ding 
ena_rgies between silicon atoms and vacancies and ( Cu · + Mg) · a·toms and vacancies • 
Both ourves A and B show that within the range of ageing tempe+atures 
(270-500°K) similar values of ""2-4 x ＱＰｾＵ＠ for Cv are obtained ioeQ 20/40% 
I ' . • • . 
of· the._ ｱｵ･ｾｯｨ･､Ｍｩｮ＠ vacancies are still ｡ｶ｡ｩｾ｡｢ｬ･＠ for the diffusion of (Cu + Mf$) . ｾ＠
ｾ ｾﾷ＠ . , a.·toms. .. ｔｨｾ＠ · ｶ｡ｬｾ･ｳ Ｎ＠ for- Eb and ＯＮ｜ｾ＠ used . in the calculations ﾷ ｾｮ［ｙ＠ well be higher. 
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than ｡｣ｴｵｾＱ＠ in ·che light of the recent low values reported ｦｯｾ＠ ｾｾｧｮ･ｳｩｵｭＭ
ｶ｡Ｎ｣｡ｮｾｹ＠ｾｩｮ､ｩＱＱｧ＠ energies in Al-Mg ｡ｬｬｯｹｳＵＱＬｳｾＮＵＲＮ＠ The use of lower ;values of t 
ｾ＠ and ｾｅ｢＠ would lessen the apparent effect of silicon (the ｲ･ｬ｡ｴｩｶ･ ｾ＠
' concentrations of" the solu:te elements becoming more important) and a .higher 
concentration of vacancies available for ·che diffusion of coppe1-- and· magnesium · )j: 
would resul-'c. · It would therefore appear unlikely that the aimple ' ·kssociation 
l of vaoan.cies to silicon atoms would be sufficiently strong' to pl ... oduoe the 
· ｯｾ ｟ ｳ･ｲｶ･､＠ effects on vacarfoy loop fo_rmation and dislocatio11 climb. \ · · · 
· The concept of solute-vacancy binding energy has beenLextended by 
Federighi and Thomas.57 to -'che interaction of yaoanoies and zones. ｾ＠ They 'suggest 
that in zone-forming alloys, the duration of the slow reaction is governed 
by · the bi_nding energy of the vacancies to the zones. I£ . this binding • energy 
is zero the vacancies move ﾷｾｨｲｯｵｧｨ＠ the zones as easily as through .the parent . 
lattice. If the binding energy· is infinite the vacancies, once they have 
transported solute to the zones, become fixed permanently in them and no 
longer aid solute diffusion. Both these extreme values would give a rapid 
､･｣ｾ＠ of the ageing reaction. Intermediate values would control the 
acceptance and the emission of ｶ｡｣｡ｮｯｩｾｳ＠ by the zones, and so ｣ｯｾｴｲｯｬ＠ the 
. concentration of free vacancies in the lattice and ｾｏｬｬｓ･ｱｵ･ｮﾷ｢ｬｹ ﾷ＠ "the rate· .. o:f 
solute ., clustering. The effects of silicon agree well wi til this model if one 
considers that the ·binding energy between the vacancies and zones is 
increased when silicon is present. This may result from the direct association 
of silicon atoms with the ｶ｡ｯｾＱ｣ｩ･ｳ＠ or perhaps by silicon becoming a ｣ｯｭｾｾｮ･ｴｴ｣＠
of the structure of the zone a. This model could well acco\mt :for the '· · · ··· 
increased hardening associated with · the zones, their slower formation at ＺＧ ｾ＠ · · 
room temperature and their· increased temperature stability in the silicon ·· · 
;; . ｾ＠ .. . 
bearing alloy" · ··· 
The refinement of the distribution of S precipitates by the silicon 
. ·' ad.di tion is probably a direct consequence of its influence upon the formation 
of the GP.B zones. Weatherly27 has shown strong evidence ｢ｾ＠ transmission 
.1 
' J 
. ·, 
I 
ale otron · microscopy for the in situ transformation of . the GPB zone a to, S · 
precipitates at 190°0 in an Al-2o 7%Cu-1 o5%Mg-Oo2f'aSi alloy to produce_ ·the ::•:· 
homogeneous nucleation of the precipitates. From the presen·J; work ·:i.t. wou19- .. . · ·· ' 
appear·that silicon stabilises the GP.B zones such that their solvus 
temperature approaches that of the ( {.'<: · :· S) I ( 0:: + 0 + S) phase boundary in 
the directly quenched silicon-bearing ｡ｬｬｾｹ＠ and so provides nuclei for 
homogeneous precipitation as high as 250°0. 
The effect. of silicon upon the growth of the S ｰｲ･ｯ Ｎ ｩｰｩｴ｡ｾ･ｳ＠ ·at 190°C 
.  ., . .. ｾ＠
. . . ｾ＠ . 
. ｾ＠ ,· '. 
w:as to re-'card their nucleation and to reduce the ra·te at· which the precipitates 
ｬｾｮｧｴｨ･ｮ＠ the effect of silicon at 260°C .was shown by .Weatherly27 to .be roost 
significant ｾｮ＠ reducing the rate of increase of cross seo·J;ional ·area = of the ·. 
· preoipi tate ｬ｡ｴｨｳ ｾｾﾷ Ｎｨ｡Ｎｶｩｮｧ＠ little -effect' ｵｰｯｾ＠ Jcheir.len£r'ch. These ｾ･ｳｵｬｩ［ｦｲ＠ ｾｲ｡＠
. •i 
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rio·t a.t varianoe with those of the lower temperature ( 190°C) ﾷ ｳｩｮ｣･ ｾ＠ as · was 
shown in figure 4Q12 a:f'ter long ageing 'times at 190°C the rates of 
lengthening o£ the S precipitates were similar in the .. ｾｩｬｩｯｯｮＭ｢･｡ｲｾｧ＠ and 
silicon-free alloys. , :· , 
The cuboid precipitate noted by Weatherly27 has also observed to form ·. 
concurrently with the S precipitates in the silicon-bearlng alloy and one 
of' two ｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･ｳＬｾｾ＠ Mg2Si or silicon would seem possible at ｦｩｲｳﾷｾ ﾷ＠ sight. 
Thomas58 and Pashley, ｬｕＱｯｾ･ｳ＠ and Sendsoek59 have shown that· on ageing at 
190°C the precipi·tates in Al-Mg-8i alloys were neecUe shaped, ｾｧＲｓｩ＠ plates 
not forming at temperatures below 30000; whereas Rosenbaum and Turnbull60 
and Saulnier61 have shown that silicon ｭｾ＠ precipitate as plates or equiaxed . 
. . , 
pro."tj.oles ·in Al-Si alloys at 190oc. However from a s .. liudy of the moire 
:Cringes formed at the interface between ｭｾｴｲｩｸ＠ and the unknown precj.pi tate 
in £oils of the ｡ｧｾ､＠ Al-2.7Cu-1.3Mg-0.2Si alloy ｗ･｡ｴｨ･ｲｾＷ＠ suggested that 
the ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩﾷｾ｡ｴ･｡＠ would have the lattice parameters in the plane of the 
0 0 
precipitate of either 3·97A or 4.13 and have the orientation<100> precipitate 
along <1 00 >matrix and the pl_ate sides PS:Tallel to < 100 >. These lattice 
parameters do not agree with either the <100> directions in Mg2Si or silicon. 
The identity of' the precipitates is therefore still uncertain particularly 
since Vietz and Polmear20 and Sen and West19 have shown that addi tiona of silver .. ; 
to Al-Cu-Mg a11·oys favour the preoipi tation of the T phase Al6CuMgq. 
0 (cubio a= 14.28A).. . 
The addition or ＰｾＲＴＥ＠ silicon to an Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-1Ni-1Fe .alloy· had 
similar effects on the age hardening process ｴｾ＠ ｾｨｯｳ･＠ reported above, the 
only difference being a slightly longer S precipitate in the Ni-Fe-bearing 
alloys. The nickel and iron did not modify the effect upon either ·· the GPB 
zone formation or the S precipitation. 
Several independent s·tudies of the microstructures of -'che age hardened 
I 
alloys of the RR58 type have been ｵｮ､･ｲｴｲｵ｣･ｮｾ＠ perhaps· the most exhaustive 
being .those of Dennis and ｄ･ｷ･ｹｾＭ on RR58 and Moulin and Adenis62,63 on the 
equivalen·b French alloy A-U2GNoo The latter workers used X-ray diffraction·- . 
to analyse the intermetallic particles in the ｡ｾｬｯｹ＠ and showed (in agreement 
with the earlier results of the present author) that the: predominant inter-
me·ca.llio partiol.es was FeNiAl9e They ｾｳｯ＠ detected particles of Al6Cu3Ni · 
·· and reported ｦｾｩｮｴ＠ traces ｯｦｾ＠ (AlFeSi) ·, cu2FeA17, ａｬｾＮｃｵｍｧＵｳｩ Ｔ＠ and Mg2Si in 
the solution treated and quenched sheet. ·The results of Dennie and ｄ･ｷ･ｹＳｾ＠
on precipitation in RR58 agreed closely with 'those reported above for the 
super pure silicon-bearing alloy although they ｳｵｧｧ･ｳｴ･ｾ＠ that an early form 
. . 
of the dislocation nucleated precipitate ｭｾ＠ be Cu5Mg2Al5 but this has not i 
been confirmed subsequently by other workers. These wOrkers also suggested . I 
tha-'G the s laths may lie on a. . {310J .Al habit plane. This. specific orientatiOll ! 
ｾ｡ｳ＠ not._ been ｲ･ｰｯｾｴ･､＠ _by later workers ｡ｬｴｨｯｵｧｾ Ｎ ｩｴ＠ is now gellera.lly accepted I 
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that the precise { 210 l habit plane m3:y ｮｯﾷｾ＠ be developed in the early stages 
of ｡ｾｾｩｮｧＬ＠ only the <100> growth direction being obeyed. The microstructures 
aboWll by Dennis. and Dewey34 ｡ｾ･＠ in. fact ver.y ｡ｩｭｩｾ｡ｲ＠ to those illustrated in 
figures 4.19 - 4.23. Moulin and Adenis62·i 63 compared the effects of quench 
rate and room temperature ageing upon the microstructures that were developed 
subsequently by ageing at 200°0. They showed that a slmter quenching rate 
produced a coarser preoipitate distribution but refinement was obtained by 
ageing for 15 days a.t room temperature before agei-ng at 200°C. These 
ｯ｢ｳ･ｲｶ｡ｴｩｯｾｳ＠ suggest that the properties of RR58 may-be quench sensitive and 
show a pronoUl1ced size effect. It would be of interest to determine whether 
this is so and whether the lower properties of larger sections ｭｾ＠ be improved . 
by an intermediate age at ·room temperature as has been ｳｨｾｮｮ ﾷ ｢ｹ＠ Holl64 to be · 
. . 
possible in Al-Zn-Mg alloys. 
The addition of Oe24% silicon improved the creep strength by refining 
the precipitate distribution and the iron and nicltel addition improved the 
oreep strength by forming particles o£ FeNiAl9 which restricted the grain size 
of the alloys. By reducing grain gr01nh the particles of ｾ･ｎｩａＱ Ｙ ﾷ＠ have _a 
restriqting influence upon the grain boundary flow ana it is suggested th.at it 
I 
.. [ 
I 
' I 
J 
·' · is this tha·t provides the improved creep strength. I 
It should be pointed ·out ｴｨ｡ｴ Ｎ ｡ｾ＠ intermetallic ｰ｡Ｑｾｴｩｯｬ･ｳ＠ which confer 
good resistance to grain growth during heat treatment should show a similar 
effect, and Stubbington65 has shown that the replacement of ｩｲｾｮ＠ and niolcel 
by manganese to form MnAl6 particles produced a similar improvement in ｯｾ･ｰ＠
strength. Brook has also shown tha·t; the replacement o:f iron a11d nickel by 
· oobalt to :f'om particles of Co..U9 gave improved creep ｲ･ｳｩｳｴ Ｚ ｡ｮｾ･ＶＶＮ＠ . 
. Tha effects of irong 11iokel and silicon upon the oreep strength agreed 
with their effects upon the tensile strength of the alloy at room temperature 
: ·, j,.' and at 1500c. However Mal-tinod and Calvet67 have shown a :further ef'f'ect of 
the silicon addi·tion. They have studied a range of Al-Cu-Mg alloys of the 
Im58 type which' contained differing amounts o£ silicono They showed that on 
! 
ｳｯｾｮｧ＠ ｴｨｾ＠ alloys for. 1-1 0,000 hours a.t elevated temperatures·, ·silicon 
reduoed the degree of loss of ｳｴｲｾｮｧｴｨ＠ and showed that an optimum of Oo2%. 
silicon was necessary for minimum loss of a·trength. Silicon may lower the " : .. 
rate of solute'' diffusion ｾｮ＠ the matrix or it may reduce the interfaoiaJ. _: ,, : .. . 
energy between the precipitate and the matrix ·thus reducing the loss of · · :· .. 
strength. The reason for the optimum ailioon content is less oertain ·but 
ｭｾ＠ be related to the maximum supersaturation of silicop within the matrix • . 
. . ｾﾷ＠
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"' As the silicon supersaturation is increased above this value, preoipi ta:bion } 
· of these silicon bearing particles at 200°C would · occur earlier and, · · · Ｚ Ｚｾ＠
once ｮｵｯｬ･｡Ｚｾ･､ＮＬ＠ ·hhey would grow and. lo·wex- the siiicon content of the · ｦ ｾ＠
. .. : matrix to the equilibrium Value at 200°0 (quoted as 0.05%Si in. the binary · ·-r\ ..:
·: ·. -Al-Si 68 system) • This would reduce 'the proper·ties of the alloy to · · .. ·. ··· .... - · · · · ｾ＠
iiJ''::: .. ·. : .• , . ｾ＠ ﾷｾ ｾｴＺｩ［Ｚ ｻ ＺＮ ＮＺ ｾＺ［ ｬＮ［ ＺＺ ｩｾｾ ｾｾＺＮ Ｚ Ｚｾ Ｎ＠ Ｚ ｴ ｾｾ ｩ Ｌ Ｚ Ｚ Ｚ ｾＺ＠ :. ［ｾｴＺ Ｇ＠ ｾｾ［ Ｌ ｳ ［Ｚ ｬＺ Ｚｾ ｴ ｾｾ ｴ Ｌ ｾ ｾ＠ ｾ Ｚ Ｚ Ｚ Ｚｽ ［ Ｚ ［＠,i:;· .ＺｾＺ＠ ［ｾ［Ｌ Ｍ ｾｾＺ ｟ Ｎ ｾｩｾＺ＠ Ｇ ｾ＠
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· ·. ﾷｾｨ･＠ maximum content permitted before, this effeo"c is observed · to ｳｩｧｮｩｩｩｾ･ＺＮｮｴｬｹ＠
affect the properties. 
4.4 . Summa!]l 
1. The dislocation distribution in ru1 ａｬＭＲＮＵＥｃｵｾＱＮＲｾｊｧ＠ alloy oold · 
water quenched and aged in the range 100-300°0 was aff'e.cted 1 by the presence 
of 0.24% silicon in solution9 The. nucleation and ｧｲｯｾｨ＠ of vacancy loops 
· waa inhibited and the climb of screw dislocations ｭｯ､ｩｦｾ･､Ｌ＠ climb occurring 
preferentially in (100) d:freotions to :f'orm dislocation ､ｩｰｯｬ･ｾＮ＠
2. The dislocation distribu .. ciona in specimens directly quenched to· the. 
ageing temperatures were also altered by the _silicon ｡､､ｾｴｩｯｮＬ＠ · few . loops · .. :> 
being observed. ＮＮｾ＠ · 
3. The GP.B zones in the silicon bearing alloys grew tb a larger size 
than those in the ｾｩｬｩｯｯｮＭｦＧｲ･･＠ alloys at the same ageing temperature. 
• . ' 
4. The S preoipi tate distribution formed in ｢ｯﾷｾｨ＠ the cold water quenched .· 
and aged and the directly quenched and aged specimens was ohanged·by the 
addition of ｳｩｬｩ｣ｯｮｾ＠ the distribution being finer a.11d mol. .. e homogeneouG . at: 
all' . ageing temperatures up to · 300°0 and 250°C respectively.: · 
5. Ageing ·the d.i.reotly quenched specimens at or above 275°0 resulted ·in 
the nucleation of both 0 9 and S precipitates. 
6. The simple association of silicon atoms and ｶ｡｣｡ｮｯｩｾｳ＠ would not be 
sufficiently ｳｴｾｯｮｧ＠ to account for .the above observations. The effect of 
silicon may be to increase ·the effective binding energy between; the solute Ｍｾ＠
atoms ｶ｡ｾ｡ｮｯｩ･ｳ＠ and the GP.B zones so increasing· the stability of' ·: the -ｾｯｲｩ･ｳ＠ .. ·· •; 
and raising the temperature at which the S precipitates ooula. form by'· ｴｨ･ ｾ ﾷ ＮｾＭ
· · in situ _· transforma:tion :f'rom the Gl:t.B zones. 
7. The microstructures of the commercial RR58. alloy al"e consistent ｾ＠ -::; · · 
with the effects ｾｦ＠ 1f'aFe, 1r'oNi al'ld 0.24foSi on the miol;"ostructure at- ｴｨｾ＠ ; ,. 
ａｬＭＲＮＵＥｃｵＭＱＮＲｾｾｧ＠ alloy. 
8. The creep strength of the .Al-2o5Cu-1.2Mg alloy :i.a improved by the 
iron and . nickel addi .. Gion due to all increase in grain stability and , by ｴｨｾ＠ . 
｡ｩｬｩｯｯｾ＠ addition which refines the distribution of the S precipitates · ana. .. 
-increases· the ·:hardening from the GFB zones. 
! 
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FIG 4 .1 Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-1Fe alloy. Solution 
treated 1h 505°C cold water quenched and aged 
16h 190°C showing ｰｯｬｹ｣ｾｳｴ｡ｬｬｩｮ･＠ aggregates 
of Cu2FeA19 particles . X25 ,000. 
FIG 4. 2 Al-2.5Cu-1. 2Mg-1 Ni alloy. Solution 
treated 1h 505°C, cold water quenched and 
aged 0 . 1 d ys 190°C showing dislocations 
emitted from particles of (CuNi)A13 on , 
quenching . X25 , 000 . 
- 71 -
FIG 4 . 3 RR58 alloy. Solution treated 1h 
530°C , cold water quenched and aged 16h 
190°C showing a particle of FeNiAl9, A, and 
s precipitates B. X30,000 . 
FIG 4. 4 RR58 alloy. Heat treatment as fo r figure 4. 3. 
Optical micrograph showing the pinning of gr ain 
boundari es by FeNiA19 particles . X600 • 
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hardening ｯｾ＠ ａｬＭＲＮＵｃｾＱＮＲｍｧ＠ and Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-1Fe-1Ni alloys, 
after solution treating 1 h at 530°0 and quenching in:to cold water. 
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FIG 4.6 ｅｦｾ･｣ｴｳ＠ ｯｾ＠ 0.24% Si on the age-hardening at 190°C 
o£ Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg and Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-1Fe-1Ni alloys, after 
solution treating 1h at ·530°C and quenching into oold water. 
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(a) (b) 
FIG 4 . 6 Al- 2. 5Cu-1 . 2Mg- 0 . 24 Si alloy. Solution treated 
1 h 530 C and cold water q.uenched showing as- quenched 
disloca tion structure. (a) X20, 000, (b) X30 , 000 . 
SINGLE 
"r:oaoJ 
DOUBLE DIPOLE 
(c) 
FIG 4 . 8 Al- 2 . 5Cu- 1 . 2Wg- 0 . 24Si alloy . Solution treated 1h 
530°C cold water quenched and aged 5hrs 1 00°C showing the 
growth of dipoles from scr w disloc tions (a) X20 , 000 (b) 
X75 , 000, (c) schematic diaeram of possible configurations 
(see text) . 
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FIG 4 . 9 ａｬ Ｍ Ｒ Ｎ ＵｃｵＭＱ Ｎ ｚｾｧ Ｍ Ｐ Ｎ ＲＴｓｩ＠ alloy, 
aged 0. 05 days at 190°C after solution 
0 tre tment for 1h at 530 C and cold 
water quench . "B'irst evidence of S 
FIG 4 . 10 Al- 2. 5Cu-1 . 2Mg- 0 . 24Si 
alloy solut ion treated 1h 530°C col < 
water quenched and aged 16h 190°C 
x3o ,ooo . 
precipita ion upon dislocations is a 
thickenine o the islocation lines. X30 , 000 . 
FIG 4 . 11 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1 . 2Mg- 0 . 24Si 
alloy. Heat treatment as for 4 . 10 
0 but aged 7 days at 190 C. X30 , 000 . 
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FIG 4.12 ｔｨｾ＠ e:Cfect' of ageing at 190 C on. the length of S 
precipitates in · an ａｬＭＲＮＵｃｵＭＱｾＲｍｧ＠ alloy and an Al;;.2.5Cu-
1 • 2M ｧｾｏＮ＠ 2l,.S i alloy. 
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10 
FIG 4.13 Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-0.24Si 
alloy. Solution treated 1h 530°C, 
cold water quenched and aged 
J min at 300°C. X30 ,000 
'IG 4 . 15 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1. 2Mg- 0 . 24Si ｡ｬｬｯｾ＠
Solution treat ed 1h 530°C and di rect 
quenc h to 190°C and held a t 190°C f or 
ｾ＠ min. X?O , OOO . 
FIG 4 . 14 As in Figu 4 . 13 but aged 
20 mins at 300°C. X30 , 000 . 
FIG 4. 16 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1 . 2[8- 0 . 24Si allo 
frolution treated 1h 530 C and direct 
quench to 250°C and held 5 m· n at 
0 250 C. X30, 000 . 
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FIG 4 . 17 Al-2 5Cu-1 . 2Mg-0.24Si alloy. sglution 
treated 1h 530 C and direct quench to 300 C and 
held 5 min at 300°C shovdng precipitation of S 
laths ｾｾ､＠ X25 , 000 . 
Ｈｾ＠ (b) 
FIG 4. 18 Same alloy and heat treatment as in Fig 4.17 
sho,ring further examples of the duplex precipi ation of S 
and Q' (a) X25, 000 (b) X30 , 000. 
ＭｾＭ
FTG 4 . 1 9 RR58 alloy ｳｯｬｵｾｩｯ＠
quenc hed and aged 16hrs 1 90°C . 
r ea ted ·1 h :J 30°C, cold ·;·1. ter 
xc , ooo . 
FIG 4 . 20 RR58 alloy, heat trea ted a s in Fig 4 . 19 sho·1ing 
S precipitate distribution in the r egi on of a g r ain boun c.l r y 
x3o ,ooo . 
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ｾｉｇ＠ 4 . ?1 RR58 allc ｾ Ｌ＠ heat treated as in e 4-. 19 s howing 
s precipitates and GPJ zones. X1 20 , 000. 
FIG Ｑｾ Ｎ ＲＲ＠ RR58 alloy solution treated 1h 530oc , cold water 
quenched and ag ed 5mins 100°C . X20,ooo . 
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FIG 1.-.2l1- The dis tribut:ion of' vacancies between 8 olute a. toms 
and matrix 8' for two values of solute concentration, c, and 
solute-vacancy bindinc; energy E ,J. l•'or ､ｩｳ｣ｵｾＳｳｩｯｮ＠ see sec 'tion 
4.3. 
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300 350 
ｬＡｾｇ＠ 4.25 Tl:e concentration or vacancies associated with 
Cu + ;.,.re atoms, Cv1 in an Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-Oo2hSi alloy. The 
assumed quenched-in vacancy concentration Cv is 10-4-. For 
discussion see 3Cction l1 .• '3. 
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'The ＺｩｾｮｦＧｬｵ･｟Ａｽ｣･＠ .. Ｒ＿ＷＳＱｾ＠ .. :eresti'·ain. on the ｾｯｳｴﾣＮｴｬｃＧｾＢｴ＠ .. ｾﾣﾣ＠
0 . 
ＡＡＡｭＮＮｲｵｺｾＭｾｩｾｬｬｩｴｨＮ＠ of ｾ［｢ＮＺｑｬｴﾷｍﾣＱＮ＠ .. 8J.loys ·a·t 1 :?.R .. 9 
. During the production of a precipitation hardene'd aluminium ri.lloy 
sheet, it is usually necessary to stretch it plastically when the alloy 
I. 
shape of the component .. This stretching changes the micros·tructure developed 
by the subsequerrt; . ae;eing treatment and in -so doing alters the mechanical 
properties o:r the sheet. ｾＧｨ･＠ degree JGo \vhich the properties are affected .', 
ｭｾ＠ depend upon many factors· such as alloy composition, ｾｲ｡ｩｮ＠ size, the 
amount of ｳｴｲ･ﾷｾ｣ｨｩｮｧ＠ and the delay at Ｚｴｾｯｯｭ＠ temperature be·fiween the quenching -- ｾ＠
and stre-tching operations. 
Because the Iffi58 alloy vias chosen for use at eleva tea ·cemperatures, -
i.e. 100-120°0 (0.45Tm), · in the Concorde S .. S.T. it was decided "co examine. 
how the pre strain treatmenJG affected the creep· strength of the alloy .. 
11 Creep11 is the phenomenon of the continuous extension of a material at ele·va·ted 
tem:perattu·es when undel"' stress, the rate o:r extension _being ､･ｰ･ｮｾＱＮ･ｮｴ Ｇ＠ 'upon 'the 
stress level, the temperature and the duration of the test. Creep is not a 
property peculiar to metals and alloys but is common to many materials such 
ap glasses, :rubbers and plastics under ｴｨ･ Ｍ ｾｾｰｲｯｰｲｩ｡ｴ･＠ conditions.: Some 
observations on the metallurgical features -controlling the creep process in 
the .A.l-Cu-Mg alloys will be described in Chapter 6 but it should perhaps be 
stated here the/c the general form of' the strain-time curve (the creep curve)_ 
is composed· of' four parts:- (i) . the elastic and plastic strain occuring 
instantly on applying the stress, (ii) the primary creep str4-in where ｾ｣ｨ･＠
. creep ra·t-;e falls steadily witl;l tinfe · (iii) .steady state creep or ｳ･｣ｯＱｾ､｡ｲｹ＠
creep whe're the creep ｲｾＱＮｴ･＠ is constant with time and ( i v) tertiary vjhere the 
creep rate increases until the ｭ｡ｴ･ｲｩ｡ｾ＠ fractures.. Creep ｳｴＺｾＺﾷ･ｮｧｴｨ＠ is clefined 
as the stress ne·cessary to produce a pat'ticular creep strain in a specified 
time at; a specified temperatureo The mathematical representation of the 
she.pe of the creep curve has been studied by many VJOl"ke:r·s and numerous 
equa;l:;ions both simple ｾＱＱ､＠ complex have been ﾷ､･ｲｩｾｯ､＠ .. 69 '1.\vo of the simplest 
equations defining primary creep are (a) the logarithmic equation whe:r:·e the 
creep strain varies as log time ioc. e ::;: cc ·log·t + c p.nd (b) the f\..ndrc:t,de ,_.,-: . 
equation s: = (3tm . + a v1here m ｪｾｳ＠ aJ)!:')j_"oxima·tely ｾ＠ • ｄ･ｴｾｩｬ･ｾ＠ comparis·ons of: 
the . .ave1:ii.able ｾｱｵ｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠ ho.ve been made by Gm:•ofa.lo 7? _and Ke!-1neay71 • -The 
ｬｯｧ｡ｲｩﾷｾｨｭｩｯ＠ and Andracle equations ha.ve certain advt:ul'CL\ges over other f'oi·ms in 
1 
·i 
j 
J 
' . 
:· 
,. 
,-'•' 
· .... 
. ｾｾ＠
-. . ﾷ ｾＬ［ｾ＿Ｚﾷ＠ Ｇ＼Ｇ ｾ＠ y·;: {' ''d;·. :;:'"'e:'•1] 
tha·l; dislocation models for primary creep have been ､Ｎ･ｶ･ｬｾｰ･､Ｎ＠ by · Oo·ttrell72 
and by Mo·t;t73 which obey these rela.tionships. 
. . 
The effecJc of 3jb pre strain upon the creep strenglih of two ｡ｾｬｯｹｳＬ＠ the 
commercial HR58 alloy containing ·the iron, nickel nnd silicon ｾｾ､､ｩ＠ tions ·and 
a similar alloy but :CI·ee of silicon, has ' been examined .. · ''l1hese alloys have 
been chosen because ﾷｴｾｨ･ｹ＠ have s1.mi1ar . gra:i.n sizes af.·l.ier . heat troatment and 
both contain pax•ticle s of FcNiA19. Ho·wevel" they differ in that whilst 
precipitation of the S phase occurs homogeneously 011 ageing the RR58 alloy i·l; 
occurs solely upon dislocation lines in the silicon-free alloy·. (See ﾷ ｃｬｾ｡ｰｴ･ｲ＠
z .. ). 
This Chapter exaHlines the ｳｴＺｾＮＭＭ･ｳｳ＠ c1e1"lendence of the creep process in :these 
tvvo alloys a·t 150°0 an<l the ini'luence of' n 3% plastic strain prior ·co . agein'g 
·· ! 
. :., 
upon the parameters o:t' the creep equations.. In order .that .t,;he number of hea·h ·· · ·· · 
ｴｲ･ｾＮｴｭ･ｮｴ＠ variables should be a · minimum, the d.elay between the quench ancl · · ,· · ·:.. 
the ｡ｧ･ｩｾＱｧ＠ ·treatment was controlled for a.ll specimens at · 0.1 days 011d the : :. ·· 
prestrain specimens were res·ted :f'or at least one hour at room temperature 
bef'ore the prestrain "Grea:tment o:r Ｓｾｾ＠ plastic Ｎ ｾ･ｮｳｩｬ･＠ s·l:;r_a.ino Creep t .osts 
vfere unde:r· cons-tant load at 150°0 and the experimental details are given in 
Chapter 2. 
!h_e ｣ｩＧｦ･｣ﾷｾ＠ Ｌｯｦｾ＠ 3i(.J2.restre.:Ln upon· the microsJcr•uctures of ｴｨｧ｟ｊｬｒＵﾧ｟ｾｬｳＱｙ＠ . 
ｾ｡ｬｬｯｾ＠ 2Q 
ｾ＠ . ! 
· The ＳＵ ﾷ ｾ＠ ｰｲ･ｾｾｲ｡ｩｮ＠ :Lntrocluced a high . dertsity of dislocations · into the ' 
alloys, which ｲ･ｲｴｾｏｲｩｮ＠ after the ageing treatment at 190°C. It ｴｨ･ｬＢ･ ﾷ ｦｯｬｾ･＠ had.·.··, .· .. ＺﾷＯＺ ｾ＠
more effcc:t upon ｾｨ･＠ s ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｩｊ｣｡ｾ･＠ distribution in the silicon-free alloy ·"; 
v1here the S l:>rec:L:pitates nucleated solely upo11 dislocations and. dicl not grow 
directly from zo::Aes in the matriX. ·An example o:r ·the . cha.nge in precipi ta.te 
•)' . ' 
､ｩｳｴｾｩ｢ｵｴｩｯｮ＠ as ﾷ ｾ ｲ･ｳｵｬｴ＠ _of a· ＳＹｾ＠ prestrain for the ＮＺｕＭＲＺＵ｣ｵＭＱＮＲｍｧＭＱＵｓｂＬ･ＭＱｾ｀Ｚｾｩ Ｚ＠
alloy (alloy 90) ｾ ｩＺｓ＠ shown in Fig 5.1.. '11hus in "'che silicorl-free alloys the 
prestrain ｴｩＢ･｡ｴｭｾｾｴ＠ resUlted in a) an increase in the clislocation population 
alid b) the fo1>\raation of· a homogeneous distribution of smaller S ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｩｴｾ､［･ｳＮ ﾷ＠
In the Ｍ ｾｩｬｩ｣ｯｮＭ｢･｡ｲｩｮｧ＠ alloy'· where S precipitates. ·were ho1aogcneously ·. 
dis ｴｲｾＭ ｾｵｴ･､＠ .after ·the normal quenching and a.geint.i procedure, the pre ｳＮｾｾｲ＠ ain 
treatment ｾＭｾｾ｡ｳ＠ found. to have a le_ss marked effec·t • 
. The efr ... ect upon the microstructure of the aged RR58 alloy o.s a result of 
cold work between the solution treat;ment and quenching stage and ·the artificial 
ageing at 190°0 have ｢･･ｾ＠ studied by. Fell ｡ｾ､＠ Doyle74 .using electron mic1'oscopy . ,·r 
::ce·plicatioll ｊｾ･｣ｨｮｩｱｵ･ｳ＠ and by Moulin . and ａ､･ｮｩｾ［＠ Dennis ｾ､＠ ｄｾｾｲ･ｹＷＵ＠ and ｃｯｯｫ＿ｾ＠ . . 
using thin foil electron microscopyo . ｔｨｾ＠ ﾷｴｲ｡ｮｳｦＧ Ｎ ｯｲｭ｡ｴｩｯｲｾ＠ ri"OID GPB zones ·tO s . 
10 ｾ＠ • • 
precipi tate.s occurred earlier becD.Use of · the/ ｨＺｩｾｾｨ＠ ､Ｎ･ｮｳｾﾷｬｩｹ＠ of , dislocation , 
sites ava:i.lable for the h<::d;rogeneous· ｮｵ｣ｬ･｡ｴｾｯｮ＠ of ｴｨｾ ﾷ＠ :s" ｬ｡ｴｨｾＮ＠ Copk76 . · ·,,. 
. ' l ' . . . . . 
ｾ＠ ' ｾ＠ !, .• 
) ' \, , "" 8 . ..T·· ,· . i··, .. 
, ...• ﾷＮﾷﾷＮＬﾷｾ［ｾＺ ＺＺﾷｾｌ［ＺＺＬ ｩ ＮｩＺｾｾｩ｜ｾＨＬ＠ Ｎ､Ｚ ［ｩｩＺ ［ｾ＿ ＺｾＺｩ＠ :> l: Ｎ［Ａ ﾷ ｾＬＨ＠ :L··>;·:>.,:· ; :·:: :; ＧｾＺＯＺＬＺＬ［ｻｩ［ｾｩＧＺｾ ﾷ＠ ,] 
;.., ' 
ＧＯｾＭＧ• •＠ T I , 
shor·ter in the cold worked alloy their rate of growth was similar to that o:r' ｾ Ｍ : .:! 
the laths in the unstrained alloy.. It was concluded that the mc_an ｬ･ｮｧｾｨ Ｚ＠ ｾｹｦ Ｇ Ｚ｟＠
· the s. lath-and its range of lcn[rt.hs were both reduced by the pre strain .- · 
· treatment and that the peak hardened ｾｯｮ｡ｩｴｩｯｮ＠ ｣ｯｮｳｩｳｴ･ｾ ﾷＺ＠ Ｎ ｾｬｭｯｳｴ＠ wholly o? -S ,, 
precipi tutes in the strained alloy.. Dennis and Devley75 suggested that t}fe ... · , . 
. more stable microstructure of the ｰｲｾｳｴｲ｡ｩｮ･､＠ alloy ｳｨｯｵｬｾ＠ result in an , · •,·, 
improved creep resistance. By studying the effect of prestrain in both alloy . -'· · / 
• • ｾ＠ • < .. 
90. and the H.R58 alloy, two flactors may be examined .. . 
P.cestrvJ.ning o.lloy 90 altered the ｭｩ｣ｲｯｳｴＱｾｴｩ｣ｴｵｲ｣＠ o:r the peale aged alloy 
from submicroscopic GPB zones o.nd large isolatec1 hct0rogeneously nucleated 
S precipitates to S precipitates: distributed uniformly throughout the ·grains.· 
. " \ 
ｐｲ･ｳｴｬｾ｡ｩｮｩｮｾ＠ the RR58 ｡ｬｾｯｹ＠ altere a._ the propor-t;ion of GPB zones and S -, 
precipitc-1-·l;es that were uniformly distributed throughout ·bhe · grain·s • . 
- . 
5.3 The effect ｯｾ＠ .... ｾｩｾ＠ .Pre strain u;Ebi1 the tensile a.n.d ｣ｲ･ｾｅ＠ s-tl:ell_n·th 2t the 
ｊｬｬｩＵＮｾ＠ ［ ﾷ ｾｬｬｵｹ＠ and a_.ll__o;z 9Q 
The effects .of the ＳＷｾ＠ p::·estrain treatment upon the tensile properties 
. -
of' both alloys at room temperature ana. at 150°0 are given in· ·table 5.1. 
Some. improvement in tensile strength of RR5H was obtained at room tempel..;ature 
by ·the pres-train treatment :but this improvement was not muintaine.d . at ＱＵＰｾＰ＠
where the lllaximurn ｳｴｲ･ｮｧ ﾷ ｾｨ＠ was lowered with a sli[5ht :reduction in ·yield ｳｴｲ･ｾｧｴｨﾷ ﾷ ﾷ Ｎ Ｇ＠
.Alloy 9·0, however, showed increases in · tensi.le strength at both ro01n tempel"ature ｾＮ［＠
and at 150°0 as a re·shlt of the prestr.ain trea;t;menb although ·this :was 
.-, 
accompanied by some loss of duqtility. · Figures ｾ Ｕ＠ ... 2 and 5.3 show the effect ·· of .. ·) 
ＳＩｾ＠ pres·train UlJOtl the ｣ｲＮ･Ｚｾ･ｰ＠ sti·eng·th. ' of .the tw.o alloys; RR58 t).lid iUloy 90 
respectively, · when ｴ･ｳｴ･ｾ＠ ｡ﾷｾ ﾷ ＱＵＰﾰｃ＠ under ｬｾ｡､ｳ＠ ｾＱ＠ the range 10-2'0 tsi. .4:1:; 
low stresses the curves · o:r .both allqys exhibit two :features in common:- .. ...., ｾ ＮＮ＠ , .. " 
( 1 ) the major cf:fect of . the pre·strain treatment was to increase the creep 
strain during the .e.arly pe.rt o:r the ｾ･ｳｴ ﾷ＠ and (2) the ,specimens did not develop 
. . . 
steady state creep conditions duri;ng the test pei·ic;>d. ｾｲｨ･＠ s·ccond feature is 
only ｲｾｶ･｡ｬ･､＠ clearlyin .Fi·t.;tu.;es · 5.lJ. and 5.5. ｗｨ･ｲｾＺｬｯｧ＠ e (creep strain) is · 
plot:tea against log t (time in hours). Fig 5.l1. shov1s the replotted- ｾｵｲｶ･ｳ Ｎ ｦｯｲ＠
the RR58 alloy and the graphs arc. linear over a considerable po:t'tion of' the . 
test period ·suggesting tha·t a rele:ti'onship of' ｴｾ･＠ forms = ｾﾷｴｭ＠ (where ｻＳｾ＠
ond m arc constants) is nl)eyea·. The value of ｾｾ＠ was d.ete:rmii1ed from · the curves 
( i) . extrapo·lated to t::1 , m approx = 3 being their slope o Figti.rc 5.5 presents. . .·· 
a plot f'or the aJ.loy 90 and similar features are observed. · :E'rom such plots .-._ .. 
the rela.tiOll ｢｣ＺＮｲｴｷｾ･ｮ＠ the ·value.s of {3 t and of. m as a ftinction o:e s·t;ress Ｍ ｾ ﾷ ｣ｶ･ｬ＠
were -determined and Figure 5.6 ＼Ｚｾｮ､＠ 5o 7 show ｾｨ･ｳ｣＠ :for Ｍｴ［ｨｾ Ｚ＠ alloys 90 nnd 1U158 .. 
ｾＧｨ･＠ S(?; curves emphasise the similarity in behavio\lr of ｴｬＺｾ＠ Ｍ ｾ＠ t\vo alloys and show 
that at least at lovi stre sscs, . the of•fcct ｾｲ＠ ·pre strain was to raise the vulue , 
ｾ＠ ＮＬＮｾ＠ ｾ＠ . . ' .. : ·: . 
.... · ... : ｾ＠ ·· ... ｾ＠ :. ·. ｾ＠ｾ ﾷ＠ ; :. ' 
. ·1 
. . 
• ,' 
·· ,· .. 
,· ·, 
.- ... I I 
.•. 
; -
of . p' · while the va . .lue of m vvas approximately constan·b a:!; 0.3. .itt higher . 
creep ｳｴｲ｣ｳｳ･ｾ＠ the :prestru:i.n tre£-l.tmcnt raised the value of. m in 11oth alloyso 
Some increase would be expected since the alloys develop steady state creep 
.......... 
at higher stresses und so m ·would increuse ·towards ｵｮｩｊｾｹＮ＠ _ ｾＧｨ･＠ creep l1ehaviour ·· 
then approaches the full ·.Andrade equn:l;ion of the form · 
6 : p I tffi + kt • • " • • 5 e1 
where k is also dependent upon the stress level e.nd the value of kt becomes : · 
vtore significant at hit;her stresses. By meastlring the steady state creep 
rate the value of' k can be .found and hence a cor:r"eoted value of m. · Hovvevel. .. 
even after this correction (which was small) the ｶｮｾｵ･＠ of m was fotina. ·bo · 
increase with sJcrcss at high stress levels. 
From the . curves in ]'igurcs 5oll- and .5o5 it is o.ppurent that the p:restrain 
raised ·the (3' tm curves to a hic;hcr level and therefore it is important to 
examine hovv these levels were attained. Fi'gure 5o8 shows curves for the ' 
first ·1 00 hours of creep for RR58 at ·two s·cress levels vYhe11 plotted in the . 
form e: = ex: log t and: ]'igurc 5 .. 9 shows the same deformation plotted as 
e = (3 •tm (on ｾ＠ log..;.log plot) o · Neithcx· plot is li11ear but ·they suggest that 
. .:L . 
a. ｣ｯｭ｢ｩｾＱＮ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ of the ·two equo.tic:>ns s =ex: log t + (3 ·t; .:1 may be more accul:·ate as 
·was shown for the tt·a.nsient creep of' pure metals by ｗｾ｡ｴｴ Ｘ ＷＮ＠
The ex: couiponerrt of the creep strain has been obtainec1 f'rom the curves 
in Fig\lrc 5.8 by rb:-awing ｴｾＺｭｧ･ｮｴｳ＠ nt t :::: Oo01. 'l'hc slopea or thor;c t:n1gerrts 
give ｶｄＮｬｵ･ｾ＠ :f'or cx:, the r3 component of the orc:op }Jtra.in 1)eing Ｍ Ｈｩ｣Ｇｴ｣ｲｮｾｩｮ｣､＠ by 
subtracting the o: component from the totul creep strain. A plot · oi' the (3' 
component o:f the creep strain is shown in li'iguro 5 .. 10 the points on the ·ctu'ves 
showing the ··times fo1 .. which · the calculations were made. As expected frc_:>m the 
:form of the equations and o.s indi·ca.ted by Figures 5 o4 and 5 .. 5 tho ex: log t term 
become less important a:fter longer creep timcso The Ｓｾ｢＠ prcstrain treatment 
raised both the values of oc and (3 in thcne eal"'ly .stages n.itd this will be 
discussed . later. Figm"es 5o11 nnd 5.13 present a similar series of cu:cves .. 
for the alloy 90. The VD.lucs of' cx: and (3 for the two .alloys a't two stress 
. ' 
levels are given in table 5o2o Table 5.3 shows 'the amoun·ts of ｩｮｳｴｾｵＱｴ｣ＮＢｴｮ･ｯｵｳ＠
plnstic strain on loading the -specimens at 150_00... The 'amount of deformation 
increased .as the · creep stress was raised bu·c in a 11011-tmii'orm mu.nner and, in 
. ｰ｡ｲｴｩ｣ＬｵｊＺｾ Ｎ Ｚ Ｚ Ｍｩｮ＠ the lL't(58 ｡ｬｬｯｹｾ＠ the de:eorma·tion was less when :t;he ｾｬｯｹ＠ was 
' '·· 
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}.lthough a. number of papers _hs.ve beeil published' on '-th.is subject since . ·.J 
1_ 91ll- when Andrade first showed that ｐｲ･ｳｾｲ｡ｩｮ ﾷ＠ affected the creep ｰＱｾｯｰ･ｲｴｩ･ｳ＠ ' · .: J 
of' metals77, iittle work has been pubiished on the ef'f'e'ats· of' prestrain upon ·' .. '·] 
the cree11 ｰｲｯｰ･ｲｴ､ｾ･ｳ＠ ｯＬｾ＠ an ｡ｧ･Ｍｨ｡ｲ｣ｬ･ｮ･ｾ＠ alloy -particularly when the ｰｬｯＮｳｾｩ｣＠
strain is given to the material before ' the ·ag.eing treatmento · Sev.eral 
workers78 , 79 have showl'l ｾｨｯＮｴ＠ for ·pure metals, eold work ｩｾｰｲｯｶ･ｳ＠ ｴｬｩｾ＠ ·creep 
' ; 
strength by removing po.rt or all of ·the primary creep str.ain. Plastic s.ti--uin . · Ｎｾ＠
given to pure aluminium ancl ·an ｡ｬｵｩｾｩｮｩｵｭ＠ ＭＲＱｾ＠ magnesium: ' ｾｾｬ Ｚ ｬｯｹ＠ at temperatures .· . . 1 
h:i.gher . ·than the creep 'test tcinperature have been sl!own to have lit·ble ･ｦＺｾ･｣ｴ＠ .· 
and improvements in creep resistance by a ·low temperature :prestrain nere 
limited to ｣ｩＱｾ･･ｰ＠ temperatures. where . the ·recovery rates were low80• In more 
complex alloys · some improvements in or<:;ep ｳｴｲ･ＱＱｧﾷｾｨ Ｎ＠ ｬＢ･ｳｾｬｴｾ､＠ from a ｰｲ･ｾｴｲ｡ｩｲｩ＠
trea.·l:iment where precipitat;ion ｣ｾｵｬ､＠ 9e ｩｩＱ｣ｩｾ｣･｡ ﾷ＠ after prestra.ining ･Ｎｧｾ ﾷ＠ M2306 ·.:. · 
precipi·tat:i.on upon dislocations . in e. ·stainless steel raised its ｣ｲｾ･ｰ＠ '. · · . 
ｲ･ｳｩｳｴｯＮｾ･･＠ and ｜ ｾ ｦｦＺｬＮｓ＠ effective Up to ｴ･ｭｰｾｬｾｕｴｕｬＧ･ｓ＠ aS . hit?h as ＸＱＶﾰｾＮ＠ 81 
However all these · papers su:ggest .that a ｰｲ･ｾｲｾｲ｡ｩｮ＠ tre.o:traent should ﾷ ｢ｾ ﾷ＠
bene:fj.cial, ar1 ｾｲＺＺ･･｣ｴ＠ no·!; observed .i1,1. the · present work. · Perha.ps the ·two ·:· · 
papers· most ｲ･ｩ･ｶ｡ｾｴ＠ t .o the present Ｍ ｾｾｾｩｾｫ＠ ｾｲ･＠ t?ose· ·of, Bhattacharya. Congreve . 
and Ｎ ｔｬｩｯｭｰｳｯｮｾ Ｒ＠ :'and by Martinod, ｒ･ｾｩｯｮ＠ and ｣｡ｩｶ･ｴＸｾ＠ • . The :ri_rs't ｡ｵｴｨｯｾｳ ｾＭＺ ｳｨｯｷ･､ Ｎ＠
'lo ' • •' •• •• • • , • 
·that. the early ｳｴ｡ｧｾｳ＠ or ·the :creep of ·· :Pw. .. ｾ＠ metals · could be ｩｮｴ･ｲｰｲ｣Ｚ ﾷ ｴ･｡ Ｍ ｢ｾ ＮＭＭ . . 
· the ･ｱｵ｡ｴｾｯｮ Ｎ＠
. .... • .. 
, · 
where e · is the creep strain in· tiine ·t, C1' is the stress and 13 ' x · ｾｮ､＠ m 
.. c Ｎ ｾ＠ . :. 
(m fs approx = ｾＩ＠ are constants. ｾｨ･ｹ＠ a_lso showed that .. prior strain resui·bed 
in u decrease in (3 and an increase in m, after ' Ｂ ｲ｡ｩｳｩｾｧ＠ ｴ｢Ｚｾ＠ stress and so 
｣ｯＮｲｲ･｣ｴｾＭｾｾｦｩ［ Ｎ＠ for the · s·bl ... <.l.in . hardening effec·l; to produce an idcn-tiob.l creep . 
. ｣ｵｲｶｾＩＮ＠ ·-· Martinod, Renon and Calvet83 studied Ｍ ﾷｾｨ･＠ effe-ct of prestruin between :·.-:· · · ( J solution treatment and ageing upon the creep strength of four high stren5-th -·' 
fr· alumiltium o,lloys. I·(; · was sl1own ·bha:c .AU2GN {the l'1rench equ:ivalcnt ·_C?f ｉｴｾＵＸＩ＠ -
/} shov1ed a reduct;ion in creep .streng·t;h af'ter Ｒｊｾ＠ prestrain in ［ｩ ﾷ ｧｲ･･ｾｮ･ＱＱｴ＠ ｾｾｲｩｴｨ Ｚ Ｎ Ｌ＠ .. 
the present ｲ･ｳｵｩｴｳ ﾷ ｾ＠ The prestrain'· also rn.ised the peak ･ＮｬｾＧＡＮｳｴｩ｣＠ limit ＨｷｾｕＮ｣ｨ＠ :· -.. : 
occu.rred earlier d.ul:·l.ng ageing) ｾｮ､＠ the deleterious effect was present Ｎ ｷｨ･ｴｨ･Ｚｴ＿ ｾﾷＭＺＮ＼Ｎ＠
roatcriul was aged to · the peak elastic limit for each pre_strain condition ｏｉＧ ｟ｾ＠ .. · .. 
given the standcu"'d ageing ｴｲ･ｾ［｣ｭ･ｮｴＮ Ｚ＠ · These ｯ｢ｳ･ｲｶ｡ｴｩｯｮｾ ｾ ｾＭ ｾ･＠ of importance · ·: · ··.:_. :- ·. 
since. they ｩｮ､ｩｾ｡ｴ･＠ thv,t the ｰｩｾ･ｳｴｲ｡ｩｩｬ＠ ｾｯ･ｳ＠ not ei'fect . ｾｾ･＠ .Ol"'.eep ｳｴｲ･ｮｧｾ｢ｨ Ｎ＠ :,.,:. 
simply _because · it alters the kinetics of -precipiJGa"cion in the ｡ｬｬｯｹｾ＠ This - · . 
. is ｣ｯｮｦｩｊｾ ﾷ ｩ［･､ Ｎ＠ · by:··the · Ｑｾ･ｭｾｌｬ＠ ts of Larke --and:._Ylhi ｴｴ｣ｩｬ｣･ｲｾﾷ＠ who ＭＭ ｾｾｭｰ｡ｾｾＡＳ｡＠ ·. ｴｨｾ Ｎ＠ ｣ＺｴｾｾｾｰＧ＠ ·, 
curves ｾｦ＠ llR58 .. (teL the· specification ｄｾＧｄ＠ Ｕ Ｂ ＰＷＰａｽ ＺＭ ｾｶｨ･ｾ Ｎ＠ ag¢_cl..:·ior 9, · 20 :.ai1a.: ｾＨＨ Ｎ＠ · .·.: . 
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ｨｯｵｾｳ ＼ ｡ｴ＠ -1.90°0. ·- 'J:hese ageing ｣ｯｾＱ｣ｬＺｌｴｩｯｮｳ＠ rcsultecl in ··room ·ccmperai;Ul"o 
proof ｳＧｴｲｾｳｳ･ｳ＠ ·of' Ｎｾｾｨ･＠ uncleraged and ovoraged . mat_erial of:··2 tons/in2 less 
Ｍｾ Ｍ ｨｾｮ＠ Ｇ ｴｨｾ＠ m:.:-t--"{immn. proof s·cress · (afte:r." 20 houl''S a·t 190°0) ｾ＠ Their l"'o.sults 
are ':presented in Fig 5o1l+ 'wher<:i it C'an· be seen tha·!;, a:b a creep stress of .:':: .. 
·10.5 ton/:u12, the efflect of the ｡ｧ･ｾｮｲ［＠ cond:i.tion had little effect upon the 
forni of the cur"'tes. Creep tests htS\vo -also been made on the .RH.5,8 ｡ｬｾｯｹ＠
prestrained after the ageing treatment and ｡ｾ｡ｩｾ＠ a deleterious effect has 
been found. These observations ?Jnd. the fact tha·t the effect of prestrain 
' ·.:: 
. ; 
." ' ｾ＠ -
·, 
is similar :ror ?oth alloy 90 ｾＮｮ､＠ im58 suggest that it is not -the modi:f'i.ca·tiions .,,, 
. . 
to the prec:ipitate diotribution, l)ttt ra-ther ·the behaviour of the d:Lslocatio11s 
'' introduced by the p:restrain "t:t,eatment ·that is of' prime impor.lvanoe ｾ ｩｮ＠
de·l;ermining the "loss of creep :.strent;Sth in ｴｨｾ＠ pre strained alloy • . Ｍ ｾ Ｑ ｨ･＠ creep 
s·h•ain rate time relation me1y ｢ｾ＠ viritten .· l!!E = A"'(;-n · where .. de· ·is the· creep 
. at . · · - . C'lX 
rate, .A. is constant and n may have some value between 0 : and -1. Steady · ｳ ﾷ ｴｾｴ･＠ . . 
creep .occurs when n=O, logal .. i ｾｨｭｩ｣＠ creep ｷｨｾｮ＠ n=1 ancl Cl''eep of the form 
· s = ·- (:l'tm when 0<n<1 ·em positive). The most -common form of creep · ·. 
deformatio:n: at -'low ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲｾＺｴｵｲ･ｳ ［ ｦｯＳＺＭｬｯｷｳ＠ the logarithmic relai;ionship i.e. 
e = ｾ＠ log t ·r c . 5.3 
where e: is ·. creep st:tain at ·time t and oc and .c are constants. ｾＮＧｨｪＬｳ＠ means· 
tha·t the creep rate decreases w:t th time and has been interpr<:d;ed in. terms of' 
.. ; \ 
. the exhaustion of' sites f'or yielding within . ·the grains as the .' c):•eep clcf'orrnatio:h, 
. continues72 ' 85 (the exhaustion theory) or from a consicleration of the thermal 
activation of' d.islqcation movement below ｴｨｾ＠ yield strcs.s of the alloy73 •. 
' : . ' . . . 
Andrade creep of the f'orrn .e = [:l tm + kt · has been less · fulzy explained. 
Mctea.n86· has· ｰｯｩｮｴｾ､＠ out that, if the ·tempe:rature is · raisecl, not . only . ｾｭｹ＠
. . ! . ( • 
thermal· activation aia ·bhe moverne11t of the ､ｩｳｬｯ｣｡ｴｾｯｮｳ＠ btrb _ recovery may tJlso 
occur which would lovver the yield ｳｴＱｾ･＠ ss 9f ·the materia:! ·and so allow easier . , ,_ 
dislocation movement a 'Thus the 1Jehavi.our could ｣ｨ｡ｾｧ･ ﾷ＠ fro.m ·logaritl1m. 'creep :··_-. ·.:. ::; 
t • ｾＺ＠
' . 
ett lovt s·tresses and ｴ･ｭｰ･ｾ｣｡ｴｵｲ･ｳ＠ ｶＱｾＱ･ｲ･＠ the ｣ｬｾ･･ｰ＠ straill raJce ｾ｡ｬｬｳ＠ to zerq. ﾷ Ｎ ｾＮＭ
. ' . 1•. ' . ; . . 
a£ter long times, to -(3t3. creep where _the ｣ｲｾ･ｰ＠ ;rate· f'alls less ｲ｡［ｐｩ､ｬｾ＠ ｷｩｴｾ ［＠
. · . , . . . I ' . . . . . . 
time.. .At higher ｳｴｾ｣･ｳｳ ﾷ ･ｳ＠ and temperatures a ｱｯｭ｢ｩｮｾＮｴｩｯｮ＠ of' the tvro forms of' 
... ) 
the cr·eep equation. ｬｾ｡ｳ＠ Ｚ ｢ｾ･ｮ＠ · shoW1i by Vlya:tt87. to give a closer agreement with ' 
the exper·imental q:reep curves .for ｰｴｾ［ｴＺﾷｾ＠ metals und.er. ｣ｯｲｲｾｴ｡ｮｴ＠ ｳﾷｴＺｲ･ｳｳ Ｍ ｾ＠ ·-,The 
ｰｾ･ｳ･ｮｴ＠ work indicat.es that· this is also true for :the aJ.:uminium-oopper-
ma.gnesium alloys· at low creep . ｓ ﾷ ｾｲ･ｳｳ･ｳＮ＠ Ken;1edy71 ｨ･ＮＮｾ Ｎ＠ ｾｭｰｾ｡ｳｩｳ･､＠ ｴｨｾ＠ dangers 
o:r attacliii1g too ·much significance to the f'orm of the creep curve since -it· 
consists of . both a pex·manen-'c creep extensiOl'l · 'f.l.lld a recoverable creep extens·ion, -·,. 
these · components obeying different . creep laws. Barry a11d imstee88 ·have .· 
recently · shown. that. this' is sq for ·the R.1tS8 -· alioy · (to_· ｄｾｄ Ｍ Ｎ＠ 5.o7oA specification), 
J • ' ' • • ' • •• • • ••• .... • • : • • 
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component being e.pproxirno:tely lo;s·arithmio ·. iiJ. ' form; ·.: "'rl the. recoverable ｳｴｲｾＱｩｮ＠
ioe. ,,vhen the ｣ｲｾ･ｰ＠ stress' :i:s retnoved ｣ｯｮﾷ｢Ｑｾ｡｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ of :the specimen occurs 
such that a lineor plot is ob-'cained between the l"ecoverable creep strain 
and "Ghe lqgari thm of the t:l.me. They ｨ｡ｶｾ＠ also shown the recovera't>le · stra:i.n 
'to be insensitive to prcviotts c1:.eep history. 
The mechanism by which the pres-train increases tho values of o: and @ .. _. 
is _not yet fully unclers·t-;ood since ·the ranGe of s·tress levels and the amounts 
of pre strain · are examined incomplete. 'l'he comparison of · the creep behaviour 
at other .creep temperatures would be of ｶｾｵ･＠ since a determination of the .. 
A 
. . -:i 
: ... Ｂ Ｍ ｾ ｬ＠
Ｍｾ Ｑ＠
· I 
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,J 
activation· energy of ·iihe process v1ould ·then be possiblih · One or ｊｾｶＱｯ＠ ｣ｯｭｭ･ｮｴｳ ｾ＠ ｩｾ＠
can hovJeVel" QC made at this - ｳｴ｡ｧ･ ﾷ ｾ＠ As pointed . ｯｵｾ＠ earii·er' because the creep 
rate is increased even when a refinement of the prccipi tate cl:i.stribution has • f 
resulted from the pre strain trcatmen·t, it is more ｰｲｯ｢Ｚｾ｢ｬ･＠ tho:b the c1:lslocatiorJ. -':· 
content ﾣ､｜ｾ＠ bf the alloy is the controlling f'ac :tor since . ､ｾ ﾷ ﾷ ＺＺＺ＠ p bv where p is 
ﾷｾﾷ＠ ｾ＠
the. diplocation .cl.ensity· -b their Bu1 .. gers vector and v is their mean velo·city . 
-and* is. the creep st:r:•ain ·rate. In ｧ･ｮ･ｾ｡ｬ＠ the prestrained alloys gave ｬ･ｳｾ＠
'plastic deformation on loading consis·bent -with their higher proof ﾷ ｳｴｲ･ｳｳｾｳ＠ · 
and yet showed a more re.pid extension during the early stages of the creep ｴ･ｳｴＮ Ｍ ｾ＠
ｾＺＧｨｩｳ＠ woulrl suggesJc that the specimens are undergoing recovery during the creep 
test which- is a little surprising as Jchey 'had 16 hour.s at 190° c and up ' to 
ｬｾｯ＠ hours at· ·150°0· after the intl:•oduotion of the colcl work and ｢･ｦｯＱｾ･＠ applying 
the creep load. . It . would appear therefore that any ｲ･｣ｯｶ･Ｑｾｹ＠ must be 'mechanical'; 
recovery, .: i.e. s_tress aided recovery, i.,e. stress aided recovery, as.de_scribed 
for creep in pure ｾｾｴ｡ＮｊＮｳ＠ by McLean, 86 rather than recovery which is coi11pletel'y 
• I 
Jcherma.lly . a9tiva.ted. This mechanical recovery is unlikely to. result in the . · 
forntci.tion o:t" a substructure v1i thin ·the gral?s b_ut :t-'c is more probable ·bhat ··· 
i 
·the · recovery occurs over short distances comparable vJi·t;h the precipitate -" 
spacing as the dislocations move from their :positions of .thermal recovery to 
,. 
their nev; ｰｯｳｾｴｩｯｮｳ＠ ｲ･ｱｵｩｲｾ､ ﾷ＠ by the applied : stress .. . 
Mott has derived an expression for !3 creep such .. that 
13 3 - 3m.i hw< ( 5 f 
.. . 6 . 
where . N . is ｾｾｨ･＠ number of dislo·cation sources/unit v?,lurile, L is the slip · 
｣ｬｩＬ［ｲｾ｡ｮ｣･Ｌ＠ b the ｉｾ＠ urgers: Ｍ ｶ｣｣ｴｯｾ＠ of ·the d:Lsloca·bions and w is t?e frequency 
o:r escape of the ､ｩｾｬｯ｣｡ｴ Ｎ ｩｯｮｳ＠ ｪｾｲｯｭ＠ thin ｰｾｮｮｩｮｧ ﾷ＠ pbints miaer a locttl stress· ·.· 
. . 
｣ｨ｡ｩＱｧｾ＠ cr1 ·and whe1: e· is · JGhe. ｶｲｯｩＡＭＢＧＱｾ Ｎ＠ hardening x:ate. The introduction o.f prior : 
cold work 1u0Jild i1-ic_r.ease · N and w (both ｾｮｯｲ･｡ｳｩＱＱｧ＠ (3) ｾｮ､ Ｎ＠ incl"'ease 0 ··( ｷｨｾ｣ｨ＠ · · 
would reduce '(3). The inn)or't.;u1t ｴ･ｲｭ Ｚ ﾷ ｾｯｷ･ｶｾｲ ｾ ﾷ＠ woulc1 appea_r to be L ﾷｾｨｯ＠ slip 
. Ｍｾ＠ .. ｾ Ｍ . ｾ＠ . . 
<listanoe. In a pure · metal· coJ-d work would. reduce t and therefore re.dttce :, 
. . . ... .. . 
since it is. ｾｨ･＠ ､ｪＮｳｊｾｾ｣｡ｴｪｾｯｮ Ｍ spacing ｷｨｩ｣ｨ Ｍｾ＠ is the factor ··controlling _the . creel? 
> ; ｾ＠ • ,·, •• ' ' • ｾ＠ • , : .. ｾ Ｂ＠ .,{ : I • . # 
rD.te. In .a precipitation hardened' &ll?y .:the prcc:i.pita-'ce distribution Ｚ ｾｳ ｾＧ ｴｨｾ＠
• v • • • ｾ＠
:.:: :.., ... ｾｾｾＭ ﾷ Ｎ ﾷＺ＠ ｾＭ ｾ＠
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:t•ate corrtrolling i'tw·tor o,nd the slip distance L may be &ffectcd little 
· by . the prior cold work. Th!Lt ·is the <lifference betweer{-thc· eff'ect ot" 
prostrain in pure metals and its ef'f'ect in the pre.sen.t; alloys is that, in · 
the former,; the prestrain increases the densi·by of' disloca·b:ton tangles and 
therefore 'the internal s.lcrcsses in the pure metals. I:ri _the _age-:hardened 
alloys ;the precipi·bate distribution determines the · i11ternal stresses j_n the 
alloys and the ｰｲ･ｾｩｰｩｴ｡ｴ･ＭｬｬＮｩｳｩｯ｣｡ｊｇｩｯｮ＠ interactions which control the rate 
of creep, the presJGrairi merely increasing the number of · dislocations availabJ,e ﾷｾ＠
for slip.· 
· 5 • .5 Ｎｾｬｬ｝ｬｬｮ｡ｲｾ＠
1. .t\t low creep stresses Jche alloys ｾ｢･ｹ･､Ｚ＠ the · creep equation e:::: ｾＧ＠ tm 
(where m is approximately ·-!) which may be in the forni e = « log t + · f3 tt 
during the early stages oi .. Jche test. 
2. A 3'jb plastic ｳｊｾｲ｡ｩｮ＠ prior ｾｯ＠ ageing lowered the c:t"eep · stl"eng-bh of 
the RR58 alloy and thE? . :alloy 90 ( ｳｩｬｩｾｯｮ＠ · fx;ee) • I·t s ef'fect_ was primq.rily 
upon ｾＬ＠ ｾ＠ and f3 1 ( whi.ch it increased) vd:l:;h .little effect upon the ｶｾｵ･＠ of m • 
. . 3. The. results suggest th.at . at 1.50°9 the creep . ｰ｡ｲｾ･ｴ･ｲｳ＠ «' •(3 and (3 I 
are deterinined .. by the ､ｩｾｬｯｯ｡ｴｩｯｮ Ｎ＠ del1sity. i 'n t?e_ alloy;· .. fl_rld · therefore may. be 
a:r:re.ct·ed ｢ｾ＠ the ·e::ttent of ｬｴｬ･｣ｨ｡ｾｩｯ｡ｬ＠ recovery during t.he test. ﾷ ｾ＠ · · · · · 
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(a) 
(b) 
FIG 5 . 1 Al- 2. 5Cu- 1 . 2Mg- 1Fe-1Ni alloy (a) solution treated 1h 
530°C, cold water quenched and aged 16h 190°C . (b) heat 
treatment as in (a) but given ｾ＠ plastic strain at room 
temperature before ageing. X40 , 000 
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As Vlas .,1?ointed out in section 5.1 ,. the curve showing the rele:bion 
between Jche creep s·brain and time is termed the creep curve and in its most 
general form it consists of four stages. (],igure 6.1). ·Stage 1 is the 
instantaneous ｳｴｬｾ｡ｩｮ＠ obtained on application of . the load ·and stage ,2, termed 
primary creep shows , a steaclily decreasing creep rate v1i th time until, :in 
stage 3, the ｾｲ･･ｰ＠ l"'a:te becomes constant. !l.'his secondary or steady-state 
creep may be only a transition from ·the primary to tertiary creep (stage l,_) 
where the creep rate increases continuously until f:i.nal f'ra.cture. However if 
the applied load is reduced as the metal extends during the ｴ･ｳｴ ｟ ｾｾ＠ in ord.er to 
maintain the JGrue stress constant, steady state creep may last for many hours, 
even. hundreds of- hours. During primary and secondaJ:'Y creep two opposing 
factors. determine the creep l"ateo · As the me-bal . is strained it work hardens 
but because the -'cemperature is high some soften:i.ng of the metal ｯ｣ｾｵｲｳ Ｍ by 
' ' 
thermal recovery.. Thus at ·. any i11stant ·aifferent regions · are hara.ening and 
recovering ·and a general theory for · primary creep may b: developed bci.sed on 
the gradual .exhaustion of sit.es favourable for· yielding,.with steady ,state. 
. . . 
creep ·'becoming. ;;1. bale..nce 'bctv1een the \Vork.hardening rate ·of the: .. metal DI-ld. its 
recovery .ra.te, 89 i.e. 
·, , 
constant = .:: 
h 
· where his the work hardening rate and. r is the recovery rate. Tertiary 
., .. /1 
creep results from either instability in the testing machine or in the specimen. ·, 
.As the me·ba.J. elongates the true . ｳｴｲ Ｎ ｾｳｳ＠ on the specimen rises so that the 
s·train rate becomes .increasingly rapid until final fracture occurs. Even ;if 
it wet·e possible to maintain -:the true stress on the specimen ＮﾣＮＬｾｾﾣＮｴ］ｨＺｙ＠ .constant, 
metallurgical changes would occur in the specimen such as· recrystallisation, 
grain. bounda,ry migration, growth of grain boundary voids . or ｰｾ･｣ｩｰｩｴｮｴ･＠ · 
coarsening which would weaken the material so that the creep rate increases. 
Although the literature on ·the metallography of the creep deformation 
of high temperature alJ.oys : is very ･ｸｴ･ｮｳｩｶｾＬ＠ .:for several reasons comparatively 
little atten .. ciol1 has been paid to the def'ormation and fracture of ｡ｧ･Ｍｨｾ､ｾｮ･､＠
aluminium alloys at ｴ･ｭｰ･ｲ｡ｴｾＱＮｲ･ｳ＠ approaching ｾ＠ ｾ＠ 5Tm. . ｕｮｴｩｾ＠ -t11e ad ven-t; · of Jche 
Conporde project little commercial iri:t.erest ·was· 'shown in the applica.tio'n . of · 
1/ . ' f ｾ＠ j ' ,. i 
. , . ;['}·2oq .. : ·. .. ., . .. .' . 
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\:' 
. ' 
l , · 
Ｚ ｟ ｾ｟［＠ ... ... 
'• .. ｾ＠ ... .... . 
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alum:i.n:i.um ｡ｬｾｯｹｳ＠ in structures wh:i.ch ｷｾｾｲ･＠ requ:i.red ·to ｯｰ･ｲ･ Ｚ ｾ･＠ for a long 
time a.t elevated temperatures. · He search in ·this field hn.s Ｍ ｾＱｬｳｯ＠ been difficult 
since the age-hardening of aluminium alloys results from ＮＱｾＱＱＰ＠ formation of 
zones and pr·ecipi tates which are below the resolu·l;ion of the optical 
microscope ana una.etected by the :r·eplica. -techniques used in conventional 
electron ｭｩ｣Ｑｾｯｳ｣ｯｰｹＮ＠ 'rhe s_tudies of the dislocation-par·bicle in-her.actj.cns 
. due to creep were therefore impossible until the development o:r techniques 
whereby the alloys could be thi:nnea to foils suitable for clirect exa1nino.tion 
by transmission electron microscopy. However, even·· now, workers ·e.re reluctai1t . · 
to stua.y aluminium alloys because dislocation rearrangement may occur in the 
. alloy during the process of thinning the bulk specimen to foil i'li th · some loss 
of ·aislocs.tions at the foil surfaces.. Fm:' the basic creep stucl.ies complex 
and inhomogeneous microst;;c:ucturcs Ｈｷｬｾｩ｣ｨ＠ consist o:r .a high ､･ｮｾｩ＠ ty of pre-
cipitates p.nd zones within the grain . and a relatively low, density neal"' the 
ｧｲｾｩｮ＠ ｢ｾｴｭ､｡ｲｩ･ｳＩ＠ have therefore been neglected, -the deformation of sip1pler . · 
two phase systems such as internally ox:Ldized copper base alloys ·. being 1)referred· 
However the ｣ｵｲｲｾｮｴ＠ requirement for knowleclge of the behaviour of . 
aluminium alloys during creep has ｩｾ｣ｲ･｡ｳ･､＠ interest in this fie-ld and many 
of the earlie_r objections. to their ･ｸ｡ｾｲ､ＮｾＱ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ are slowly being removed, and, 
when the 10001\."V elec·tron microscopes becollle fully operational, such that 
foils approximately 1[-LlU may be studieet, the· .. last flUltlamen-tul objection (that 
the str\l.cture of the foil is not typical· of' the bulk material) will be ;over- · 
come. Even now, some useful information can be obtained. · from thin foils using 
the conventional 1 OOKV ｩｮｳｴｲｵｾｮ･ｮｾｳ ﾷ＠ and in this chapter some recent observations 
upon the creep deformation of' the Al-Cu-Mg altoys of the Ril58 type will .be 
described. 
The mechanisms · by v1hich me·tals and alloys deform during creep are 
complex, the deformation of the ｣ｲｹｳﾷｾ｡ｬ＠ aggregate occurring by fine and coarse -.. Ｚﾷ Ｍ ｾ＠
slip withixl. the grains and by grain 1')oundary sliding.. In pure metals a well 
defined substructure is developed throughout JGhe grains chu .. ing primary creep 
•, . .-. . 
end it is the ntovcment of ､ｩｳｬｯ｣｡ｾｩｯｮｳ＠ ' through Ｍ ｾｨｩｳ＠ network . \'/hich ·· ､･ｴ･ｬｾｭｩｮ･ｳ＠ . 
the ｳｾ･｡､ｹ＠ state creep_ rate. :· For iron for example it : has . been shovin _that·, : . . . 
.the ·flow stress · is related to the sub grain size by the equation _. . . ·.: 
., 
() J.. • :> = (). + . k(d)-":2 • • .. • • • • • • • ·: 6.2.,, 
J. 
wh<-)l"e 9. . :Ln . -the <liD.rncter· of the nubgra:lns and (j:i anrl k are ·conrrbcmts. J '. r. r t - ·, ' •I· .. . . 
The fee/ctu"'e which distinguishes creep ;['rom loVI tempcrv;ture· _d.of.ormo:b:i.on .is _' .. 
the ｡ｳｳｩｳｴｴｾｮ｣･＠ ·given to the · applied; :_stress· ﾷ ｾ ｢ｹ＠ the:' ｴｨ･ｬＢｾｮ｡ｬ＠ motion ·of . ｾｨｾ Ｚ ｽ＠ ｾｴｯｭｳ＠
and the high mobility of ｶ｡｣｡ｮ｣ｩ･ｾ Ｈ ﾷ ｴｨｴﾷｯｵｧｨ ﾷ＠ the· ﾷｩ｡ｴＢｴ［ｩ｣ｾ＠ o . . · Dislocati-on obstacles 
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and. prec:Lpi ｴ｡ｾ［･＠ s which w0ro very e:t"i'icion·b l)o.:rriers to slip at low 
temperatures can now be bypassed by the elide dj.slocations us:i.ng processes 
of cros·s slip or disloca·bion ｣ｬｩｭ｢ｾ＠ Also the bar·riers formed by dislocation 
locking may themselves ln•eak UI) by thermal recovery at the high _temperature: 
In pure metals the creep strains in a grain must be accommodated by its 
neighbotu·s,_ each gra.in· ha.vine; its own yield strengJch and most f•avotu"'ed slip 
direction. Ju1y incompatabili ties may 1)e accomrnoc1atcd to · ｳ ﾷ ｯｭ｣ｾ＠ extent . by the 
rotation of i;he grains ,.lchemsel ves or by 'their break up into ｳｵ｢ｧｲｾ､ｮｳ＠ which 
allows more localised. rotations. Further. accommodation ｩｾ＠ achieved by grain :::.,t.-· 
botuldary slicl.ing tmc1 much attention has been given in the past to · determining 
to what a.egree grain boundary :f'low is a cause of , creep deformation and to 
·what degree it merely accolmnod.a-tes ·the s-tro,ins vrithin the erains • 
In a precipitation hardened alloy the c:r•eep deforination is even more 
complex, since the processes of the nucleation and growth of precipitates cause 
regions . adjacent to the grain boundaries to be deficient in precipitates · e ..nd 
therefore · to have lower yield strengths than the grain ｩｬｔｾ･ｲｩｯｲｳ＠ _resulting 
in creep deformation being inhomogeneous and concentrated within -these regions. 
Since grain boundary sliding may constitute a lru."'ge fraction of the 
total creep elol'l.gation it would be expec·ted that the graill size ｯｦｾ＠ the alloy is 
important and it has been shown for a number of metals and ｡ｾｬｯｹｳ＠ that improved 
orcc'p strengths are obtained by . coarsening tho grain size. 90 llil58 alloy is 
no exception and improvcmen·ts b.ave been obtained by increasing the grain size 
of the sheet from Oo02mm to 0.05mm diameter. There is also evidence that 
little further :i.mprovemen·t; in creep strength · is obtained above a critical 
grain size. 
S·treng-thening may also be obtained by dis sol v:ing elemelYCS into solid 
solution which woula. raise ei tber the f'ric·f;ion stress acting on the dis-
locations or lower· the stacking fault energy, ana -thus reduce the ·rate of. 
climb of the dislocations.. Atmospheres of ｾｯｬｵｴ･＠ atoms may also occur a.t the 
dislocations which would. increase ·bhc yield strength of the 1nateriaJ... 
In a two phase alloy ·the creep s.,crength increa.scs with the volume 
f'ractio_n o:r the seconcl phase and. _a.t constant volume frac-'cion it is limi·Ged 
by the spacing and size of "che particles. Mc!Jea.n and Halc91 have sho·wn that · 
if one ｣ｯｮｳｩ｣ＱｾｬＢＧｓ＠ a model of a dislocation approaching a distribution of 
' . 
ｰ｡ｲｴｩｾｬ･ｳ＠ which i-'o must move through by 'a climb process,. then the creep rate 
wiJ.J, be a function of both the height to b-e climbecJ. (which is relatec1. to · the . 
precipitate d:i.ame·t;cr) and the distance · through which 'the dislocaJI.iion -may slip . 
(which is rela-'a;ed to the pa:r·ticle spaci11g) o On coarsening the preoipi ta-'tte 
distribution, both these fac-tors .will be increased and so over a ｲ｡ｮｾ･＠ of 
ｾ＠ ｾ＠ Ｍ ｾ Ｑｾ｢ Ｎ Ｍ
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:'·\ .-:: distributions the creep rH.te will be almost constant. Outside this )1 
distribut:i.on range other .factors may operate. :b,or :example if' the pre-
- :· 
ｾ ＺＭ . 
.-.-.· 
oipito,tes are small and .finely d:tstr·:Lbuted_ they may he cut by the c1islocations 
and :if Jcoo larr;e and widely spaced the dislocations may bow out bt:rtwcon them; j 
(of' ｄｯＱｾｮ＠ and Ho·te ·Ref 69.) both ｰｯｳｳｩ｢ｩｬｩｴｩ･ Ｍ ｾ ﾷﾷ｟Ｎ ｩｮ｣ｲ･｡ｳｩｮｧ＠ the creep rate. 
＼ｾｯＱ ＬＮ＠ 4 
It has been pointed ouJc earlier that the creep rate .' is determined by 
the balance between the vrorlc hardening rate and the recovery rate of the 
microstructure and it is interesting to speculate which . of these ·two ｦ｡｣ｴｯｾｾ＠
·is a:f'fected by particles of a second phase. ｕｬｾ｡ Ｎ ｯｵ｢ｴ Ｎ ｣､ｬｹ Ｍ the work ｾＱ｡ｲ､･ｮｩｮｧ ﾷＢ＠
rate is increased by particles of a second phase as has been ｳｨｯｷｾＱ＠ by examini-ng 
stress strain curves o'f alloys tested a.tc low temperatures at which ｴｨｦｾｲｭ｡ｬ＠ . 
recovery wo\lld be small (e.g. Byx-ne, Fine and Kelly) .,92_ · On the other hancl 
Humphreys ::U1(1 Martin93 have ｳｨｯｾｶＱＱ＠ i;ha·t; silica or cobalt particles influence 
the c1oforma·t:1.o_n behaviour . of copper such ｾｨ｡ｴ＠ tho subsequen·t recovery ro.to 
of the disiocatio11 distribution is reduced even when-.the ·"or:i.ginal ｰ｡ｲｴｩ｣ｬｾｳ＠
are redissolved. .Also by using interrup·ted creep tes·t;s where the applied 
loact is·· changed ｩｮｳｴ｡ｮｴｬｹｾ＠ Ishida and McLea.n94 ｳｨｯ［ｾ･､＠ . that the creep ra:te oi: 
a steel is · ·ae·pcno.ent upon the l"eoovery rate rather than the work_ hardening 
· rate. ·tagneborg95 has extended the recovery theory for creep stl"ertg·th: to .,. 
the case of· the ulloy which has been ha:cde11ed by a 
ｳｵｧｧｾｳｴ･､＠ that the· creep rate .£\.§. ｳｨｾｵｬ､＠ be rela:t·ea. 
, . . . c'l"li · 
J!jhe ｭｯ､ Ｎ ｩｦｩｾ ﾷ ､＠ ｾｱｵ｡ＮｴｩＧｯｮ＠ due ·t;o'· Ansell . 3.nd WeeJ.".txna.t?-.96 
' . 3 . . 2 ' •, 
t.£ ｾ＠ o- (::b. -z) .. 
second phase anc;t ho.s · .. 
to ·the .. applied ·stress by 
. ...... . 
where a' is -the stl. .. ess, (.I. the ｳｨ｣ｾ｡ｲ＠ moa.ulus, b the Bttr.gers· vector, « is ·a 
｣ｯｮｳＺｴｾ｡ｮﾷｬ［＠ and z depends upon the number and sizes of the ［ ｰｾ･｣ｩｰｩｴＱ［ｲｴｾ＠ iJa'rticles. 
It has not so :Car been determined whether ｾｶｯｲｫ＠ ｨ｡Ｎｲｾ･ｮｩｮｧ ｟ Ｎ＠ ｯｾ＠ recovery_ is ｴｾ･＠ . 
controlling factor dm:-ing the creep of' RR58. · · ' 
A· further feature that a precipitation hardened. alloy must possess . for 
good creep resistance is a stable mioros·tructurc · i.eo the precipitate · . 
dj.stribution wh:l.oh is developed. cluring ageing Bho'ulCJ. not coal"'Sel'l at the · creep 
temperEtture . .. A ﾷ ｲｾｶｩ･ｷ＠ by Greenwood of' ·che factors affecting the rate of _: -:. 
｣ｯｾＮｲｳ･ｮｩｮｧ＠ has _-ｲ･｣ｾｮｴｬｹ ﾷ＠ been .published. 97 · He showed. t}?.at .. the ｭ･｡ｮ Ｚ ﾷ ｲ｡､ｩｵｾ＠ Ｍ ｾｦＧ＠ : 
a ·aistl .. ihution of spherical pax'ticles uftier ｴｩｭｾ＠ t was· given hy 
_3 
= r 8DS_£QJ! 
9k'l.' 
; 
6.4 
v·rhere o is :the interf'a.cit:tl energy bet-vrecn the par·t:i.cle and matrix, D is 'the · 
. ' 
､ＺｩＮｦｦｵｾｩｯｮ＠ coefficient; -s is the ｾｮ｡ｴｲｩｸ＠ ｳｯｾｵ｢ｩｾｩ＠ ty ｯｾ＠ a plane interface · and n 
is the a.tomio voltunc ｾｾ＠ For a low coai .. ·sening rate ·. it can be .seen that the solute 
diffusi'on'_imci " ｳｾｩｵ｢ｩｬｩｴｹ＠ should b_e low. an?- ｡ｬｳｯ ｾＭ ｴｨ･＠ interfacial ･ｮ･ｾｧｹ＠ should .: 
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be small. The ｬｾｳｴ＠ cond:i.tion is t.t feature. o:f:' the Nimonic se::ics of .alloys 
in which the lattice Pal'u.nlot.ers or ｭ｡ｴＺｾＮ＠ .. ix a.nd . N:i.3o4u <liff'er by only 0 ｾｬＱＭＷＦＮ＠
In .L\1-Cu-Mg alloys the misx"it ve.ries along the axes of the S ·precipitate 
laths, ｬｾ･ｩｮｳ＠ low in the 'a' direc·tion and high in the 'b' ttnd 1 c' direotio11s 
(chapter 3). 11he growth rate is appreciably ｬｾ･､ｵ｣･､＠ by the silicon ad.d.ition 
particularly in the 'b' c9..nd 'c 9 direc·!;ions and it is possible that the · 
silicon enters into the structure of the surface of the precipi·hate al)d so 
lowers Jche value of 5 :f'rom the ageing studies (chapter l,.). · [It woul.d appear 
·that silicon lowers the vaJ.ue of D and also·, since the · initial stages of 
I 
'coarsening' may in fact be the growth of S precipitates at ·the eJcpense . of' · 
GP.B zones, the increased stn.blli ty of the zones j_n the presence of silicon 
may als.o ii1croa::}e. the high temperature stabili·t;y_. It woulc1 seem, at firMi 
sight, that the moan radius c:i..f·ter time, t, ｳｬｾｯｵｬ､＠ decrease as the tcrnpara:tu:re _ · 
is raised. This is of' COtU"Se no:t so, since ｮ ｾ＠ increases exporwn·t.ially. \Vi th 
ｴ･ｭｰ･ｾ｡ｴｵｲ･Ｌ＠ (S also ｩｮｯｲ･｡ｳｾｳＩ＠ and this ou:twe.ighs the eff'ect of the kT term 
in the ·denoro:i.natorj. 
6.1 .2 Ｎｃｲ･･Ｚ･｟ｦＬＺｲＮＺｑ［ｱｴＬｩｬｬ［ｾ＠ ··' 
Creep fractu;1:•e, even in pure metals usually occurs in the grain boundary · 
region either by (a) the fol"'mation of vredge cracks a:ii the grain corners due 
to the inabili·l;y of ｧＮ｣｡ｩＱｾｳ＠ to conf'orm to· the shape imposed by the 'def'ormation' 
of their neighbours, or (b) by the formation of voids on the boundary surf'a.oes 
as a result of Ｂｇｨｾ＠ shear of bound.ary surfaces containing ·leclges.70,71 ＬＹＸＭＱＰｾ Ｍ _; 
The former type .of fracture is more · common at the lower t -emperatures -ana ·. :. Ｍｾ ＧＮ＠ ·· · 
higher stresses, the latter a·t; ·temperatures above 0.5 Tm and o.t· low stress . ,:. 
lcvels1 02. Similal' modes o:C fracture are found in . precipitation hn.rdened 
alloys ｩＢＧｯｾ＠ the above reasons and· also because of ·the lower yield s·crength 
of the · BJ.loy in this I"egion. 
The conditions for wedge-type crack growth have been _outlined by Challg · · . 
and Gran·t;1.03 to be that (a) grai_n ｢ｯｵＱｾ､｡ｲｹ＠ sl;iding musJc occur, (b) .the stress 
concentrD/Gion must · exceed the ｣ｯｬｾ･ｳｩｶ･＠ strc11gth of JGhe bound<.tl'Y and. (a) the 
stress mus·t .not be . relaxed. by plastic ｦＧｾｯｶｩ＠ v/ithin ·the grain. 
The evidence for -the del)endence·:. of· grai11> bou11dary fracture upon the 
runount of sliding at the botU1da.r:i.es has been summarised by Hopk:i.n. 100 
,,_ : · For exqmpJ.c during the creep of' polycrys'talline nickel; the nun1ber of ｧｴＢｾ｡ｩｮ＠
.. :. boundary Cl."'aCkS Was fotU1d to increase Ll.S the 'extent of' boundary sliding . 
increased. It has also been sl1own ·that for voids to f!:l",0\'·1' ｯｾ Ｎ＠ the · ｾｲ｡ｩｮ＠
. ｾ＠ . .. ' . 
l)oundary of a copper bicrystal during. creep, a· shear stress ·must be acting 
along ｴｨｾ＠ boundary. ·t_05 The grain boun¢I.ary strain increases with :the total 
｣ｲ･ｾｰ＠ strairi and it has been shown . for a numb6r of metals . and alloys . that 
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ｾｾ Ｍ ｾＩｾｴ Ｎ ﾷＮｹｲ ｾ ﾷ Ｚ Ｚ＿ ｟Ｚ＠ · i · .-: ｾ＠ ＭｾＺﾷ＠ .:. -· ｾ＠ . . . .• • _ - . . -_ _ : · . 
ff t-.. Ｎ Ｎ ﾷＺＮｾＩＧ＠ . .- : .. Ｎ ｟ ﾷ ＺﾷｾＺ＾＠ .. ｾＮＺ Ｎ＠ <J· 
ｾﾷ ﾷ ［［ ＨＢ＠ the creep l:i.fe ):s illveraely pi-oportional to the minimum creep r:.l:be, i ; e. 
;?'li.. . d s 't.(;> ｽ ｾ ＺＮｦ Ｚﾷ＠ d."t'. x ＮｾＮ＠ = ｣ｯｮｳ Ｎ ｾｃ＿Ｍｾｴ＠ .. • • • • • 6 .,5 . _· <. · 
｜ＺＺｾＺ＠ Grain· boundary · fracture corisis_ts of JGWO ｾｴ･Ｎｧ･ｳ［＠ .:rirstly the nucleation 
ｾ｜ＺＺＺ＠ ｾ Ｎ＠
.. 
. ; 
of stable · cavi tieo · at a · ·boundary and secondly ·the growth of these cavities · 
under the appliecl s:ti·ess u11;til .the onset :of : ｦｩｮｾ＠ unstable . crack Ｇ ｧｲ ﾷ ｯｷｴｬｩＧｾ＠
The factors <;ct'feoting the l:_lucleatiol). of vaci ties at triple·. poin"cs or 
on grain ｢ｯｷＱ､｡ｲｩｾ Ｚ ｾ Ｎ＠ -hav; · ｢･ｾＺＧＩｮ＠ discussed·.b! IA.cLeano 1°1 A Ｍ ｾｴ｡｢ｬ･＠ ﾷ ｣ｾｶＺｩＮｴｹ＠ at a 
. grain boundary must ' have t-1. ｾ ｲ｡､ｩｵｳ＠ gr.eatcr Ｚ ｾＱＭｬ｡ｮ＠ ＩＺ•［Ｚｾ Ｎ＠ ｗｨｾｲ･＠
. '\.; 
= 
3.:'{-
o-
where "( is 'the surface energy of the alloy an!cl CJ'. ｾＤ＠ . ｴｬｾ･＠ _·_applic(i stress. ,• 
I:r the cavity radius is ｬ･ｾｳ＠ than ｾｾｾｾ＠ the cavity will shrink but; above this 
size . it will expand under the_ appJ.ie.cl stress. To ｧｲｯｾｾ ［＠ a: cavity of ﾷｾｨｩｳ＠ size ·: .. 
however (typically ｏ＼ｉｾｉｩ＠ for realistic applied ｳｴｲ･ｳｳｾｳＩ Ｎ＠ by the. condensatidn· 
of ｶｾＮ｣｡ｮ｣ｩ･ｳ＠ would ｲ･ｾｵｩｲ･＠ ｾ Ｎ ｡｣ｴｩｶ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ energy or' 1 o.5.: .... 1 o8 eV. ·It· ·is 
therefore generally be.lioved that the cavities g;row at sites . of ver;; high . 
': 106 · 
st:cess concen-trat:Lon such as triple points or g.rain ｢ｯｵｮｾ｡ｲｹ＠ ｬ･｣ｬｧｯ Ｍ ｾＮ＠ McJ.Jean . 
rui.rl .. Harris1 07 have ca.lcula:ted ＢＧ｣ｨｾ Ｍ i--ate of sliding ﾷ ｷｨｩｾｨ＠ ｷｾｵｬ､Ｎ＠ f>e ｮ･｣･ｳｳ｡ｲｹ ｟Ｎ ｾ｟＠ . .' 
to form ｣｡ｾｩｴ Ｎ ｩｾｳ Ｚ｟ ｾｴ ［ﾷ＠ these points· (ioe. the minimum ra"'ce of . sliding \vhich ·· 
will. ﾷ ﾷ ､ Ｎ ｶ･ｩﾷ｣｣ｩｬｮ･ ｾＺ Ｚ＠ the · tenclency of a cavity to ｾ･ｳｩｮｴ･ｲＩ＠ ;.:.. \; .. . :. · .i · · .: 
2Dgbvl. 
"Xt ｛ｾ＠ -1] ...... 
ｷｮ･ｾ･＠ ·Dgb is the grain boundary o.iff.usion coefficient ;·:·w is _,Ghc ｷｾ､ｴｨ＠ o·f the 
bount1ary, and x and t are ··the dj.me11sions of the · particle·. Ｌ ｯｬｾ＠ l e clge in {;he 
· plane of and normal to t:qe boun(lary. The ｲ｡ Ｚ ｾｩｯ＠ · &.. is ·_t;ho ·vacan_cy super- · Ceq 
saturation at t;he boundary due ﾷｾｯ＠ the applied stress. This rcla'ti'onship 
. -. 
shows that the nuclea·tion of' cavities will 'be easier if. particles or ledges 
are ｾ｡ｲｧ･ｲ＠ bu·t iuore diff'icul t if ·'Ghe wid·th of the bO\.lrtdary ｬ｡ｹ･ｾﾷ＠ . is inc:•eased • . 
The equation predic·ts higher sliding'· ·rates to. form voic"J_'s than arc f'ouna. · 
experimentally ｡ｾ＠ though, since the sliding has been found · to occur · in bui .. sts 
. ' 
at different points over a boundary surface, the · equation ll].ay be approximately 
- · '...1 
correct. · 
:The grO\vth of the stable v_oid. is ｃｏｬＱｴｬｾｯｬｬ･､＠ by many factors and McLean 
· · su.rJ'gests the g:r.owth rate .ill.: is ｾ Ｎｾｩｶ･ｮ＠ by some functiol'i of the form ,, 
0 d*t ..., . ' .. 
en ::; t . ｾ Ｍﾷ ﾷｄｧ｢［ｩＬ＠ e1, 1 ｾ Ｌ＠ 1 ,.] . · . ... . . . 6.8 , .. , ·j 
at · ｾ＠ ｾ＠ _ ＺｾＺｾ＠ o 1 
Vlhere r is the crack tip ｬｾ｡､ｩｵｳＮ＠ 'This .expression· woulcf account -for ·the 1 
effects of stress, . [p:'ain size· and· impurity upon . the ｣ｾｾｾｰ＠ life but i·t -cloes · ,, , .'· ... ·. } 
not 1 account ｲｾ ﾷ ｲ＠ :the: impor;tant ･ｸｰｾｲｩｭ｣Ｑｾｴ｡ｬ＠ ｯ｢ｴ｜ｾｲｶ｡ｴｩｯ ｾｾ ｦ ｴＺｨｾｴ＠ the ... , ､｜Ｎｬ｣Ｍｴｩｬｩｴｩ･ｳ ｾ＠ .A 
. :·--• . :: . .'. . , I .. ＮＺ Ｎ ﾷ ＭﾷｾＮ＠ . ｾ＠
ｴ Ｌ ｾ＠ ｦｸﾷ｡ ﾷ ｣ Ｎ ｾｇＧｕｲ･＠ of many alloys bccome.: lo\'ier a·t ｬｯｶｾ･ｲ＠ ｟ ｳｴｲｾｾｳ･ｳ＠ or ｳｴｲ｡ｩｮ Ｎ ｲｯＮｾ･ｳｾ＠ · ... ,: .. :· -"'· ·! 
ｾ＠ .· .. ' . ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ . Ｍｾ＠ Ｍ ｾ＠ ' ｾ＠ . ｾ＠ ｾ＠
: .• ·...  Ｚﾷ Ｎｾ＠ .. .. "· .· .. ,Ｎ［［ｾＺ＠ ...  ＺＺｯＬ ﾷＬｾ Ｚ＠ ［ＮｾＬ ｩＭ .! ' ,,:M.: ［Ｎｾ ｾｾｾＮ＠ ［ｴ［ｾ＠ ｾ ［ＩＬＺＮｾｾ［ｩ［Ｌ ［Ｎｻ ＯｾＬ ［ Ｎｾ ｾ Ｇ ｾｬｾ ｾ［Ｌｩ［＼ＬＬ＠ Ｎ Ｚ•ｾｾ｜｜ｾｾＱ Ｎｾｾﾷ＠ Ｂｾ Ｎ＠ ﾷＺＮ［Ｚｸ［Ｚｾｦｾｾﾷ｜ｾｳＮ［ｾ［［ＬＺｴ•ＺＺ､ＴＬＺＮＺＱｾ［ｊ｝ｾｾｧｾｾ［Ｚ Ａ＠
ｾｾｾｻＬｦＺ［ｾＺ［［Ｌ［ Ｍ［＠ ＿ｾＬ＠ ＬＮｾ｣ｾ＠ Ｍ ＬＲ ＿ＧＧＺｽＱＡ［Ｍ［ｯ＿ｌＧ［ＺＷｔ Ｍ｣Ｚｾ＠ ... ·:: · ·:?,- Ｚ ﾷ ［Ｎﾷﾷ ｾｾ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ Ｚ ［ Ｚ Ｌ＠ · . · Ｎ ＺＺ ［ ＺＺ ＺＺ｟ＧＺＺＧＮＧ ﾷ ｴ ＬＺ ｴＧ Ｎ ｾＺｐｓ ｴｲｾ ［ ｾｾ＠
ｌＭｾＺＺＺｾ｟Ｚ ｟＠ ｾ＠
ｾ＾＠ ·. 
:.,.·· 
ｾ＠ . 
·'-: .. . 
·-=- ｾ Ｎ＠ • 
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Uov1ever, . ?'ecause the rat:to o:r g:pain boundary 'strain ·to total strain 
increases 'at the lower str•esses it v10ulcl follow Jchat · ｦｵｩｬｷＺｾ｣＠ woulc1 occur 
at a lower overall st:cain · so long as the boundary sliding rate was . suf.ficicnt .. ·:<.":, 
to satisfy cque,tion 6o7. The sliding rate ·to ini tia/ce cavities is relo,ted 
to the width of ·che grain boundary · region ｷ Ｎ ｾ ﾷ＠ This would be expectea to be , 
smaller at lower stresses and so reduce the minimum ra·te required to form the 
voids. -:· :· · 
Having fol:_'rned a distribution of stable, growing cavities ｯｮ ﾷ ｾ＠ boundary · ... :· 
surface ·, or o. wedge ernck t:tt ｲＮｾ＠ ·tr:i.ple po;i.n·t, ﾷｾｨ･＠ gJ."OWth w:i.lJ. ｯｯｮﾷｴｾＮｲｾｵ｣＠ in 
n :;t:).blo mv.:rn:to1:· tnrb1.1 ·the oJ.•aoktJ X'O(.\(lh ｮｵＺｃｦＧｩｯＺｩＮｾｾｮｴ＠ ].()l1g'lih ·to' ｾＩ＼ＺｷｯｭＰ＠ ｵｮｲｲｴｾ Ｑ Ｚ｢ｬ･＠
ana. cause . complete fracture.. Viilliains1 08 has· considered. the mae;nituc1e of' 
·the stress_,:required to grow Yvedge shaped grain boundary 6rr:tcks·. in an aged. 
a.luminium-20% zinc ｡ｬｬｯｹｾ＠ .Us:i.n:g the equation for crack growth ､･ｶ･ｾｰｾ･､＠ by ·. 
Cottrell1 ﾰｾ＠ he ｳｨｯｾ［ｳ＠ the SJGable crack length to be ｧｾｶ･ｮ＠ by ' • 
·' ,· 
_. 0 ｾ＠ ." ｬＱﾷｴＭｊＮｙｾ＠ . [ .. ( 1 _ <r(na)_ ) ·- ( 1 ｾ＠ 6 (na) )tr]-· ..... . 
1t ( 1 -v) 0" . .. 4 y . · . --::;:--:-.: . . . 
where 0' is the applied stress, (na) is the crack open:i.:fig ｾｾｳｰｬｯＮ｣･ｭｅＮｭｴＬ Ｎ＠
c is the crack length, and ·y is · the ef'fec_Jci ve fract_ure ･ｮｾｲｧｹＮ＠ Unst·able 
crack ｴｾｬＢｏｗｴｨ＠ oocul's when 
cr na ｾ＠ 2 y 6.·10 
This conclusion · is impor·tant._· since i·t; shows theoretically Why the require-
ments for wedge· .. type crack growth pro1)osed by ｃｨｾ･［ ﾷ＠ and Grant1 03 are justified.. 
'l'hus for constant . y · a smaller crack opening displacement would be requi'recl 
for the onset of' u11sto..bltY crack growth· o.s·· the ｳｴｲ･ Ｎ ｳｾｾ＠ is raise<lo The torrn "f 
is coinpoa0d o:f' two terms:, e true· f.>Ut'f.ace : enerr;& ｴｾｲｭ＠ clue to the ·creation ·of 
the new surfaces and a. plnstio deformation ｴ･ｲｭｾｾ＠ Thus at u eiv:en stress ·level 
the only way one may muke the ｾｬｯｹ Ｎ＠ more: resistant to frD:cture ·is to increas<=: . 
y by allowing ·plastic ｣ｬ･ｦｯｲｭ｡Ｚｴ［ｾｯｮ＠ .at the tip of the crack. 'l1his :i.n turn . 
requires that Jche yielcl ' ·strengt;h within 'the grain must be ma(le .closer to ·that 
of the boundary region. Changing ·che 'bype ·of prec:i.pi tate. at the.· ｢ｯｴｴｮ､ＺＺＮｾｹ＠
by heat treatment may also effect ＧｾＨＬ＠ but· this· it is ＺＨＺＧ･ｬｾ＠ · ｩｾ＠ iD<:cily. Ｇ ｴｱ Ｌ｟［ ｾ･ Ｚ＠ .. _._ 
'relatively ｾｭ｡ｬｬｾ＠
6 • 2 · Re slil t s 
.............. _._... ... 
·. . .; 
6 .. 2. 'I · ,The ｭｾｾｱ｟ＮＮｬｊＲｦＧＲＺＺｾＭ･ＮｬＮＱｙＮＮｅＮｌｾﾣﾣｾ Ｚ Ｎｊｌ＠ .. £efo}'mat:i.oii of ＱｾＭｍｧ＠ ｡ＱＱｾＱｾ＠
The meltin'g poi11t . of aluminj.um, .. Tm is 933°K tUltl the creep ､･ｦｯｲｭ｡ｴｩ＿ｾ Ｚﾷ ﾷＮＺ Ｚ Ｎ＠
und heat ｴｲ･｡ｴｭ･ｾｴｳ＠ of ·tl1e }1ll58 alloy .. c:.:u1 be c1.ef"ined in terms of ｴｨｩｳ Ｎ Ｚﾷ ｾ＠ .. ·.·<:.," 
temperature. · ｾｾｬ［･＠ ＦｾＵＸ＠ alloy is 'solution. treated. at· 803°K .(Oo8lrTm), • · ｾＭｾｾ｜＠
precipitation hardened at L,_6,3°K ﾷＨｏＮｬｾｯＸｔ Ｑ ｾＩ＠ and is required to ｯｰ･ｾﾷ｡ﾷｴ｣＠ undel"' : 
stress in the Concorde in the ., temperature l''ange .373-11.03°1\ ( ..... Ool,.2Tm) ." - · ·. · 
: T}?.e ＱＺＱＭ｣ｵｾｍｧ＠ alloys have been. ex.;;trnined after creep tests unde:r· a variety . 
;, , . of ｳｴｲｾｳｳ･ｳ＠ Ｍ ｾｴ＠ ｾＵｱｾ＠ ·and ·170°C ｩｾ Ｎ ｾ ﾷ Ｎ ｟Ｎﾷ＠ ＨＭｾ｟ｑｯｬＫＵｔｭｽＮ Ｇ ＬＮ ﾷＮ ﾷｉｊＮＧｨ･＠ micros·truc'bures·. oi'l ＬＭ ｴｨ･ ﾷｾ＠
'ja ., .. ,, . . ,,;,; Ｎｾ｜＠ ｩｾ＠ Ｇｶ［ｾ［［Ｌｩ［Ｌ｜ｨＺＧｴｩｩﾷ［ＲＺ｜Ｉ［ｊｾＮＧＧｽｩｩﾷｾＺＡＺｩＺ［Ｌｾｾﾷｦ［ＬＺｩｴ［ｋ［ ｝ｬ ﾷ ｾ ｦ［ＷｦＮＬ［ｻ［ＩＮＬ［ｄＬｩ［Ｌｬｴ｣ﾷｩＩＡＺ［ｴｩ［ｦｻｾＱｾ［［ａｲＺ［［ｴＺ［ＮＢｩｴＯＺｺ｟ｻ［Ｇ［ＲＺｬＬｻ＿ｾＱ［ＬﾣｩｾｩｾＺ＠ · 
.  . ｾ Ｍ .. 
·"· i . 
.. }-·:·, ... ' 
.PJ.-2 ＺＮＵｴｾ｣ｵＺＮＮＮＱ＠ ＮＲｾＺｾＬｉｧ＠ o11oy 'i.\f'·lier tc·st1.n[.; at ·i 5o:0c D:c · t5 'boriH/i112 ·:r.·or ｶ｡ｲｩｯｵＺＺｯｾ＠ ·. 
times have hcei1 exam:Lno(i..; · This . ｳｴｬＢ･ＺＮＮｾｳ＠ WD.S suff.ioicnt {;o cn.ust-; :Cr•aoture 
c.li'tel''_. only 21,. ｨｯｵｾＢｳＺｾ＠ givinc a.n elongation of- Ｒｾ Ｍ ｾＮ＠ :H'igux·es '6o2-6o5 show 
examples of the ｲｲ､ ＺＺ ｣ｲｯｾｲｨｾｵ｣ｴｵｲ｣ｳ＠ pro(iucco. at th:Ls stresa level af·ter .1 , -5, · ,;_{ 
·JO ancl 21 hours pl"'oducing· .O.i ＬＰＮＳＬＰｾｬｬＭＮ＠ and ＱＮＷｾｨ＠ elongation. The dislocation 
dens:i.. ties ·were measured. ｩＱｾ＠ a -i1umbe:r. of f'iolds (at . leas·c five) and consiCl.<'Jrable::· , 
• '0 • • • . ｾ＠
·v-a1·:i.ation was :round ·from area to area within tho ·same specime11,; .·. Ta'ble 6.1 · 
presents the average results for each specimen. 
Ｑｩｬｬｬｬｾ＠ ｾＶＮｾＮＺＱＮ＠
ｾＧｨ･＠ increase ｩｮ Ｎ ｣ｬｩｳｬｯｾｾｸｨＺｩＮｯｮ＠ a.onsity .inl:i.nes/om2 cJ.u.riL'lg primo,ry creep of ·. 
the ＮａＱｾＲＵｃｵＭＱ＠ .2Mg alloy, solution ｴｲ･｡ Ｚ ｴｯｾ［＠ cold Wr.rtel:. quenched o11cl a.c;od · 
16 hours 190°0. Creep tes_tea. at 150°0 under stress of ·15 tons/in2 .. 
ｲＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾﾷｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＮＭＮＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭﾷＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＮ＠
Duration of' '150°0 Average Dislocation 
(hours) J)ens:ity · . 
,_. . . ﾷ ｬｾＮｬｬＰｓＯ｣ｭＲＩ＠ X 1 ｯＭｾ Ｎ＠
ｦＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＱﾷＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾｾＭＭｾ＠ --- ----------
1 
5 
·JO 
6 ｾＮｾ＠ 2 
7 + 2 
8 + 2 
._.__ ___________ ....._ ____ ｾＬ｟Ｎ｟ＮＮＮＮＮＮ｟ＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＮＬＮＮ｟ＮＮＮＮＮＮＮ｟ＮＬＮＬＬＮＮＮＮＬＮＭＮＮＮＭＱＭ ﾷ＠ - - ----............ 
The method used. for the dislocation densit;y :determination v1as that· due to . 
He.Jn 110 wl::tere five random ,lines ｷ･ｲｾ＠ .. . c1ra\Vl1 across the micrographs and the 
.. , 
·. 
number of intercepts betv;een the Ｇ ､ｩｳｬｯ｣｡ｴｩｾｮｳ＠ and these lines, N, w:;ts cow1ted .. / 
The equatfon .U.sed was 
. :• .. 
p .?J:I Lt ••••• 0 
where p· is the dislocation density in lines/cm2, L is the totaJ. length. of 
the ?ive drawn lines ancl t is the foil thicla1ess. 
The ｭ｣｡ｳｵｲ･ｾｮ･ｮｴ＠ of L was corrected in that the length lying over the 
projected areas of precipitate sheets was ｯｾＱＺｬＮｴｴ｣､＠ since j_t vvas impoasihlc to 
·count the c1islo.ct.d;ions in these areuso ... 4. ratld.om distr:i.bu·t:loll of clislocutions 
vras assumed n.nd n corl"cction was appl:i.ecl for.' the ｰｲ＼Ｇｾｳ｣ｮ｣＼ｾ＠ of ｣Ｑｩｾｬｯ｣｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠
\•1hich would be invis:i.ble under the operating diffraction concli·tions, ｩＮｾＮ＠
where ｾ＠ .. _£. = 0. The foil thickness ·Has measured by de·tern\ining the pole of 
the foil and measuring the lengths of ·the ｾ＠ precipitates·, i.e. the projected 
length 1 of a · known <1 00> direction. From th;Ls data · the thickness w.as f'ourtd 
from the equation 
. t = 1 cot e ..... 
where 0 :i,s ·· the angle be.lcweel1 the .· <1 00> ·lath direc"'oion and . the :Pole of' the · . 
fc.lil. ,. ﾷｾＬ＠ .. · I · 
• · .'-'1 
/ 
,·, 
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Errors in the value of p ｴｾＮｲｩｳＺｴｮｧ＠ from· 'the measurement of :t were 
minimised ("" 5Jb) by mec:tsur:tng the pJ·ecipi tu:tes with the foil ｊｾｹＺｴｮｧ＠ .norma.l 
to the electron beam. 'l1he ·to'tal errors :Ln :hhe values of' p · have been · shown 
110 ' '. 
to be approx:i.me.:tely Ｕｩｾ＠ by Ham a.nd the errors in mcasl.l.rcnh::n'b :i.n the presen·ti 
work are considererl to be small in relation to the ｶｮｲＺｩＮｾＱＧｴｩｩｯｮ＠ :i.n c'iislo_oe,tibl.1. 
density between: ttd.jn.cent are·a.s of o. foil .. 
During second.u:cy creep the disloca-tion structure within the ｧｾﾷｮＮｩｮｳ ﾭ
be.carhe more uniform ·with evid.ence of'· ｳｵ｢ｳｴｾＢｵ｣ｴｵｲ･＠ formation- n.cljacel'lt ·co some . 
of tl1e grain boUndaries. In Ｚ｢Ｌｩｧｵｬｾ･＠ 6.6 a_.-d one sttcll g1"ai11 ｢ｯｴｴｮ､｡ｬｾｹ＠ · j.11 a . . ﾷｾＭｾ＠
specimen -tes·t;ed to "Ghe end of primary creep is sho·un in four• positions of · · _. :·. 
ｴｩｬｾ＠ of the foil. The cl.iscontinl.tous ch.9,nge. in contrast of ac1jacent 'areas as ·. 
·hhe fo:tl wo.a ·tilted shows the r t:tr:ae or ｩｮｾｳｯＺｲＮﾷｩｾｸｲｴ［ｾＬｴｩｯｮ＠ pos_siblc: (·1 ° - 2°), · · · · · 
6.1though no clearly (lefinecl sub-botu1do.ry walls were evid.en·b. Durint; tertiary 
creep ｣ＮｾＮﾷｴ＠ ﾷｬ［ｨｾＧ［ｽ＠ high Gtress level ' employed. subgrain formation a:t ｳｯｲｾ･＠ ｧｲ｡ｾｾ＠
boundt:.ries became very pr.onounced as shown in Figures 6. 7 .. ' The fact that all 
grain b'oundaries dicl not show this effect suggests · that this was the . resul;c; of 
heavy · deformation along these botu1daries. Discon·binuous precipitation and 
grain, boundary migration were also noted ·a,."ld · an example is shown · in ·:&"ig ($ .8 . 
and 6.9. In Figure 6.8- the or:i.ginaJ. position of the grain ·bounclary· is at 0 
(revealed by the · original grain bot.mdary particles) and the final posit'ion of 
the 'boundary is at ':b," The S pre_cipitate lcd;hs redissolved a.s Ｍｾｨ･＠ b_ounda.ry 
｡ｰｰｲｯ｣ｾ｣ｨ･､＠ them, the massive discontinuously nucleated S ｰｲ･｣ＺｩＮｾｩ＠ te.:be s -P · 
growing in its · wake. ]'igtu"e 6"9 sho·ws a dark field picture of the. ·ia.entical·· 
area in ]'igure ·6"8 using an S precipitate diffro.ct:l.on · spot. Unfortuna·tely · 
. the clro:ity is poor but the presence of 'the discon·tinuously :rormea· S 
precipitates can be seen. 
Evidence for grain boundary ｣ｬｾｦｯｲｭ｡ｴｩＰＱｩ＠ was also obt.ained from an ...1::. ' 
optical exatnination of microsections· of cree:p speoimE}ns and ｝Ｇｪｾｧｵｲ･＠ ＶＮｾＱＰ＠ shows ·· 
two examples of' the surface steps A at these ·bounc1aries. No·b all ｢ｯｵｮ､ﾣｾｲｩ･ｳ＠ _. 
Were stqpped. by l)I'tdl1 1)0U11<.tary sliding in aereement wi·bh ·the . thil1' foil ·-·.' .. 
ｯ｢ｳｯｲｶ｡ｴｩｾｮｳ＠ on substruc·bure Tormt\tion and this tends to confirm that ｴｨｾｳ＠
ｨ･｡Ｎｾｊ＠ ､･ｦｯｲｭ｡ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ ｳｵ｢ＺＺｲｴｾＢｵ｣ｴｵｲｾ＠ ｦＶｲｮｷＮｾｩｯｮ Ｎ＠ ·and boundary migratiion l'Ter•e ·· 
ｲ･ｬ｡ＢＧｾ･､Ｎ＠ ;.1 high ｣ｬｩｳｬｯ｣｡ｾｩｱｮ＠ dens.ity was_ also Q.eveloped. during the creep of ' ;_-: ... 
Ｎｬｾｨ･＠ RH58 alloy a..tti 170.0 0 . and substructures have been 'observed after creep 
testing f'or long .times · at low crc.ep stresse·s. Figures 6 .. 11 and 6 ,·12 show 
examples of the ｅｕｾｏｹＧ＠ ｳｴｾ･ｳｳ･｡Ｎ＠ at . ｾＵ＠ tons/in2 at 170°0 . for "566. hours the . 
specimen failing ｡ｦ［ ﾷ ｾｯｲ＠ 2'fo. elongation." Tl·.lis f'oil was talcen from the ｧ｡ｵｧ･ Ｎ ｾＬＭﾭ
length and the sub.:..b_ou.ndaries are inuicG.tea. a:t A. By ｾｩ［ｌｴｩｮｧ＠ ··the f'oil to 
" . 
produce Ｎａｾ＠ he ｩ､･ｮｴｩ｣｡ｾ Ｎ Ｍ ｣ｯｮｾｲ｡Ｎｳｴ＠ · on the · other · side of . a · st\b-bouna.ary ｯＮｾ､＠ ·by 
ｭｾ｡ｳｵｲｩｾｧ＠ the ｲｯｴ｡ＮｴＺｌｯＱｾ＠ _of the diffraction. pat·tern i1i ·the plane of the ｦｯｾｾ Ｇ＠ . 
n.s the sub-boundary was moved ｾ｣ｲｱｳｳ＠ the selected area d.if£ractiol1 ·aperttire' 
. •. . ｾ＠
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I 
·the misorientations across the ｳｵ｢Ｍ｢ｾｵｮ､Ｎ｡ｲｩ･ｳ＠ were calculated -to be · about · .. l 
" ' . •. ] The sub-boundaries were not always clearly defined hbv1ever, ·some Ｍｾ＠
sub-boundaries becomine di:f'fuse as e.t B in Figure 6.11. The factor ' con- - .I /1 
tr.olling the development of a ｳｵ｢ｾｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･＠ ｡ｰｰ･･Ｎｲ･ｾ＠ to be the orientation 
' .. '. ｾ＠
of the grain to the stress axis since, when formed, the subs·bructure · 
occurred throughout the whole ｧｲ｡ｩｬｾ＠ and yet many grains · showed only a high · 
uniform density of disloc8:tions. (Flgure 6.1 3). It should also ｾ･＠ · ｰｯｩｮﾷｾ［･､＠ :· 
out that .th_e substructure size was no·t iihc minimum spacing ｢･ｴｶｾｾ･ｮ＠ _· bhe --
dislocations, as is found ·l;o· be the case for pure metal_s,p bu.;c the ﾷＭ ｩｾＱ､ｩｶｩ､ｵ｡ｬ＠
1 
j 
J 
.j 
-1 ] 
''1 
ｾ ｉ＠
subgrains also contained _a high depsity ·of disloca:tions as shown in ＺＦｾｩｧｵｲ･＠ ·:1 
6.1lr.. These observations show that el':r'ors can be made :ii' too much reliance .· .'.:l 
is placed upon the etchli1g ｢･ｨ｡ｶｾｯｵｲ＠ of neighbouring regions _ ｾ､ｾｲ＠ the 
microscope, since this etching mc.\v: not show the presence -OJ." absence of · 
. ' j 
optical : 
deformation buJG merely certain dif.fel"ences in a.islocation arrongements. , -. ＮＭＭＭ ｾ＠
Larke ana Ｎ｜ｖｨｩｴｴｄｬ｣･ｲＸｬｾ＠ have evaluated. the effect of s'·bress t.U1Cl test ') 
temperature upon the creep strength of the BR58 shee·l:; ·to JJ2D s pccificat ion 
. r'· 
' . 
5070A, the tests lnstin.g for. up to 30000 hours. One ｾｵ｣ｨ＠ specimen which 
had·ill1dergone 30000 hours at .1;50°0 a·t· a . stress of 5 tons/in2 has been · 
compared by ｴｬｾ･＠ author vr.t th a specimen of the same sheet given an identical _. 
hea·t ·trl';!atment but stored at room ·tempera·ture ·without load.. ｾｌＧｨ･Ｎ＠ hea;t treatment· 
ｩｬＺｬ Ｎ ｣ｬｶＮ､｣､ ﾷﾷｾ ﾷ＠ a pre strain of' ＳＷｾ＠ prior·· to ｡ｾｾｩｮｧ Ｎ＠ at 190°0. No substructure was ) ,:,;.;. : , 
found in this specimen nor al:1Y evidence · of · grain bounda.ry substructure ·or 
ｰｯｵｮ､｡ｾＢｙ＠ migration, (these latt;er observations again: supporting the earlier . ·>· 
suggestion that deformation at _-phe boundary ·was requirecl·for ｭｩｧｲｾｴｩｯ Ｎ ｮ＠ ｴｯ ｟ Ｍ｟ＩｾＮＺ＠
· ｯ｣ｾｴｵＢＩＮ＠ ＮｴｾＮｴｴ･ｭｰｴｳ＠ were also mu.cle · -'co measure the degree of coarseii1.ng ｶ［ｊＺｾｩＭＶｨ＠
the precipitate ｣ｩＺｴｳｴｲｩ｢ｾｴｩｯｮ＠ vd,thill ｴｬｾ･ ﾷ＠ grains ana : at the grain ｢ｯｾｮ､｡ｲｩ［｣ｳ Ｎ＠
had undergone as u result of ·bhis long period at 150°C. The microstructure 
of the presti"aincd o.lloy. ｣ｯｮｴ｡ＮｩｾＱ･､Ｎｐ＠ · a·s· · vras mentioned: in Chapt0r 5 ,-. ｾ＠
homogeneous · distribution of S precipit;a·bes and dislocations due to the ｾ＠ ..! ｾ＠ ﾷＮｾ＠ ｾＬＮｴＺｾ＠ • 
. pre strain ·treatment. No detec·bablc change in precipitate disJliribi..ttion ., ·'·-
within the grains coulcl be found c;1nd it v;as hoped that more ･ｶｩ､･ｮ｣ｾ＠ could .- .:, ; 
be obtainecl from the grain bounclary· pr.ecipi·tates ｢･｣｡ｾｳ･＠ -'che diffusion of · 
solute would be higher · in these re·gionsc. The leng-ths of the grain boundary::._ ｾ＠ .· 
precipitates ·were measured parallel to the surf' ace. 'bf the foil ftnd ·,Nere 
found to. vary by at least a factor of three · from g:"'ain ·boundary ·to gra?.n 
·boundary. within the . sanie specimen. The difference's ' in size of boundtiry 
. precip:i.tate.s \vas · small comparec1 with this ｶ｡ｲｩｾｴｩｯｮ＠ within_ the ＭＧ ｾ｡ｭ･ Ｎ＠ ｳｰ･｣ｩｩｮＮｾｮＬ＠
. and f'or any a.etermil1a.i;ion of this coarsening to b.e .significail't the : measurement ·,: 
. . off precipitates· would ha.ve:·to be mo;de on a ｧｲ･｡ｴｾｲ Ｎ＠ Ｑｾｵｭ｢･ｾＢ＠ · oi boundaries · than · 
/ . .. ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ! . - . ', J ｾ＠
. ' 
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ＭＭＺＭﾷｾ［＠ . would also be· necessary to . take ｩｮｾｯ＠ ｡｣｣ｯｾｮｴ Ｚ＠ ·the ｴｨｩ｣ｬｭｾｳｳ＠ of the i:>rc- .
1
1_1 
.· . cipitn.tes normal to the bound.al'J:" . ana: . the ｬｾｯＧｮＭｯｩｲ｣ｵｬ･Ｌｲ＠ ｳｨ｡ｰｾ＠ of the pre-
. cipi ｴ｡ｴｾｳ＠ in the ｰｬ｡ｾＱｯ＠ of the boundary s;i.nce both would affect the accuracy . -i 
· t"J· · 
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6.2.2 l.·!e:tet.;;11ofQ."'O.J21!LQ.±: ｴｨｾ＠ tensile tU1d. ｣ｾｰ＠ :r.re.c.:t,m'c-2,!_4]-;-Cl.f_-}!.g ｡ＮＮｬｬｯｺｾＮ＠ ·j 
· In general t .he : ､ｵｯｴｩｬｾ＠ ty achieved by a raeJcal before fracture occurs is . ·:l 
､･ｰ･ｾ､･ｮｴ Ｎ＠ upon the . rate of sJcr.aining, . the elongation decreasing as the. strain 
.l"ate is ､･｣ｲ･｡ｳ･､Ｎｾ＠ The ﾷｾＱｾｯｴｩｬｩ＠ ty is o.lso sensitive 'to the ｩＺ［･ｭｰｾｲＮＭ｡ｴｵｲ･＠ at 
·which the metal is · st:r.•ained,. the· ductili·by falling and then rising again as 
.the test . ·t.em:LJ·erature is raised; thus producing the wellknovn1 d.uc·tili ty 
ｴｲｯｵｾｨＮ＠ The minimum in Jt:;he cluot;iliJcy trough is related to the strain rate 
but :for most common metals iJG ma;v occur · at or near room ｴ･ｭｰ･ｬｾ｡ｴｵｲ･Ｎ＠ As 
the duotili ty ohansc ｾＬ Ｎ＠ so ma.y the mode of fracture, an· increasing ｰｲｯｰＶｲｴｩｯＱｾ＠
. of grain bounda:r·y failure occur:t"ing with lower strain ｲ｡ｴｾｳＮ＠
The fract.ure beha.viou1" of the age hardened .A.l-Cu-Mg alloys ae;recs with ·. 
this geheral ｰｩｯｴｴｵｾ｣ ﾷ＠ and whereas as shown in Table 5. 2 the ·alloys shovrea· 
. approximately 1 CJf6 elongation· in the conventional tensile test at room 
temperai;urc, at ·1.50°0 under e.: strain rate 0.5/lu', 'the ｾｴｬｬｯｾｲｳ＠ ·bested. under 
creep· conditions a.t 150°0, where ·the strain r•ate is. approximately 1-o-6/m.--
showed elongations at ＱＭＲＱｾ＠ or everi lov1er. 1 ... scr:J.n'ling eleoJGron mict·ograph 
of a fracture sur:ro.ce produced. in the RR58 ulloy by tension rd; n strain 
:N1.te of 2x·J0-1/hr at 150°0 is .shown :i.n F:Leure · 6.·15. The spec.}imen hG.d been 
solu·bion ·brea·ced and qtl.enched and aged. ·16 · hours at 190°0 ｾ＠ ·l;ho microstructtu"c · ·· 
containing coo.rse particles ( 11J.m dituo.ete:r·) of .Fel'fi.A19 and precipitates of 
. St pha.se. ﾷ ｔｨ･ Ｎｾ Ｎ ｦＮｲ｡｣ｾｕｬＢＧ･ｳ＠ show large areas of' dimples some large (approxima·bely 
10-20 ｾｭ＠ diameter) and a distribution oi-: smaller a.imples approximately 1 p. m 
· ·diameter"! ｾｨ･＠ large dimples were the result of' the ductile ero.wth o:r cracks 
initiated at the FeNiA19 pa.rticles (e.g. at J\. in Figure 6.15). The origins 
of the · small dj.mples, e.g. n:t B, are believed ·bo be particles of the S 
phase, or ｶ･ｪｾｹ＠ small particles ·at• ]'eNilW.9. li'it,ure 6. ·16 (a) shows an area of · 
the fracture surface of' the alloy 60, (Al-2.5Cu-1.2Mg-0.21rSi) after a tensiol'J. 
·bes·b at 150°0. This alloy was free from pari;iolcs of ｆｾｎｩａｊＮ Ｙ＠ ancl fractured 
along the grain ·boundaries and it can be seen that the grain bounclary surfaces 
A (i.e. a two-grain junction) weJ."'e covered with a. lU1iform distribution of 
small dimples similOJ." in size to the small ones found in tho RR.58 alloy. 
It can be seen also tho.t ·the Brain boundary junctions, B, (:i..e. three-grain 
junctions) where the precipitates were lare;e:r.\ and more · widely spaced showed 
fewer but larger climples. .It is therefore concluded. that the sraa11 
precipite:te ｰｴｾｸｴｩｯｬ｣ｳ＠ although not resolved by the scanning _ electron 
i:ni.crqscope,'' were l"'esponsible for . init:i.ating the smvJ.l c'l"aoks fot·motl during 
. ｾＮ＠ ｾｩｾ＠
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ductile fracture of the 11R58 alloy. 
FigtU"C 16(b) shows D. secona area of the same fracture S\.U"'fn.ce us 
shown in Figure 16(a) where a secpndary crack ]?. can be seen to run do\'n1 
a vertical grain bound.ary.. The largo duc-tility before f'rac turc can be 
assessed from the opening at the crack root C-D and the duc·li:i.li·cy of the 
-boundary zone can be appreciated :E'rom the neokine of the ligaments at B., 
It is of in-terest that without the scanning electron microscope technique 
this type. of observation at · Jchis ·resolution vmuld not be possible. 
.. , . ' ｾﾷＮ＠
The general plane of the fracture sttC'faces of ·bhc creep specimens also 
o.ccurred at a}Jproximatoly ＱｾＮＵﾰ＠ to the tensile axis. However bccCl,Use of the 
· lower strain ra·te the initial creep cracks were in·licrcrystalline in all the 
. ･ｾＺｬｬｯｹｳ＠ ·s.tudie<.l (not only alloy .60) and tm example of their forri1ation in ·l;he 
fUlly aged HR58 alloy .is shown in Jligure · 6 .17. The cracks v1ere of the · 
Weclge; type, of·l;en ini tiatcd a:b grail'l ｃｏｲｬｬｃｬＢｾｬＬ＠ and. f!,l''0W along grain ＱＺ＾Ｐ｜Ｎｕｾ｣ｊＮ｡ｲｩ･｡＠
lying approximately norma.l Jco ·the tensile stref.is. Particles lying in the 
ｰ｡ﾷｾｨ＠ of ｴｨｾ＠ growing crack were some"Gimes ｢ｲｯｫ･ｾＱ＠ (:l?igure 6.·18) and in other 
cases part·ing occurred at the particle-matrix intel"'facc. The grain boundary 
· fracture facets were found to be covered with a fine dimpled structure 
when examined at high magnification as is shown· in Figure 6.19. This 
structure is believed to be due to the growth of voids at grain bounc1ary 
particles ahead of the growing crack as was shown for the tensile failure bf 1 
the alloy 60 in Figure. 6 .··16. Some boundaries also shovicd a fil1e distribution 
of _particles lying .on the smooth facet as 'shOWl1 in Figure 6 .20.. .At present 
. ' 
i·t. is not certain what factor determines vrhich type of facet may form but 
as will be described in the sec·l;ion 6o.3 it ;may be ｲ･ｬｾＱＮｴ･ ﾷ ､＠ to -the shea:r• stress 
acting. along the l?oundary· prior to ｦＧ｡ｩｬｵｲ･ ｾ＠ Considerable ｳｨｾ ＧＩ ｡ｲｩｮｧ＠ occurred 
. on grain boundaries lying at a ｳｭ｡ｬｬｾｲ＠ angle to the tensile s-tress, and 
' these areas can be sec11 a·h B .sm .. ｲｯｵｮｾｩｮｧ＠ the :rraoture facet A, in :E'igure 6.·1.9. 
A two · stage ｯＮ｣･ｴ｡ｴ･Ｍ｣｡ｾ｢ｯｮ＠ replica of such ·an area shown in Figtu·e 6.21. 
6.3 · D:i;scuss·i£_1} 
6.3 .1 QiQ..<?.Jl .. ｣ｬ･ｦｯｲＺｭｴｲｴ］ｨＲＮｬｬＮＲﾣＮ｀ＭＭｑＮｾｻｬｾ＠
_.Perl1aps ·the -flirst . direo·h ·examination by thin · foil electron m:i.croscopy 
.. . . 
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sccondro•y Cl."cep. The preliminary ｲ･ｾｵｬ＠ ts repor·bed here sho·w ·thai; ·the 
.Al-2.5Cu-·l .2Mg lllloy behaves in a s:tm:i.lar. l1la.l111er ｵｮ｣Ｑｾｲ＠ a st:r-ess of'· ·15'tsi · 
a:t 150°C, although · the variat:l. on in disloca't:ion density. between r'egiorts · . 
withilt a specimen was gr0ater Jchan that indicated by Pollal"d and Nutt:i.ng. 
A second similarity in behaviour is tha·t the first detectable evldence f'or 
the presence of a substructure due to creep occurred at the end of primary 
creep in ·!;he A.l-2.5Cu-1 ｾＲｍｧ＠ alloy as was found in the ＮｌｕＭＴＵｾｃｵ＠ alloy. · As 
Pollard and Nutting have explained the high dislocation density obtained: 
after only a low creep strain (0.25% in the ａｬＭｬｲＤｾｃｵ＠ alloy and 0.1,& in the 
) . 
present work) indicates that the dislocations were only ｾ･ｱｵｩｲ･､＠ to move 
short clistances and they suggested ·that the ｰｲ･｣ｩｰｩｴ｡Ｏｾ･Ｍｬｬｬ｡ｴｲｩｸ＠ j_n-terface 
could be ·hhe source of these dislocations. Dislocations ha.vc in fact been 
observe<.l. .rvo move from -these. interfaces in an aged ＮａｬＭｬＺＭＵｾｃｵ＠ foil strained 'in · 
the eleotron· microscope.112 Unfortunately the S precipitate laths in the 
Al-2 .5cu-1 .2Mg alloy are not so easy to s'tuc1y although Vlee.therly27 has shown 
the.t the i:nterface dislocations are of ｴｨ･ｾ＠ ｾＭＱＱＰ＾＠ type and therefore could. 
be glissile in the aluminium matri."C. Other features common to. both alloys 
when deformed at elevated tempera.lliure are the poorly clef'ined. substructure ·. 
within the grains and the grain boundary tnigra:liion and sub-bounclary formation 
in the precipitate aopleted regions ｢･ｬｾｩｮ｣ｬ＠ the moving grain boundary. These 
similarities betvmen t;he Al-L:-5&Cu studies and the present observations are 
Ulldoubtedly due to the simila.I.'i ty of' prccipiJca.te distribution in the two 
ｾｬｯｹｳＮ＠ In ｣ｯｮｴｲ｡ｳｴｾ＠ the l1R58 alloy has a higher density of smaller 
· precipitates within the grains, and :f'or this reason its creep behaviour :ls :· 
somewho.t di:l:':f.'ol;,ent. Not only dj.d a h:i.gh c.1islocatioll clensity develop (luring 
creep bu-t a.1so a well def'inecl s.ubstruc·ture approximately. 1 ＰＭＳＰｾｾ＠ doveloped 
within some Brains.. ｾｲｨｩｳ＠ substructure size did not define the minimum 
. spacing of the dislocations or the distance they could glide along their 
slip planes as is found to be the case fot' pure mei;a.ls. The sub grains 
conJcuined a high ､ｩｳｬｯ｣ｴｾＮｴｩｯｮ＠ density comparable VIi th ｾ［ｨ｡ｴ＠ in the grains tha-'c 
had no substruot\lre. It would appear -therefore that the £'ormation of the _ 
substructure is an inclirect consequence of the creep dc1formation, the 
controlling factor still remaining the spacing between the. disloca;l;ions , 
lying among the ｰｲ｣｣ｩｰｩﾷｾ｡ｴ･ｳＮ＠
G-:ca3.n boundary r:;licli.nr:; in o. common f.eo;ture of bo·t;h pure mo·bGln ·and 
alloyo and Mo!Jeo.n ollc.l :D't:.u•mcr'113 ho.ve shown that aJ.umin:1.tUn ::1olid solu-tions 
0onto.in:i.ng copper, magnesium or zinc show enhanced ｧｲ｡ｩｬｾ Ｎ＠ boundary. slitting 
' . 
in ·the surf ace . grains compared 'i'ri th pure aluminium i.e. the fraction · of' the 
total elongrxt1.on wh:tch was contributed. by tho gr·ain bo\lndro·y Wfis -r;rca·tcr in 
.. , 
-. 
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ｾ Ｎ＠ the solid solution. They also showed that ·the. ｧｲ•｡ｩＱｾ＠ bound.ary cor):l;ril>ution · 
: ｩｾｯｲ･｡ｳ･Ｚ､＠ as . the stress level was lowered a.nd coultl be as high o.s 80Cib .of 
ｊｾｨ･＠ totnl elongation. · 
1'he grain. bouno.al:'y clcformation of a.gc-hnrtlcnecl. ｡Ｚｾｬｯｾｳ＠ hD.s l:>een 
ｯｬｈＮｾｃＺｬＺＧｶ｣｣ｬ＠ in the r):resent work both nt the su:cfn.ce uGine m:i.crosect1.onH, and 
within ·the specimen us:i.ng thin f'oil electron microscopy. The ｾ ｭｩ｣ｲｯｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲ･ｳ＠
of' the alloys are inhomoc;cncout) ancl it is . not surprising 1;hnt the alloys . 
l 
:i 
·1 
.1 
def'orm more readily adjp.cent to the grain whore a lower den:.d:ty of pr·ecipitates ' 
··_is :· 1iucleated. I·b woulc1. be interesting ·bo determine the mo.snituc1e of' the 
grain boundary slicling in JGhese alloys ｬＩ｡ＺｴＮＧ ﾷ ｾｩ｣ｵｬｴＺｩｲｬｹ＠ since the elongation to 
ｦｲ｡｣ｩｾｵｲ･＠ can be very low ＨＰＮＲＯｾＩ＠ uncler low strain rates. It may be tha·t 
. almos-t all of this strain occurs o.t .lche l:>Ounc1ary ｷｩﾷｾｨ＠ li ｴﾷｾｬ･＠ strain f:t•om 
deformation within the grains. A lo·wering of the yiel(l s·trength of the . 
grain ｩｮｴ･ｬＢｾｩｯｲＬ＠ or conversely work · ｨ｡ｾＢｾｬ｣ｮｩｮｧ＠ this boun(lary regio11 may improve 
the overall creep d.uctili ty of the alloy. However, thcr•e is evidence that 
ｴｨｾ＠ deformation of surface 0rnins is not typical of the def'ormo:tion wiJGhil·r·  
the material. For example H.achinger11 1t· showed that although the surface 
grains in aluminiuin elongated during creep, the interior· grains remained 
equia.xed. However, a ·beobniQUC . has been (levcloped by Doc1d al'K1. Dnvics'115 
whereby the behaviour of .lt;he i1iterior grn,ins may' be assessed. The specimens 
are strai11ed into secondary ｣ｲｾ･ｰ＠ and the load removed and the surface 
gr•ains removed by ･ｬ･｣ｴｲｯｰｯｬｩｳｨｩｮｧｾ＠ On r0appliou:tion of the load the new 
sur:race grains cont{nuc to de:C'orm (:i.11i/cially :xt lea£-rt) ttS though they arc 
s·!;ill in i:he interior. The determination o:r the ｣ｯｮｴｲｩ｢ｵﾷｾｩｯｮ＠ of' graih 
boundary sliding ·within the interior is importa11t since it WC?Uld be of little 
practical use to consider the complex dislooa:tion-precipitate· inJc;eractiomJ 
Which occur within the grains if 1 as · secm.s ·possible, the c ri·tica.l wca.kne ss 
is at the · grain ﾷ ｾｏｴｬｬｬ､｡ｲｩ･ｳＮ＠
6 .3.2 ＮｑＮｲ･･Ｎｾ＠ _fract\1re oJ' ｾｾｾＺＺＮｃｵｾＺ｛ｧ｟ＹＺＬｧｯｾｾｳ＠ · 
The present observa:liions indicate that . the ·llJ.-Cu··Mg alloys fracture 
at elevated temperature by the . growth of wedg;e shaped. cracks, the ｳｯｦＢｾ＠
b?unc1ary regions allov1ing boundary f,low but the harder g:ce,.in interiors 
re sisti1'ig ｴｨｾ＠ plas·tic flow (which may have incr·easccl ,jche ｾｮｬｵ･＠ ｯｲＮｾＩＮ＠ . ｾＬｨｩｳ＠
form · of crack growth is common to many aluminium ｄＮｬｬｯｹｾ＠ and has been noted 
by Will:LaJns 108 in ＮａｬＭＲＰｾＡｚｮ＠ and Sully ｵＮｾ､＠ Hardy1.16 in ... ｕＭｌｊＭＵｾｇｵｾ＠ and by mal'l;Y 
other workers. However the ｯ｢ｳ･ｬＢｖｾＧｉＮｴｩｯｮｳ＠ of the 'fracture stu"face ｩｮ､Ｚｌ｣｡ｩｾ･＠
that the ｷ･､ｧ･ｾｴｹｰ･＠ cracks do nojc grow in a brittle manner to form a smooth 
bounclary facet but from ·choir dimpled appearance show evidence of appreciable 
､ｵ｣ｾｩｬＺｩＮｴｹ＠ _and hole formation · Dheacl of the main crack tip. · The resul ta.1it 
diml?le.s on the fra.c.ture SUl.".fn.cefs· .are sho\;rn to be of two pl."'ed.omin\:mt . . sizes 
_:: Ｇ ｾ＠
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ｾＱＰＱＭＱｭ＠ and. . Ｑｾｭ＠ consistent vdth -'choir being initiated at the pa.rticles of 
l!,eN:i .... U9 ancl greJ . .11 bounc1ar·y ｰｲ･｣ｩｩＩｩＢＧｾｵｴ･＠ ｰ｡ｲﾷｾｩ｣ｬ･ｳ＠ respectively. 11enon, 
Martinod and Cal vet117 ·have ·cxam:Lned microsect:i.ons of creep spec:lr.uens 
strained a{; ｣ｯｮｾｴ｡ｬｙ｢＠ strain rate in the ·range ·J o-1 /hout• . anc1 1 ｯｾＶＯｨｯｵｲＮ＠
They ·showed that the ductility ｾｦＧ＠ the AU2GN alloy (the ｆＱｾ｣ｮ｣ｨ＠ ｾｱｵｩ＠ valent of' 
1ill58) at 175°C fell from 27b at a strain. rate ?f 10-2/hour to 0.15% at 10-lr-j 
hour a11.d that the f'rcquency of grain boundal"'Y cracks incre::),sea as -'chc st:rE.d.n 
I 
ra:te -\•,as 'reduced. From careful mctallogra;phic v10rk they were able to shov1 
tha.·t alrnos·t a.ll -'che cracks origino:bcd a·b crackea · :ps.rticles of li'eHiJ.U9, the 
strain at which the particles cracked being grcD.ter as . the ntrain rate was 
reduced or the c1;eep temperature raise(l. For example a.t 175°0 a strain :cato 
:; ;o:f' 1 o-1 /hour produced cracking of ｰｾｾｲｴｩ｣ｬ･ｳ Ｚ＠ after 1% strain but ｾＯ｣＠ a strain . 
rate of 1 o-Z.t../hour, 3-lt-7b strain was required .to crack the particles. However 
·if the temperature was iowered ·bo 1.30°C the pa:r·ticles were cracked after 1% 
· strain at a strain rate of 1 ｯＭｬｾＯｨｯｵｲＮ＠
These · observations agatn ｩＱＱ､ｩｾ｡ｴ･＠ the: _  .importance ·of the term . Y, · 
(particularly the ple,1stio de.forma.lliion ｯｯＩｾｰｯｮ･ｮｴ＠ of the term), up011 the 
-·a.evelopment of grain boundary cracks .,since as · the ·· stra.i.n rate is re'duced and 
ｴｾＱ･ｲ･ｦｯｲ･＠ the flow stress is ｬｯＬｾＱ｣ｲ･｣ｬ＠ the difference i11 strength between the 
boundary ｲ･ｧｩｾｮ＠ a,.nd the grain is emphasised with J_i ttle deformation occurring 
｡ｾ ﾷ＠ the tiJ?S of the cracks v1hich · extended into the grains. 
It would be of interes-'c to know whether, either by ove7agei11g ·.or by 
agei_l?-g at . a higher temperature, one could. · improve the ｣Ｑｵｯｴｩｬｾｴｹ＠ to fra:cture 
· of the. AJ.·MCu-Mg alloys without undue loss of creep ｳｴｲ･ｮｧｴｨｾ Ｌ＠
6 .l1• ·sun!ma:t::l 
1; During· creep at 150°C the .tU-2.,.5Cu-192r:lg alloy developed. a high 
､ｩｳｬｯ｣ｾｴｩｯｮ＠ c1ensi ty during primary -creep and formed a subs·tructure ｡､ｪ｡ ｾ ｣･ｮｴ＠ . 
to the. grain boundary; during ·secondary and tertiary. creep which was ﾷ ｑＮｳｳｯｾｩＧ｡ｴ･｣Ｑ＠
ｾ ｶ｜ｲｩﾷ｣ｨ＠ ｰｲｯｮｯｵｮ｣ｾ､＠ grail<··boundary sliding. Disconti11uous ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩｴ｡ｴｪｾｯｮ＠ and 
ｧｾ｡ｩｮ＠ boundary ｾｩｧｲ｡ｴ ｟ ｜ｯｮ＠ was also observed. 
2·. A' high dislo"?ation (lensi'ty was also · formed in the commercial RR58 
alloy · during creep -e.t·f150°C and ·170°0 and in some grains .fractured o:ceep 
specimens · ｳｨｯｷｾ｣ｬ＠ evidence of substr_ucture. ·This substructure did not ､･ｦｩｮｾ＠
the dislocation ｳｰ｡｣ＺｬｾｧＬ＠ 1;ho subgra:i.ns <themselves o?rrb:t:i.ning a high c1ens:i.ty 
oi' dlBlocations .. 
The Al-Cu-MfS aJ.loys i'l"aotured in all ilYtcrerystnlline n1ru111er by the 
growth o£ . wedge--type orp.cks from triple poin·t;s along boundaries lying riormul 
·to the tensile stress. The sur.races 'of -lihese · oraoks were dimpled· showing 
ev:idc:,l;nce of clucd;jJ.ity and craokin_g ahead of .. the crack ·t;ip. ｾｲｨ･＠ dimples were 
of tVio ｧ｣ｩＱｾ･ｲ｡ｩ＠ sizes being ｩｮｩｾｴｩｾｾｴ･､＠ ·both td; particles . ｾｦ＠ FcNiA19· and . sma:llcr 
grail1 ｢ｯｾ､｡ｲｹ＠ :pt·ecipi:tates. · · · 
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FIG. 6.1 The general ｾ｡ｲｭ＠ of the creep curve. 
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FIG . 6 . 2 Al-2 . 5Cu- 1 . 2Mg alloy solution treate·d , cold water 
quenched and aged 16h 190°C . Creep tested at 150°C and a 
stress of' 1.5 tons/in . 2 f'or 1h. Creep strain 0 . 1% x 40000 . 
FIG . 6 . 3 Same alloy and heat treatment as in Figure 6 . 2 . 
Creep tested ｾｯｲ＠ 5h at 150°C and 15 ｴｯｾｩｮ Ｎ Ｒ Ｎ＠ Creep strain 
0 . 3% X 40000 . 
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:B'IG . 6 . 4 Same alloy and heat treatment as in Figure 6 . 2 but 
creep tested for 10h at 150°C and 15 ｴｯｾｩｮ Ｎ Ｒ Ｎ＠ Creep strain 
0 Ｎ Ｔｾｾ＠ X 40000 • 
FIG . 6 . 5 Same alloy and heat treatment as in Figure 6 . 2 but 
creep tested for 21h at 150°C and 15 ｴｯｾｩｮ Ｎ Ｒ Ｎ＠ Creep strain 
1 . 7% X 40000 . 
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FIG . 6. 6 Same specimen as Figure 6. 3. Grain boundary 
region showing the early development ｯｾ＠ substructure by 
tilting the ｾｯｩｬ＠ through the angles shown. Note also the 
high density ｯｾ＠ dislocations in upper left grain in (a) 
and (b) x 30000 . 
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FIG • . 6. 7 Same specimen as Figure 6. 5 showing pronounced 
subgrain development at a grain boundary x 30000 . 
- 122 -
FIG . 6. 8 Same specimen as Figure 6.5 showing grain boundary 
mi gration. The original boundary p osition is at 0 and the 
final position at F. 1he discontinuously formed 
precipitates are at·P x 40000 . 
FIG. 6. 9 Same field as 6. 8. Dark field using S precipitate 
dif'fraction spot showing location of' discontinuously nucleated 
S precipitates x 40000. 
- ＱｾＯ＠ -
FIG . 6 . 10 J(icrosections of t he Al-2 . 5Cu-1 . 2Mg alloy creep 
specimen sho m in Figure 6 . 5 sho ling steps at the grain 
boundaries due to grain ｢ｯｵｮ､｡ｾ＠ sliding x 200. 
FIG . 6. 11 RR58 alloy. Solution ｴｲ･｡ｴ･､ ｾ＠ cold water quenched 
and aged 16h 190°C . Creep tested at 170 C and 15 ｴｯｾｩｮＮＲ＠ to 
failure in 566h at creep strain of ｾＭｍｩ｣ｲｯｧｲ｡ｰｨ Ｎ＠ shows sub-
boundaries at A becoming diffuse at B x 30000. 
- 1:0 -
FIG . 6 . 12 Sui e specimen a s Fi gure 6 . 11 showing a second 
£ield containing sub- grains x 30000 . 
FIG . 6 . 13 Same grain as Fi gure 6 . 11 showing area o£ high 
dislocation density but no substructure x 40000 . 
31 -
Ｍｾｲｇ Ｎ＠ 6 . 1l._ Same 0 rain as Figure 6 . 11 sho Ting _high -disloca t ion 
ciensity within s ub - crains x 40000 . 
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FIG . 6 . 15 RR58 alloy solution treated, cold ｶｾｴ ･ｲ＠ quenched 
and aged 16h 190°C . 1!'racture surf'ace of specimen tested 
in tension at 150°C showing large dimples containing 
particles o:f FeNiAl 9 at A and small dimples B x 1200. 
- ·133 -
FIG . 6 . 16( a ) Al-2 . 5Cu-1 . 2rl g- 0 . 24Si all oy heat treated a s in 
Fi gure 6 . 15 . I ntercry s t alline f r a cture produced by tension 
at 150°C shovrlng f i ne di mples and di mple- free region at 
tri ple points x 1200 . 
Same fra cture a s Fi gure 
secondary crac! A containing ligaments 
a t cra ck r oot C x 12000 . 
- . Ｓ Ｑｾ＠ -
showing 
high ductility 
FIG . 6 .1 7 RR58 alloy heat treated as in Figure 6 .1 5. Creep 
tested at 150 °C and 20 ton/in . 2 showing intercrystalline 
fracture (stress axis vertical) x 500 . 
FIG . 6 . 18 Same specimen as Figure 6.17 showing fracture of 
a particle of Fe NiA19 at the crack root x 500 • 
... -.-
FIG . 6 .1 9 R 58 alloy solution treated, cold ｾｴ･ｲ＠ quenched 
and prestrained ｾｰｲｩｯｲ＠ to ageing 16h at 190°C. Creep 
tested at 15 tons/in . 2 at 170°C . Fr a ctured after 444h at 
c eep strain of 2ft • · Il icrograph shows a tensile 
boundary facet A and shear failure B x 280 . 
FIG . 6 . 20 Same specimen as Figure 6 . 19 showing grain boundary 
facet 'lith high density of precipitate particles x 2800 . 
- 136 -
FIG . 6 . 21 RR58 alloy , solution treated , c old ·wat er quench ed 
and aged 16h 190°C . Creep tested at 20 ｴｯ ｾ ｩｮ Ｎ Ｒ＠ at 150qC 
to produce ｱｾ＠ creep strain in 1 OOh x 6000 . 
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Gen0rctl Conclusio11s 
ｾｾｾ＠ ....... 
This thesis h_as considered .the me·l:;allUl"gioal ｦ｡ｯｴｯｲｾＮｲ＠ af.'feoting ·the 
precipitate hardening and creep of the Rll58 ･ｾｬｯｹＮ＠ 1.\ creep resis·tont. B.lioy 
;lhould possess a microstructure vvhich is bo·ch homogeneous ar'ld stable at the 
cr_eep tempel. ... ature. ｕｮｲｯｲＧｴｴｭ｡ｾ･ｊＮｹ＠ the processes of nucleaJcion ＱｾＮｮ､＠ grovtth o£ 
precipitates from supersaturated solicl solutions cause some inhomogeneity of. 
ｰＱｾ･｣ｩｰｩ＠ ｴｴＺ､ｾｾ＠ size and distribution. This. is ｰ｡ｲﾷｾｩ｣ｵｬ｡ｲｬｹ＠ so ｢･ｴｷ･･ｮ ｾ＠ the srain 
boun<l:ary region and the grain inte1:.ior due ·to JGhe loss of vacancies . to the 
grain boundaries on· quenching and ageingo This loss resul:ts ill fev1er 
precipitates being nucleated a.t'"ld. the loss of solute to the grt:dn botu1a.c;u-y .-J 
:1 
:·j 
precipitates. The RR58 q.lloy possesses· this a.rawbo.ck alJGhough, ·because of i 
the interaction ｢･ｴｷ･･ｬｾ＠ ｴｨｾ＠ silicon o.nd vacancies, the precipitate fre·e region 1 
is very narrow in this alloy. If' the alloy, is slightly Overaged, or 'if' given ·1 
a plastic prest'rain before ageing, a more rmiform di$·bribution of' S pre- · ;J 
cipitates may be cl.eveloped at the expense of the GPB zones which are dissolved. ·j 
·j ｈｾＱＮｶｩｮｧ＠ ·.obtained, a homogeneous microstructu:r·e, its influence upon the creep 
· .strength of the alloy depends upon i·ts stability at elevated temperatures, 
and. the fac-tors a:r:recting particle ｣ｯ｡ｲｳｾｮｩｮｧ＠ vrere ｯｵｴｬｩｾ･､＠ .in ｃｨ｡ｰＮＬｾｇ･ｬＢ＠ 6. 
The mos·l; important terms are the· diffusion ｲｾｾ･＠ of solute ·bhrough the ma:tri.."t 
and the energy · of the ｰｲ｣｣ｩｰｩｴ｡ｴ･Ｍｾ｡ｴｲｩｸ＠ ｩｮＮｾ･ｲｦ｡｣･＠ ,:Y • It has been · shown :·'; 
that the growth rate of ·the prec::ipitates is : greatly reduced .by the ｰｲ･ｳｾｉｩ｣･＠ qf Ｍ ＮｾＺｾ＠
ＰＮＲＴｾｾｻｳｩｬｩ｣ｯｮ＠ which would sugge1;1t that silic_011 reduces the diffusion rate of . 
co:9pe1 ... and ｭ｡ｧ｡･ｳｩｾ＠ in -the alloy. The · studies of vacancy condensation, 
· reported. :ln Chapter l,. indicate that ·there may be a s·trong interaction between 
the copper, magnesium and $ilicon atoms and the vacancies during the. formation 
ｯｾ＠ ｴｨ･ Ｎ ｇｬｾ＠ zones ｴｨｾｾ･｢ｹ＠ increasing the ｳｴｾＩｩｬｩｴｹ ﾷ ｾｾ＠ the zones. These .factors 
. ' 
lower both the solute flux available for diffusion nnd also the diffusion 
ra.·te ana. therefore a loviel"' C?.slXSening rate of the ｰｲ･ｯｩｰｩﾷｾｩ｟ﾷｲｾ･ｳ＠ cluring crC?ep 
·would be e:>:pecte<l. The .precise · magnitude of . the interfacie:il · energy .between 
the precipitate · and matri.-..c is · not known, but because the rn"ecipi;tatef.) . arc . : . ·. 
homoge.neously nucleated and smaller in ·the silicon be·arin8 alloys, ﾷｴｨ･ｹ Ｚ Ｚ ｾｲｾ ｾｾ＾Ｎ＠
coherent vlith the matrix f'or a ionger ·period and therefore have a lower 
effective surface energy. 
ｾｾｨ･＠ deleterious effect · of the prestrain treatment upon the creep 
strength of the alloy at 150°0 ｡ﾷｾ＠ low stresses suggests ·tha.t the greater 
number of' dislocations capable of glide during creep outweighs any strengthen-
ing that may 1)e d.erivcd from the work hnrc1e·1'iing of' ·t;he mD;brix or 'mo.d.ifica-tion 
to ;' tht.1 px·cc:tpitu:te ｣ｬｩｳｴｲＺｩＮｬＮｭＮｴＺｬｯｬｾ＠ ... l'h:ts ｬｯＺ｢ﾷｬｾｯｲ•＠ Ｉ＿ｯｴｬｳｪＮ｢ＺｾＮｬＺｩＺｴｹ＠ hns b.oon (lincountea 
since it ha:s been shown that plasJGic · str·a:J.n ｨ｡ｾ＠ a similm." .ei'fec·b whether : · 
" . ' ' . ｾ＠
·, · 
.. ' •. ｾ＠ . ; ｾ＠ ·, . . ... ｾ＠
... _ .. 
., 
---
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introducecl prior to or sub-sequent to the ageing treatment. l.Iore · recent. 
und_ as yet :i.noomple·te results on the effect· of pres'tra.in upon ·the creep 
·strength of the llil58 alloy a:t other creep tempera;bures in the rt"l.nge 
120-170°0, inclicate that so1up strengthening is obta:i.ned at the lower creep 
·l;emperaturen ｾ＠ ( ｣ｯｮｳＺｴｾｲ｢･ｮｴ＠ \vith the ef'f'ec·t upon Jche tens:i.le proper.l.;ies, bu·b 
-that the prestrain is deleterious at · ·both. i50°C and 170°C. 
Preliminary metD.liog:raphic ·stud:tes · o:r. · the creep deformevtion occm:·ring 
in the alioy have shovin . ﾷｬ［ｨ｡Ｚｾ Ｎ＠ the v.,reala1ess occurs at the grain . boundary ＩＮｾ･ｧｩｯｮｳＮ＠
Grairi ｢ｯｵｮ､ｲｵＮｾｹ＠ sliding ｾ｡ｳ＠ ｾ･･ｮ＠ ·11oted in both the ternary .lU-2 .5Gu-1 .2Mg ｾｬｯｹ＠
ru1d tho RR58 alloy, the former alloy showing considerable grain boundary · 
migration and substructure .. ;· The P.R,58 alloy al$0 formed a substructure Vf:i. thii1 
the ｧｲｾｩｮｳ＠ although· ·these. subg:rains ｟ ｣ｾｮﾷｨ｡ｩｮ･､＠ a high dislocation ､･ｮｾｩｴｹＮ＠
Creep frv..cttlre occurred by 'the growth of ｷ･､ｧ･Ｍｴｹｰｾ＠ ｯｲｾ｣ｫｳ＠ on grain. boundaries 
lying ｡ｰｰｲｯｸｾｭ｡ｴ･ｬｹ＠ _normal ·to· Jche tensile stress. .The alloy therefo):•c obeys 
the _general ·rule tha·t increased creep streng·th may result from an incrce.se 
in grain size bu·b at the expense · -of creep ductility. 
It is suggested ﾷｾｨ｡ｴ＠ the det-ermination of' the contribution from grain 
boundary ｾｬｩ｣ｬｩｮｧ＠ to the ·total elongation would be of' value. particula.rly when 
related to the magnitude of the creep stx·ess since. it is ｫｮｾｷｮ＠ that the 
overall creep a.uctili"ty falls as ·the stress J.evel is lovvered. .A poGsible 
means of overcoming the grain :t>ounde.ry wenlcness may be by heavily cold working 
the alloy before ageing such tha:t a pronounced substructure woulc1 be :formed 
which migh·t; reduce the ease of grain boundary sliding. ｾｴ＠ is proposed to 
continue the cleterminution of ·the disloca:tion densities and the asnessment 
of\ clamage oocurl"'ing during creep. On comple"l;j.on of the qual1'tita.tive study 
of· the effec·h of' prestrain at ｶ｡ｾｩｯｵｳ＠ ｴ･ｾｰ･ｲ｡ｴｵｬＢＧｾｳ＠ in. the ｲｾＱｮｧ･＠ 100-·J70°C, 
it . is hoped to undertake expex•iments to ､Ｇ＿ｴ･ｲＱｾｩｾ･＠ whether. it is, ｾＱＱｲｯｵｧｨ＠ the 
. ,. 
recovery rate or tho work hardening .rate ｴｬｾ｡ＮＭＧｾ＠ the. prccipitat;es iilfluence the 
. ' . 
｣［ｲｾ Ｚ ｣＿＠ strength ·of _·the alloy • 
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